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Regular Notices
Central Enquiry Unit
Enquiry line: 08459 500505 National callers.  All calls to this number are
charged at local rate.
+441633 813930 International callers
Text telephone: 08459 222250 The Central Enquiry Unit has installed a
Minicom 7000 Plus telephone.  The telephone
has a keyboard and display screen which
enables people who have hearing loss or
speech impairment to communicate with the
office by typing out their conversation on their
text telephone rather than speaking.  An





Opening hours: 09:00 to 17:00, Monday to Friday
Public searches: The Central Enquiry Unit has a public trade mark search facility. This
is available by appointment during Office Hours. To arrange an
appointment please telephone 08459 500505.
Address: Concept House, Cardiff Road, Newport, South Wales NP10 8QQ
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The London Office
The London Office is located at Harmsworth House, 13-15 Bouverie Street, EC4Y 8DP.
Tel: +44 (0)20 7596 + ext (see below). Opening hours: Monday - Friday 09:00 - 17:00.
Customer services currently available from the London Office include:
• Document filing (facilities for 24 hour filing).
Customers should ensure that packages are sealed and that the appropriate fee
or authority to charge either an office deposit account or a debit/credit card is
included with the filing.  
Receipts will only be issued for the package filed rather than the documents
enclosed in the package.
• Obtaining files and documents for inspection;
• Support for patents, designs, trade mark and copyright hearings held in Harmsworth
  House;
• A limited supply of free promotional material on patents, designs, trademarks etc.;
Further information on all aspects of the London customer services is  available from:
Les Yuill -  London Office Manager - Tel: +44(0)20 7596 6518
Nagim Ali - London Office Coordinator - Tel: +44 (0)20 7596- 6508
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Customer Service Standards
What service can you expect from us?
Our aim is to administer the intellectual property legislation fairly and consistently.  We
believe it is important that you should know what you can expect from us and so we set
specific standards for our dealings with you.  Our guiding principles are that you may
expect to:-
• be treated fairly;
• be treated courteously; and
• get help from us with your application.
To achieve this we aim to do the following:
• publish details of all the applications for Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) we
accept, and publish major decisions which lay down new principles or reinforce
existing ones for the grant and protection of IPR;
• always explain and give reasons for our decisions and give you the chance to
challenge them;
• be positive and helpful to you; and
• staff our enquiry points form 09:00 to 17:00.
The standards, including the performance against them for the quarter October to
December 2006 are set our below.  Performance will continue to be monitored with the
results updated quarterly.
We will:
• See visitors within 10 minutes of pre-arranged 100%
appointment times
• Answer enquiries politely and professionally:
letters and faxes within 5 working days 100%
e-mail enquiries within 1 working day 100%
90% of telephone calls within 20 seconds. 94.3%
The following are targets that are not able to be measured
• Provide clear information about our services
• Make our services available to everyone
• Act on feedback to solve problems and make sure they 
do not happen again.
If you wish to comment generally on performance against standards, or wish to suggest
any other areas of the Office where standards might be established, please contact:-
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You may also wish to know there is a leaflet available with details of the Customer Service
Standards and the Complaints procedure.  Copies are available from Maria Ciavatta (as
above).
Complaints Procedure
The Office is committed to providing high quality best value services.
If things go wrong we want to know.
If you wish to complain about the quality of service you have received from us and cannot










Your complaint will be acknowledged within one working day and you will receive a full
reply within 10 working days.  If, in exceptional circumstances, we cannot meet this target,
we will explain why and give you a new deadline.
If you have followed this procedure and are still not satisfied, you have the right to ask your
MP to take up your complaint and our handling of it with the Parliamentary Commissioner
for Administration (the “Ombudsman”).  Your local Citizen’s Advice Bureau will give you
the address of your MP.  You may get further advice from the Ombudsman’s office at:
The Parliamentary Ombudsman
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Helpline: +44(0)20 7217 4163
Fax: +44(0)20 7217 4160
e-mail: opca-enqu@ombudsman.org.uk
If your complaint is about an application for information under the Freedom of Information
Act 2004 and you have followed this procedure and are still not satisfied, you have the right
to make a complaint to the Information Commissioner. You may get further information
from: 






You may also visit the website of the Office of the Information Commissioner at:
www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk
The Office has developed a leaflet detailing all aspects of its complaints procedure: copies
can be obtained by phoning our Central Enquiry Unit on 08459 500505.
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PATLIB® UK Centres 
(Patent Information Libraries (PIN))
The official publications of the UK Intellectual Property Office may be consulted free of
charge at the following addresses, each of which is a PATLIB UK centre:
Aberdeen
Information Services - Business, Central Library, Aberdeen City Council, Rosemount
Viaduct, Aberdeen, AB25 1GW




Business and Learning Gateway, Central Library, Royal Avenue, Belfast,  BT1 1EA
Tel: +44(0)2890 509165 Fax: +44(0)2890 332819
e-mail: stephenmcfarlane@hotmail.com
Birmingham
Creative Insight Patents, Central Library, Chamberlain Square, Birmingham,  B3 3HQ





Learning Centre, Central Library, College Green, Bristol,  BS1 5TL





Patents Section, Information & Business Library, The Mitchell Library, North Street,
Glasgow,  G3 7DN
Tel: +44(0)141 287 2904 Fax: +44(0)141 287 2912
e-mail: john.mcguire@cls.glasgow.goc.uk
Leeds
Business & Patent Information Services, 3rd Floor Suite, Central Library, Municipal
Buildings, Calverley Street, Leeds. LS1 3AB
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Liverpool
Patents Department, Business and Technology Library, Central Library, William Brown
Street  L3 8EW






96 Euston Road, London NW1 2DB
General enquiries:
British, European and PCT patents:




Patents Collections and Services, Commercial Library, Central Library, St Peter’s Square
M2 5PD





Patents Collections and Services, Patents Advice Centre, City Library, Princess Square,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NE99 1DX




Patents Collections and Services, Reference Department, Central Library, Drake Circus
PL4 8AL





Patents Collections and Services, Central Library, Guildhall Square, Portsmouth,  PO1 2DX
Tel: +44(0)2392 819311 Fax: +44(0)2392 839855
e-mail: jackie.painting@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
e-mail: jane.vince@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
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Sheffield
Patents Collections and Services, Business, Science & Technology Library, Central Library,
Surrey Street, Sheffield  S1 1XZ
Tel: +44(0)114 273 4743 Fax: +44(0)114 273 5009
e-mail: sue.sayles@sheffield.gov.uk
Swansea
Swansea PATLIB, Library and Information Services, University of Wales, Swansea,
Singleton Park, Swansea SA2 8PP, Wales
Tel: +44(0)1792 513259      Fax: +44(0)1792 295851
e-mail: patlib@swansea.ac.uk 
e-mail: M.Bevan@swansea.ac.uk
® PATLIB is a registered trade mark of the EPO
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National Security
Attention is drawn to the provisions of section 23 of the Patents Act 1977 (as amended by
the Patents Act 2004 with effect from 1 January 2005).  
Under these provisions, certain patent applications may NOT be filed abroad by a person
resident in the United Kingdom, unless permission is obtained from the comptroller.
These are patent applications which contain information relating to military technology or
information the publication of which might be prejudicial to national security or public
safety.  For such patent applications, permission to file abroad should be sought from the
comptroller, unless an application for a patent for the same invention has first been made
in the United Kingdom, and six weeks have elapsed from the date of such application and
no directions prohibiting publication or communication have been given or all such
directions have been cancelled.  Requests for permission from the comptroller to make an
application abroad should be made even if, for example, such an application is required by
contract with a foreign firm.
Requests for permission will be facilitated by explicitly addressing them “For attention in
Room G.R70”.  Alternatively, requests may be faxed to +44 (0)1633 814415.  Enquiries
regarding this notice may be made by telephoning +44 (0)1633 813558.
Filing of Patents Documents by Post
Anything sent to the UK Intellectual Property Office under UK patents law1 by posting in
the United Kingdom is deemed to have been filed when it would have been delivered in
the ordinary course of post.  In practice, this has generally meant that patents documents
sent through the Royal Mail could, if delayed, be given a filing date before their actual date
of receipt.  Supporting evidence is called for in some cases before the earlier date is
granted.
Schedule 8 of the Postal Services Act 2000, which came into force on 26 March 2001,
makes clear that the use of the terms “post”, “registered post”, “recorded delivery”, and
“first class post” in legislation cannot be limited only to services provided by what it calls
“the Post Office company”.  As a result, the Office now recognises as “post” any items
delivered to it by any commercial service which undertakes to deliver mail in exchange for
a fee.  It follows that patent documents sent by such commercial services can, if delayed,
be deemed to have been filed before the actual date of receipt.
Enquiries about this notice, and requests for documents to be given a filing date earlier
than the actual date of receipt, should be directed to Kerry Collings at the 
UK Intellectual Property Office
Tel: +44(0)1633 814414
Fax:  +44(0)1633 814444
e-mail:  kerry.collings@ipo.gov.uk
1 The Patents Act 1977, Rule 97 of the Patents Rules 1995 
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UK Patent Classification Key (UKC)
1. From 1 July 2007 the UKC key will not be used to classify documents at the UK
Intellectual Property Office. 
The UK Intellectual Property Office (UK-IPO) has conducted a consultation on whether
there’s a continuing need for a UK Patent Classification Key; details of the consultation are
available on our external website at http://www.ipo.gov.uk/consult-ukc.pdf.  A response to
the consultation is at http://www.ipo.gov.uk/response-ukc.pdf.   After careful consideration,
the UK-IPO has decided to cease classifying GB Patents to the UKC with effect from 1st
July 2007.
2. Summary of changes effective from 1 July 2007.
To implement the change in practice a dummy Heading and Mark will be introduced in the
UKC which will indicate that a GB Patent has not been classified to that key.  The application
of this Heading by UK Patent Examiners will commence on 1 July 2007 and no other
Headings* will be applied from this date; any classifications applied before 1 July 2007 will
not be removed prior to publication.  Therefore, after this date the front pages of GB ‘A’ and
‘B’ published specifications will contain either:
a) UKC terms applied before 1 July 2007; or,
b) dummy Heading and Mark indicating that the publication is “N0T CLASSIFIED”.
Similarly, after the 1st July the Patents Journal Subject Matter Index will also contain a
mixture of previously applied UKC Headings and the dummy Heading N0T (N zero T).
*Due to international obligations the UKC Headings B5N and C7A will continue to be applied
after 1st July 2007.
Although the UKC will cease to be applied to newly considered applications, the historical
content of the UK patent document collection will not be affected.  No further editions of
the Key will be published.  The final edition of the Key, Edition X, will remain available at
http://www.ipo.gov.uk/patent/p-decisionmaking/p-class/p-class-ukc.htm.  
The following pamphlets are available without charge from the above website:
1) Notes on the use of the Classification Key;
2) UKC (Edition W) Catchwords;
3) The Documentation Record (revised to edition X);
4) UKC/IPC Concordance;
5) Introduction to U1S;
6) Heading U1S Universal Indexing Schedules for Use, Application, Utility and Property;
7) The Documentation Record (revised to edition X)
8) Unit Introductions (showing changed headings).
The following pamphlets are available in printed form but are not available on our website:
1) Structure of the Classification Key;
2) Catchwords Index to Heading U1S.
3. Prices
A number of different packages are available.  For details see our website
http://www.ipo.gov.uk/about/about-ourpublications/about-publication.htm 
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Eighth edition of the International Patent Classification
(IPC8)
Following the introduction of the eighth edition of the international Patent Classification
(IPC8), all GB patents published after 31 December 2005 will be classified under the
advanced level of IPC8.
All patent documents also continue to be classified under the UK Classification Key.
IPC8 is a new, internationally-recognised classification system which came into force
worldwide on 1 January 2006. It was introduced by the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO), 34, Chemin des Colombettes, CH-1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland;
email ipc.mail@wipo.int. Any enquiries about IPC8 and its use should be directed to WIPO.
IPC8 classifying terms look similar to IPC7 terms except that all classifying terms now
include a version indicator in brackets, currently “(2006.01)”. This indicates that the
classifying term in question was first introduced in January 2006. 
All existing IPC7 terms that remain valid under IPC8, as well as new terms introduced on 1
January 2006, carry the version indicator “(2006.01)”. Any new terms introduced after
January 2006 will carry a version indicator appropriate to the month of introduction.
Changes in the IPC8 classification scheme are expected every 3 months from July 2006.
The design of front pages of patent documents has been altered according to new
internationally-agreed formats which stipulate a tabular presentation of IPC8 data. IPC8
data presented in the indexes of this Journal has been altered to include the version
indicator mentioned above.
Indexes Used in this Journal
The head notes to some of the indexes in this Journal include examples of entries
appearing in the indexes.  Where appropriate, component parts of the examples are
preceded by a two-figure INID code (Internationally agreed Numbers for the Identification
of bibliographic Data) and include two-letter country codes.  The codes are those of
standards of the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) and more details can be
found on the WIPO Website: www.wipo.int/scit/en/standards/standards.htm.
Specifications on Sale in London
Current Specifications, although not available for sale at the London Front Office, can be
ordered during the week commencing 31 October 2007 are in the range GB 2437046 -
GB  2437696.
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British Library - Recent Additions to the Library
The following transcripts of High Court Decisions have been received at the British
Library.
Plaintiff(s) & Defendant(s) Date of Hearing SRIS code 
No.
Dr.Reddy’s Laboratories (UK) Limited
-and-
Eli Lilly and Company Limited.
30 July 2007 C/064/07
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UK Intellectual Property Office Mediation Service
The Office offers a high quality, value-for-money mediation service for use in settling
Intellectual Property disputes. 
Why you should use our service
The service aims to provide a quick and cost-effective alternative to litigation. The service
allows parties to reach agreement in Intellectual Property disputes through mutual
consent, which is vital if goodwill is to be preserved for future business relations.   
The office’s team of CEDR accredited mediators has extensive experience of dealing with
Intellectual Property disputes, ranging from ownership and inventorship disputes to
complex licensing agreements.
What we offer
We can provide an accredited mediator and/or facilities to accommodate mediation at
either our London or Newport offices. 
Our mediators and accommodation facilities can be booked on either a half or full day
basis.
What it costs
Mediation & Accommodation: includes the costs of a mediator, accommodation, general
administration and travelling expenses.
Venue Full day Half day
Central London £1000 £750
Newport £750 £500
Accommodation only: £100 per half day at either our central London or Newport offices.
All costs are subject to VAT for UK customers and will be borne equally by the parties
unless agreed otherwise. 
How to use our services
For more information or to request one of our mediation services then please contact us at:
Mediation
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Proceedings under the Patents Act 1977
Applications for Patents Filed
Application Number Range
This index sets out details of applications for patents filed in the
application number range given above. The entries are arranged in
alphabetical order according to the applicant’s name. Where there
are joint applicants, then the entry under the name of the first
applicant sets out details of the application, including the names of
the other applicants. The entries under the names of the other
applicants are cross referenced to the entry for the first applicant.
Each entry in the index under the name of the (or the first)
applicant provides the following information: the name(s) of the
applicant(s); the title of the invention; the filing date of the
application; any priority details; and the application number allotted
to the application.
Where an application is requesting an early date under Section 8,
12,15(9), or 37 of the Act, then the filing date of the earlier
application is included (see example 2). Where an application is
derived from an application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty or
is converted from a European Patent Application, then the
application number, the publication number, and the date of filing
of the PCT or EP application are included (see example 3). 
The application number includes, at its end, a check digit. The full
application number, including the check digit, should be quoted in
all correspondence concerning proceedings in respect of an
application up to the grant of a patent. When the application is
published under Section 16(1) of the Act, it will be accorded to a
seven-figure serial number. This should be used only when seeking
to identify printed copies of the specification and its abstract and to
make enquiries concerning entries in the Register of Patents.
These applications will not be available to the public for inspection
or purchase until the date of publication under Section 16(1) of the
Act. This date will be advertised in a subsequent issue of this
Journal.
Where applicant details are not initially available that entry will
appear at the end of the index and the relevant data field will be
blank. A further entry will be made in the Journal when the identity
of the applicant is supplied.
There follows three examples of entries for this index. The first
example shows an entry under the name of the first applicant for
an application having joint applicants, and includes an entry
under the name of one of the other applicants. The second
example shows an entry for a divisional application and includes
priority details. The third example shows an application derived
from a PCT application.
Example 1
(71)Thorpe, John R, Dawson, Bryan and Prowse, David W 
(54)Trench Covering System
(22)Date Lodged: 04 Mar 1989
(21)GB8905012.4
(71)Dawson, Bryan See Thorpe John R
Example 2
(71)Hammer, Floyd V (54) Method of forming articles from a
plastic material
(22)Date Lodged: 06 Mar1989 [16Oct 1986](Parent filing date)
Priorities: [(33)US (31)798886 (32)18Nov1985]
(21)GB8905132.0
Example 3
(71)Kajima Corporation (54) Curtain wall
(22)Date Lodged: 10 Jan 1989 [16Jun1987] (PCT filing date)
(86)PCT Appl No: PCT/JP1987/000389
(87)PCT Pubn No: WO/1988/010345
(21)GB8900507.8
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A-Nan, Chen Three dimensional shade
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718319.7
ABLE Facade Systems Limited 
Blastproof buildings
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718294.2
Acal Energy Ltd Fuel cells
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718349.4
— Fuel cells
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718577.0
Acergy France SA Towing and subsea 
installation of long articles
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [28 Apr 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/EP2006/005315
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/117249
Priorities: [GB0509179.8 05 May 
2005]
[GB0513015.8 25 Jun 2005]
GB0718549.9
Acuman Power Tools Corp 
Counterforce-counteracting device for 
a nailer
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718284.3
Adams, Robert and Jet-Blow Jet and 
dry washing device "jet-blow"
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718437.7
Advanced In Vitro Cell Technologies 
s.l. See Protherics Mecicines 
DevelopmentLtd
AES Engineering Ltd Non contacting 
bearing protector with integral lipseal 
and shut off valve
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718583.8
AFC Teamtheme Limited Multi 
use/sports whistle incorporating 
counting mechcanism
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718565.5
Afton Chemical Corporation 
Lubricant formulations and methods
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11564424 29 Nov 2006]
GB0718271.0
— A compound and method of making 
the compound
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
[US11548915 12 Oct 2006]
GB0718303.1
— Lubricant composition
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
[US11561062 17 Nov 2006]
GB0718635.6
GB0718161.3 - GB0718700.8 
Applications for Patents - cont
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AGCO GmbH & Co Filters
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718223.1
Agere Systems Inc Structure and 
method for fabricating flip chip devices
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [24 Feb 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/006673
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/091856
Priorities: [US60655816 24 Feb 2005]
GB0718502.8
Agilent Technologies, Inc. Method and 
device for improved radio link 
performance
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718237.1
— Trigger event detection apparatus and 
method therefor
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718442.7
Ainsworth, Geoff Learning bean bag 
chair
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718392.4
Akers, Frank Connection device
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718302.3
Al-Mayahi, Abdulsalam Osmotic 
energy recovery & related systems
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718334.6
— Ammonia-water cycle & related 
applications
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718463.3
Angiomed GmbH & 
Co.Medizintechnik KG Radially 
expansible stent
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718187.8
Anglian Windows Ltd Corner protector 
for glazing units
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718211.6
Anthony William, Parsons Mooring 
aid
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718192.8
Aqua-Aerobic Systems Inc Stationary 
cloth media filtration and self-aligning 
backwash assembly
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007 [15 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/009603
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/102022
Priorities: [US11086193 22 Mar 2005]
GB0718412.0
Archimedes Development Limited 
Non-aqueous pharmaceutical 
compositions
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718318.9
ARM Limited Insertion of error 
detection curcuits based on error 
propagation within intergrated circuits
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [03 Oct 
2005]
PCT Appl No: PCT/GB2005/003800
PCT Pubn No: WO2007/034128
Priorities: [GB0519363.6 22 Sep 2005]
GB0718193.6
— Communication of a diagnostic signal 
and a functional signal by an integrated 
circuit
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
[GB0625958.4 27 Dec 2006]
GB0718601.8
Armour Home Electronics Limited 
Wireless communication device and 
system
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718362.7
Armourtest Limited Improvements in 
or relating to protective clothing
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [22 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/GB2006/001066
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/103400
Priorities: [GB0506293 29 Mar 2005]
[GB0516009 03 Aug 2005]
GB0718166.2
Astra Door Controls Ltd Door closer




Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [20 Feb 
2007]
GB0718173.8
Atkins, David I See Robertson, Andrew 
H
Atlantic Inertial Systems Limited 
Improvements in or relating to angular 
velocity sensors
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718161.3
Aubee, Sebastian AFL interactive CD 
Rom (Interactive SAT CD Rom exam 
series/curriculum assessement 
(curriculum framework) services)
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718401.3
Automotive Products (Italia) S.p.A. 
Drum brake
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007 [04 Apr 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/IB2006/001032
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/109180
Priorities: [GB0507470 13 Apr 2005]
[GB0523107 11 Nov 2005]
GB0718692.7
Avaya Technology LLC Methods and 
apparatus for managing internet 
communications using a dynamic stun 
infrastructure configuration
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11541438 29 Sep 2006]
GB0718282.7
B G Research Ltd Performance issues in 
use of vessels for biological applications
Date Lodged: 29 May 2007
GB0718249.6
— Improvements in and relating to 
reaction apparatus
Date Lodged: 29 Aug 2007
GB0718250.4
Baker Hughes Incorporated Method 
and apparatus for downlink 
communication
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [28 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/011137
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/105033
Priorities: [US60/665823 29 Mar 2005]
GB0718524.2
— Obm sensor with a single loop antenna
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [22 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/010463
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/102449
[US11088443 24 Mar 2005]
GB0718642.2
— Perimetrically loading collet
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007 [09 May 
2005]
[US60572918 20 May 2004]
GB0718680.2
Bald, Andy W A Corner shutter pack
Date Lodged: 26 Sep 2007
GB0718690.1
Bass, David B Recliner spinal traction 
device
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [30 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/012047
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/127131
Priorities: [US11/096,304 01 Apr 2005]
GB0718503.6
Beijing Lenovo Software Ltd See 
Lenovo (Beijing) Limited
Benest, Roger S and Gilmore, 
Richard Hair tool hot cold
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0711931 20 Jun 2007]
GB0718594.5
Bent, Graham A See International 
Business machines corporation
Bentley Motors Limited Improvments 
in or relating to vehicles
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718665.3
Bingham, Georgina S The Grott Box
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718541.6
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BIO A.R.T. SA Multiparameter assay
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718606.7
Bio, Malo Flashing device for disabled 
and elderly people
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718408.8
Bioniqs Limited Purification of organic 
compounds
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0718269.4
Bishop, David C See McInerney, Kevin
Boeing Company, The Parking brake 
adjustment for an aircraft having an 
electric brake system
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11539863 09 Oct 2006]
GB0718270.2
Boeing Company, The and Dalmau, 
Elio and Jesus, Horacio B De 
Nutmount apparatus
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [30 Jun 
2006]
Priorities: [US11188028 22 Jul 2005]
GB0718485.6
Bonus Electrical Limited Level 
detection
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718671.1
BPR Medical Ltd Medical gas coupling
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718685.1
Bradken UK  Limited Annular grinding 
ring
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718647.1
Brannigan, James Breadmate
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718322.1
Bravas Limited Payment method and 
system
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718624.0
Brazier, Nigel Mango-pod extractors
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618571 21 Sep 2006]
GB0718489.8
Bremner, Jonathan J See Shaw, Thomas 
M
Breslin, Anthony See Gallagher, Danny
Breville Pty Ltd Citrus presses
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [13 Oct 
2004]
Priorities: [AU2003905812 22 Oct 
2003]
[AU2004903578 01 Jul 2004]
[AU200402069 19 Apr 2004]
GB0718641.4
— Citrus presses
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [13 Oct 
2004]
[AU2003905812 22 Oct 2003]
[AU2004903578 01 Jul 2004]
[AU2004902069 19 Apr 2004]
GB0718645.5
Bridge, Iain Mesh reinforced twin-wall 
panel
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718533.3
Bridgestone Sports Co.,Ltd. Golf club 
head
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [JP2006280298 13 Oct 2006]
GB0718311.4
British American Tobacco 
(Investments) Limited Smoking 
article with modified smoke delivery
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718406.2
Brown, Phil J See Thomas, Edward A
Buckley, David W R and Smith, 
Hayley J Straw holder
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618477 20 Sep 2006]
GB0718365.0
Building Product Design Limited A 
dry verge system for a roof structure
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618439 20 Sep 2006]
GB0718205.8
Burrows, Kevin J Apparatus for opening 
and closing sash windows
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [24 Feb 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/GB2006/000654
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/090161
Priorities: [GB503815 24 Feb 2005]
GB0718698.4
Burton, Paul Omni-directional 
loudspeaker
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718338.7
Buse, Andrew P Sports metatarsal 
impact protector
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718471.6
Cadbury Schweppes plc Aerated jelly 
candy confectionery
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718661.2
Cambridge Enterprise Limited 
Improvements in or relating to organic 
compounds
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718377.5
Cancer Research Technology 
Compounds and their use
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718560.6
— Compounds and their use
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718561.4
— Compounds and their use
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718562.2
Cancer Research Technology Limited 
Cancer marker and therapeutic target
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718167.0
— Compounds and their use
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718559.8
Canny, Brian N Camera
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718175.3
Cardy, David R Travel bag
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718554.9
Carter, Timothy J See Fink, Winston D
Castle Waste Services Limited A 
method of treating waste dust
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718201.7
Catalyst Developments (BD) Ltd 
Infant feeding bowl
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718304.9
Chamberlain Group,, The Inc. Chain 
guide insert for a garage door
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11538708 04 Oct 2006]
GB0718287.6
Chan, Chao-Yung and Lin, Hsi-Liang 
Shoe sole having insole and midsole 
forming mated air chambers
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718530.9
Chana, Gursharan S Surgical 
positioning device
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718623.2
Chemence Ltd A two-part closure cap 
for a container
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718558.0
CHETSE, RUMIDAYI S See Scott, 
Alan T
Chou, Terry Frame-reduced swim 
goggles with angle-free lens
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718652.1
— Swimming goggles with a frameless 
unitary lens
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718653.9
Christian, Michael and Todd, 
Richard and Girvan, George 
Sampling device
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718327.0
Christman, Gavin and Knapp, Kate 
Bird feeder
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718221.5
Chuan Jiing Enterprises Co Ltd Oil 
drain and suction pump
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718382.5
Church, John D and Keyser, James E 
Misfuelling device
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0701359 24 Jan 2007]
GB0718421.1
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Ciba Specialty Chemicals Holding 
Inc. Treatment of an aqueous 
suspension of solid particles
Date Lodged: 26 Sep 2007
GB0718696.8
Clearway Medical Limited Breathing 
device
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718430.2
Climax Engineered Materials LLC 
Metal powders and methods for 
producing the same
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [24 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/010883
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/104925
Priorities: [US11092023 29 Mar 2005]
GB0718170.4
Collins, Derek Adultfunboard
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718340.3
— Adultfunmat
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718341.1
— Adultfunstool
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718342.9
Collyer, Robert J Tie rod remover
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718207.4
Complicity Limited Authentication 
device
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718324.7
Conmed Corporation Near-
instantaneous responsive closed loop 
control electrosurgical generator and 
method
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11/514819 02 Oct 2006]
GB0718537.4
Conveyor Units Limited Diverter
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618709 22 Sep 2006]
GB0718438.5
Cook, Bernard Lighting device
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718195.1
Cook, David J Improved method of 
laying a foundation
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [09 Feb 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/NZ2006/000013
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/091110
Priorities: [NZ538538 28 Feb 2005]
GB0718514.3
Cooper, Kim A Performance motivation 
systems and methods for contact 
centers
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007 [22 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/010117
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/102270
Priorities: [US60663968 22 Mar 2005]
[US11115846 26 Apr 2005]
[US11115845 26 Apr 2005]
[US11386182 21 Mar 2006]
GB0718350.2
— Performance motivation systems and 
methods for contact centers
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [22 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/010395
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/102405
[US60663968 22 Mar 2005]
[US11115846 26 Apr 2005]
[US11115845 26 Apr 2005]
GB0718444.3
— A Graphic tool,system, and method for 
visualizing agent performance
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [22 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/010323
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/102369
[US60663968 22 Mar 2005]
[US11115845 26 Apr 2005]
[US11115846 26 Apr 2005]
GB0718445.0
Corfield, Darren W Clamp
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718323.9
Corioliss Limited Hair iron
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718423.7
Cranfield University See London 
School of Hygiene and Tropical 
Medicine
CSI Technology, Inc. Low power 
vibration sensor and wireless 
transmitter system
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US60827584 29 Sep 2006]
[US11627476 26 Jan 2007]
GB0718273.6
Cylon Global Solutions Limited 
Portable recording apparatus
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718449.2
Daifuku Co., Ltd Object loading and 
unloading conveyance equipment
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [JP2006256596 22 Sep 2006]
GB0718276.9
Dalmau, Elio See Boeing Company, The
Dantressangle, Patrick See 
International Business machines 
corporation
Davison, Stephen R J Handling 
apparatus for stacks of like articles
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618746 22 Sep 2006]
GB0718578.8
Deakin, Ronald T8 to t5 retro-fit high 
frequency electronic independant of 
exisiting t8/t12 electrical components 
adaptor
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718668.7
DePuy International Limited Surgical 
instrument attachment
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718416.1
— Intramedullary rod instrument
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718417.9
— Adjustable surgical instrument
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718418.7
Detection Technology OY 
Semiconductor structure for imaging 
system
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718504.4
Diaz, Daniel O B Universal modular 
driver unit
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718313.0
Downes, Emma Handee
Date Lodged: 22 Sep 2007
GB0718605.9
Drader Manufacturing Industries 
Ltd Stacking delivery tray
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007 [22 Feb 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/CA2006/000249
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/089407
Priorities: [CA2498571 24 Feb 2005]
GB0718257.9
Dunbrik (Yorks) Limited Chimney 
system
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718242.1
Dunleavey, Brent Practice device
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718301.5
e-Radio USA, Inc. Systems and 
methods for modifying power usage
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [08 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/008705
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/096854
Priorities: [US60659455 08 Mar 2005]
[US60679439 09 May 2005]
GB0718513.5
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Easy Well Solutions AS Device and 
method for setting a bottom packer
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [13 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/NO2006/000091
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/098631
Priorities: [NO20051327 15 Mar 2005]
GB0718238.9
Electrolux Home Care Products 
North America Vacuum brushroll 
edge cleaner
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718165.4
Enviroplug Limited An energy saving 
device
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718204.1
Ettridge, John P Snr Improvements to 
water desalination devices
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718591.1
Eventricity Limited A method for 
utilising an event to market a particular 
product or service to a customer of a 
bank
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718414.6
Everett Bros Enigineering Limited 
Tipping and tailing machine for 
vegetables
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718232.2
Fairbrother, Lee Road crossing safety 
camera system
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718209.0
Fairclough, Max Improvements in and 
relating to spectacles, a concept for 
counter balance accessory and optional 
fulcrum nose-lower brow pad for
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718367.6
Farmer, Jonathan A golfing aid
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718664.6
Fereday, Steven M Self adherent 
dressing
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718478.1
Ffynnon Games Limited Game playing 
apparatus
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007 [18 Jul 2006]
Priorities: [GB0514669 18 Jul 2005]
GB0718687.7
— Game playing apparatus
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007 [18 Jul 2006]
[GB0514669.1 18 Jul 2005]
GB0718688.5
Fibreguide Limited Mattress
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718448.4
Filton Brewery Products Limited 
Racks
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718581.2
Filtrona International Limited 
Tobacco smoke filter
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718310.6
Filtronic Compound Semiconductors 
Ltd A device and method for 
generating an electrical signal with a 
wideband arbitrary waveform
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718385.8
— A multilayer semiconductor structure, 
a bifet including such a structure, and a 
multilayer semiconductor substrate.
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718676.0
Finan, Thomas See Priddle, Tony
Fink, Winston D and Carter, Timothy 
J A method for conversion of carbon 
dioxide to carbon monoxide
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718631.5
Ford Global Technologies, LLC A 
method of determining degradation of 
a lubricating oil
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0619689 05 Oct 2006]
GB0718253.8
— A cooling system for an engine
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
[GB0620165 12 Oct 2006]
GB0718254.6
— Variable permeability inductor core 
structures
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
[US11534055 21 Sep 2006]
GB0718328.8
Forensic Science Service Limited 
Improvements in and relating to 
modelling
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718164.7
— Improvments in and relating to 
evidence recovery
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718585.3
FrameGard Limited Apparatus and 
method for securing a frame against 
impact
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718312.2
Freeman, James H Apparatus for 
collecting debris
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718527.5
Fugro Seacore Limited Improvements 
in or relating to pile or column 
installation
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618885.8 26 Sep 2006]
GB0718546.5
Fujifilm Imaging Colorants Limited 
Phthalocyanines and their use in ink-jet 
printing
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718333.8
— Improvements in and relating to toners
Date Lodged: 22 Sep 2007
GB0718551.5
— Improvements in and relating to toners
Date Lodged: 22 Sep 2007
GB0718552.3
— Improvements in and relating to toners
Date Lodged: 22 Sep 2007
GB0718553.1
G - Cell Ltd Monitoring system and 
method
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0715494 10 Aug 2007]
GB0718272.8
Gaia Protection Systems Limited 
Method and apparatus for the 
treatment of waste material
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718213.2
Gallagher, Danny and Hayden, Kevin 
and MacLean, Donald J and 
Breslin, Anthony A netting 
arrangement
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [EP06124950 28 Nov 2006]
[EP07107322 02 May 2007]
GB0718447.6
Gas Sensing Solutions Limited 
Multiple diodes in a gas sensor
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718425.2
— Gas sensor with improved detector 
linearity
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718426.0
GCAP Limited Vocal altitude alerting 
system
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718473.2
GE Healthcare AS Improved 
radiopharmaceutical formulation
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718386.6
General Marine Business Inc No title
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007 [04 Dec 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/KR2006/005185
PCT Pubn No: WO2000/000000
GB0718395.7
Gilberts (Blackpool) Limited 
Damping device
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618800 23 Sep 2006]
GB0718547.3
Gill, Robert H Dispensing Device
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718646.3
Gilmore, Richard See Benest, Roger S
Girvan, George See Christian, Michael
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Glassflake Limited Glass flake pigments
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718357.7
— Glass flakes
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718472.4
Glaxo Group Limited Compounds
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718199.3
— Novel compounds
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718281.9
— Compounds
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718379.1
— Compounds
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718415.3
— Compounds
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718419.5
GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals s.a 
Novel method & compositions
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718380.9
Goodfellow, James Secure data entry 
system
Date Lodged: 22 Sep 2007
GB0718535.8
Goodwin Plc Apparatus for investment 
casting and method of investment 
casting
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718637.2
Grasso GmbH Refrigeration plant for 
transcritical operation with an 
economiser
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [03 Mar 
2005]
PCT Appl No: PCT/DE2005/000359
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/092108
GB0718655.4
Green, Andrew D Conscience band
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618842 23 Sep 2006]
GB0718424.5
Green, Derrick A retaining device
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718477.3
H & K Development Limited 
Apparatus for spreading material
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [IES20060687 19 Sep 2006]
[IES20070531 23 Jul 2007]
GB0718252.0
Ha, Kyung-Lim Intergrated system and 
method for routing optimized 
communication path of multimedia 
data underr users configuration of 
communication
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [23 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/KR2006/001056
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/115329
Priorities: [KR10050024215 23 Mar 
2005]
GB0718497.1
Halliwell, Penelope J Take5bags
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718203.3
Hamilton, Carl S and Howarth, 
Karen Guard apparatus
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718235.5
Hammonds, Steven E stand assembly 
for a planar for a workpiece
Date Lodged: 22 Sep 2007
GB0718538.2
Hampshire, Alan P Buddy seat
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718241.3
Harvey, Arthur E G Safepan
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718666.1
Hatcher, Andrew M Found the torch
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718351.0
Hatcher, Michael A Seen that torch
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718293.4
Hayden, Kevin See Gallagher, Danny
Haynes, Simon Ceiling downlight hole 
liner
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718564.8
Head, Philip Downhole pump
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718262.9
Heat Trace Limited Heating cable
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718289.2
Helliwell, Adrian See Saunders, Tim
Helps, Jim Adjustable self-locking shelf 
system
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718454.2
Hewlett-Packard Development 
Company, L.P. Printer having 
adjustable ink delivery system pressure
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [02 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/007934
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/101707
Priorities: [US11081492 16 Mar 2005]
GB0718520.0
— Core shell solid freeform fabrication 
method and apparatus
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [24 Feb 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/006648
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/091842
[US11066963 25 Feb 2005]
GB0718657.0
Honda Motor Co., Ltd Interior material 
and laser beam processing method for 
the same
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007 [06 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/JP2006/304299
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/095699
Priorities: [JP2005062161 07 Mar 
2005]
[JP2005062041 07 Mar 2005]
[JP2005062164 07 Mar 2005]
GB0718309.8
Honda Motor Co.,Ltd Document 
management system, document 
management program, document 
management system configuration 
method, and server computer
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [20 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/JP2006/305557
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/109447
Priorities: [JP2005102467 31 Mar 
2005]
GB0718491.4
Honeywell International, Inc Method 
and system for object characterization 
based on image volumetric 
determination
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11534113 21 Sep 2006]
GB0718277.7
Hoover Limited Cyclonic separation 
apparatus
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718366.8
Howarth, Karen See Hamilton, Carl S
Hsieh, Chih-Ching Buoyant hand tool
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718286.8
— Buoyant hand tool
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718288.4
Huang, Ying-Che Portable air pump
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [TW96202423 08 Feb 2007]
GB0718402.1
Humphries, Martin A protective cover 
for the end of a bolt on a scaffolding 
clamp or for the end of a scaffolding 
tube
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718526.7
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Hygiene-Technik Inc Automated 
biological growth and dispensing 
system
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007 [27 Aug 
2004]
Priorities: [CA2439645 04 Sep 2003]
GB0718292.6
IGT Apparatus and method for 
configuring a touch screen
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [21 Mar 
2005]
Priorities: [US10805007 19 Mar 2004]
GB0718407.0
— Gaming machine and gaming method
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [10 Jan 
2006]
[US11035270 12 Jan 2005]
GB0718556.4
Imaging Business Beaconsfield Ltd A 
display arrangement
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718353.6
Imperial Chemical Industries PLC 
Stripping compositions
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718356.9
Imperial Innovations Limited Flow in 
fluid conduits
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718378.3
Industrial Research & Technology Ltd 
Tooth-bleaching preparations
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718346.0
Intel Corporation Demand-based 
processing resource allocation
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11523132 18 Sep 2006]
GB0718174.6
— Controller link for manageability 
engine background
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
[US11524849 20 Sep 2006]
GB0718368.4
— Server side tftp flow control
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [05 Mar 
2005]
PCT Appl No: PCT/CN2005/000263
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/094426
GB0718495.5
— Asynchronous network stack operation 
in an operating system independent 
environment
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [05 Mar 
2005]
PCT Appl No: PCT/CN2005/000265
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/094428
GB0718500.2
— Self-adaptive multicast file transfer 
protocol
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [07 Mar 
2005]
PCT Appl No: PCT/CN2005/094427
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/094427
GB0718501.0
International Automotive 
Components Group North 
America Inc Vehicle trim component 
storage compartment and method of 
making same
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11525437 22 Sep 2006]
GB0718482.3
— Method of forming a vehicle trim 
component
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
[US11/525,444 22 Sep 2006]
GB0718536.6
International Business Machines 
Corporation An apparatus for storing 
a logical statement
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718214.0
International Business machines 
corporation and Dantressangle, 
Patrick and Bent, Graham A An 
apparatus for propagating a query
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718251.2
International Safety Products 
Limited Re-breather apparatus
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718396.5
Isotek Electronics Limited A tuneable 
bandpass filter
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718275.1
Istituto di Ricerche di Biologia 
Molecolare P Angeletti SpA 
Nucleoside derivatives as inhibitors of 
viral polymerases
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718575.4
ITM Power (Research) Ltd 
Improvements to photovoltaic cells
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718669.5
James Leckey Design Limited A sitting 
system
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718219.9
— Activity system
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718220.7
Jenkins, David Beverage monitor
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718243.9
Jenkyns, Clifford G A theft deterrent 
device
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718171.2
Jensen, Geoffrey H Sewage treatment 
plant
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718569.7
Jesus, Horacio B De See Boeing 
Company, The
Jet-Blow See Adams, Robert
Johnson Matthey Plc Catalyst and 
process
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718190.2
Johnson Matthey Public Limited 
Company Membrane electrode 
assembly
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718620.8
Johnston, James G Progressive 
brakelight
Date Lodged: 23 Sep 2007
GB0718450.0
K U Leuven Research & Development 
New modified nucleotides as substrate 
for polymerases
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718228.0
— New modified nucleotides with 
antiviral activity
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
GB0718229.8
Kabushiki Kaisha Kobe Seiko Sho 
High-strength hot-rolled steel sheet 
excellent in chemical treatability
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [30 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/JP2006/306707
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/106847
Priorities: [JP2005098828 30 Mar 
2005]
GB0718180.3
— Method for producing hot-formed steel 
product
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [23 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/JP2006/305829
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/109490
[JP2005101671 31 Mar 2005]
GB0718181.1
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven 
Method to screen for microbial 
antigens
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718222.3
— Streptococcus pneumoniae
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718225.6
— Method of in vitro diagnosing
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0718226.4
Katholleke Universiteit Leuven 
Molecular knex-structures
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718456.7
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Kelly, Frank Wrist mounted signalling 
light for cyclists
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718178.7
Kent, Frank M J MUulti-function 
extension
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718494.8
Keyser, James E See Church, John D
Khan-Sullman, Russell Plug shield 2
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718467.4
Khoubesserian, Arthur H 
Improvements in or relating to arms
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718615.8
Kieffa Drums LLC Hybrid electric 
acoustic percussion instrument
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [05 Apr 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/012687
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/113130
Priorities: [US10/907713 13 Apr 2005]
GB0718660.4
King’s College London Imaging 
apparatus and method
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718291.8
Kisielewski, Pawel Alarm device for 
personal security
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718314.8
Knapp, Kate See Christman, Gavin
Kobe Alcoa Transportation Products 
Ltd Aluminium alloy brazing sheet and 
aluminium alloy tube for heat 
exchanger
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [03 Apr 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/JP2006/307031
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/109602
Priorities: [JP2005115167 12 Apr 
2005]
GB0718179.5
Komatsu Limited Supercharged engine 
with egr device
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007 [08 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/JP2006/304511
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/095789
Priorities: [JP2005066069 09 Mar 
2005]
GB0718393.2
Komatsu Ltd and Komatsu Zenoah 
Kabushiki Kaisha Eccentric radial 
piston pump and eccentric radial piston 
motor
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [24 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/JP2006/305912
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/109503
Priorities: [JP2005112440 08 Apr 
2005]
GB0718182.9
Komatsu Zenoah Kabushiki Kaisha 
See Komatsu Ltd
Kraft Foods R & D, Inc. Improvements 
in or relating to the preparation of 
beverages
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718363.5
Kraft Foods R&D Inc. Coffee 
Composition
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718364.3
Kwonnie Electrical Products Ltd 
Floor cleaning apparatus with elongate 
handle and handle extension
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718518.4
La Rue International, De Limited 
Security element
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718278.5
— Method for producing printing plates
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718280.1
Langley, Stephen J Fishing tackle
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718529.1
Lear Corporation Vehicle seat assembly 
with air bag seam rupturing means
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [DE1006044935 22 Sep 
2006]
GB0718427.8
Leeming, David A Retractable dart 
flight
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718194.4
Lenovo (Beijing) Limited A method for 
realizing network access authentication
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [08 Dec 
2005]
PCT Appl No: PCT/CN2005/002129
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/089473
Priorities: [CN0510051117 28 Feb 
2005]
GB0718493.0
— Method for realizing broadcast 
communication and data 
communication in cellular network
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
[CN0610139309 22 Sep 2006]
GB0718621.6
Lenovo (Beijing) Limited and Beijing 
Lenovo Software Ltd Security chip
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007 [29 Nov 
2005]
PCT Appl No: PCT/CN2005/002049
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/099785
Priorities: [CN0510056168 23 Mar 
2005]
GB0718306.4
Li, Shih-Hsiung Warning method and 
device for deviation of a moving vehicle
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718227.2
Life-Tech inc Foldable measuring 
container
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US60846645 22 Sep 2006]
GB0718557.2
Light Agency, The Limited A point-of-
sale controller and related apparatus 
and methods
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718360.1
Light Blue Optics Ltd Holographic 
display devices
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [28 Mar 
2006]
GB0718443.5
Lima, George T.I.L.S Tile insertion link 
system
Date Lodged: 22 Sep 2007
GB0718517.6
Lin, Hsi-Liang See Chan, Chao-Yung
Lindam Limited UTENSIL
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0619902 07 Oct 2006]
GB0718212.4
Liquid Molding Systems Inc Closure, 
container with a closure and method for 
recycling
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
Priorities: [DE1007031720 06 Jul 
2007]
GB0718384.1
Lister, Robert Lifting apparatus
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0701319 24 Jan 2007]
GB0718370.0
London School of Hygiene and 
Tropical Medicine and Cranfield 
University Markers
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718496.3
Lotus Cars Limited Multi-cylinder 
internal commbusion engine with 
cylinder de-activation
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718189.4
Lvxing (Fuzhou)Residence Goods ltd 
Collapsible cabinet support
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [27 Feb 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/CN2006/000282
PCT Pubn No: WO2007/085129
Priorities: [CN20080861.6 26 Jan 
2006]
GB0718439.3
M-I L L C Method and apparatus for 
slurry and operation design in cuttings 
re-injection
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007 [07 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/008125
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/096732
Priorities: [US11073984 07 Mar 2005]
[US11073448 07 Mar 2005]
GB0718315.5
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MacLean, Donald J See Gallagher, 
Danny
MacMullen, James C Environment fuel 
cell
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718465.8
MacNeil, David F Vehicle mud flap with 
fender fold clamp
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11534242 22 Sep 2006]
[US11856441 17 Sep 2007]
GB0718453.4
Magnetica Limited Shielded, 
asymmetric magnets for use in 
magnetic resonance imaging
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007 [29 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/AU2006/000414
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/102706
Priorities: [US60/666,137 29 Mar 
2005]
GB0718679.4
Magoz, Assi and Magoz, Ziv Door 
safety mechanism
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718354.4
Magoz, Ziv See Magoz, Assi
Malcolm H Evans Ltd Superider
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718405.4
Mansar Ltd Portable satellite dish 
apparatus and support
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718202.5
Maps Technology Limited Material 
conditioning technique
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718525.9
Marcus, Rodney Handle device
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618611 21 Sep 2006]
GB0718383.3
Markham, Heidi See Ricketts, David A
Martinelli, Linda J Twizzleball
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718233.0
Massara, Carol A See Massara, Richard 
L
Massara, Gilbert L See Massara, 
Richard L
Massara, Jacqueline M See Massara, 
Richard L
Massara, Richard L and Nilbac and 
Massara, Gilbert L and Massara, 
Carol A and Massara, Jacqueline 
M Nilbac bacterial control in fuels and 
other liquids
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718162.1
Mattel, Inc. Multi-mode three wheeled 
toy vehicle
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US60826345 20 Sep 2006]
[US60941574 01 Jun 2007]
[US11857026 18 Sep 2007]
GB0718510.1
Mattes, Stefan Pneumatic hoisting 
device for bulk materials in the field of 
civil engineering and construction of 
rail tracks
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [DE06045084 21 Sep 2006]
GB0718261.1
Mattock, Ryan Punchbag with 
removable accessories/boxing training
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718231.4
Mayne Pharma Limited Acid 
containing oxaliplatin formulation
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007 [28 Mar 
2006]
Priorities: [PCT/AU2004/000118 27 
Aug 2004]
GB0718274.4
Mazer, Wesley H Zucchini alla 
carbonara romana
Date Lodged: 23 Sep 2007
GB0718451.8
— Pizza zucchine alla carbonara romana
Date Lodged: 23 Sep 2007
GB0718452.6
Mazzullo, Ray Power supply systems
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718413.8
McAdam, Richard S Ball rack
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718244.7
McAlpine & Company Ltd Urinal 
apparatus
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718597.8
McInerney, Kevin and Bishop, David 
C and Miarowski, Paul Timber 
frame building
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718358.5
McKenna, Malachi C Lock assembly 
unit
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718198.5
McNay, Graeme System for deploying 
and retrieving a device
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718361.9
Mecon Limited A remote sensing system





DEVELOPMENT CENTER Uses 
of 2 (piperidinyl) methy 1-2-3 
dihydroimidazo (1,2-c) quinazolin-5  
(6H)-one for providing an analgesic 
effect, anti-allergic effect and histamine 
H,
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718678.6
Medical Research Council Methods
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718603.4
Medotech A/S Electrode assemblies and 
bruxism monitoring apparatus
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718486.4
— Electrode connection monitoring
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718487.2
Messier-Dowty Limited Load indicator
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718296.7
— Overload detection
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718297.5
Mewburn Ellis LLP Control system
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718176.1
Miarowski, Paul See McInerney, Kevin
Micromass UK Limited Mass 
spectrometer
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718468.2
Micron Technology Inc Method and 
apparatus providing pixel array having 
automatic light control pixels and 
image capture pixels
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007 [01 Sep 
2005]
GB0718400.5
Microsullis Limited Radiation 
applicator for microwave medical 
treatment
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [18 Jun 
2004]
GB0718459.1
Midas Golf Limited A visual aid
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618762 25 Sep 2006]
GB0718675.2
Milliken & Company Liquid polymeric 
coating compositions and air bags 
coated therewith
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [20 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/010249
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/104769
Priorities: [US11091280 28 Mar 2005]
GB0718186.0
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Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd 
Method of constructing ferris wheel
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007 [21 Sep 
2006]
Priorities: [JP2005296215 11 Oct 2005]
[JP2006185318 05 Jul 2006]
GB0718387.4
Moor, Timothy N and Paul, Vijay 
Feeding aid attachments
Date Lodged: 22 Sep 2007
GB0718511.9
Morley, Gary L A building unit
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718469.0
Motorola Inc Apparatus and method for 
encoding a multi channel audio signal
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718682.8
— Method and apparatus for generating 
and audio signal from multiple 
microphones
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718683.6
— radio resource management
Date Lodged: 26 Sep 2007
GB0718695.0
Moulton Development Limited 
Hydragas suspension system with 
selectable auxiliary springs
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718611.7
— Recumbent bicycle
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718613.3
Muhammad, Mukhtar Carry caddy
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0713144 05 Jul 2007]
GB0718329.6
Muller, B A removable bumper
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718651.3
Murgatroyd, Ian J Viewing system for 
cleaving optical fiber
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718540.8
MYBM Designs Ltd Staircases and 
landing balustrades
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718481.5
National University Corporation 
Nagoya University method for 
production of biological organic 
material and culture vessel
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [29 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/JP2006/306498
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/106748
Priorities: [JP2005099509 30 Mar 
2005]
[JP2005244946 25 Aug 2005]
GB0718648.9
Nico Manufacturing Limited 
Adjustable hinge
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718609.1
Niftylift Limited Operator Cage
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718218.1
Nihon Plast Co Ltd Cover of air bag 
apparatus and manufacturing method 
thereof
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [27 May 
2005]
Priorities: [JP2004158324 27 May 
2004]
[JP2004286868 30 Sep 2004]
GB0718638.0
Nilbac See Massara, Richard L
Nippon Paper Industries , Co.,Ltd, 
Laminated sheet
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [27 Sep 
2005]
PCT Appl No: PCT/JP2005/017721
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/035761
Priorities: [JP2004285677 30 Sep 2004]
GB0718579.6
Nissan Motor Manufacturing (UK) 
Ltd Improvements in or relating to in-
vehicle storage
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718505.1
— Magnetic storage system
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718662.0
Nokia Siemens Networks Oy Spread 
scrambling codes
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718247.0
Non Entry Systems Ltd Reconfigurable 
vehicle
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718573.9
Northern Health and Social Care 
Trust Wpund care formulation
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718435.1
NPIL Pharmaceuticals (UK) Ltd 
Process for preparing sulphonamides
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718359.3
Nulty, Oliver CSPUK LTD liner tie
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718403.9
NXP B.V. Image encryption by pixel 
property separation
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0718699.2
Olton Limited Apparatus and method 
for information processing
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718259.5
Omega Completion Technology 
Limited Pressure barrier apparatus
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618687..8 22 Sep 
2006]
GB0718455.9
OrthoMimetics Ltd Implant delivery 
device
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718563.0
Ortlieb, Johann F Tube cleaning 
apparatus
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718265.2
Osmolife AS Microfluidic structure
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718480.7
Otter Controls Limited Electrical 
appliances
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718521.8
OUTRAM, JONATHAN Safety 
apparatus
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718643.0
Owen, George An improved access 
system
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718592.9
Palm-Organics Global Ltd Growing 
medium system
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718628.1
Parish, Gregory D Stair helper
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718545.7
Parker Hannifin (U.K) Limited A 
seperator
Date Lodged: 22 Sep 2007
GB0718519.2
Paterson, Hugh D Barbecue untensils, 
methods and kits
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718422.9
Paul, Vijay See Moor, Timothy N
Pay Per Mile Limited Improvements 
relating to article tracking
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718394.0
Perman, Sarah Device for aiding relief 
of irritable skin conditions
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718429.4
Petrowell Limited Improved packer
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007 [10 Apr 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/GB2006/001297
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/109031
Priorities: [GB0507237 09 Apr 2005]
GB0718210.8
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Plant Impact PLC Plant growth 
enhancement
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [13 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/GB2006/000882
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/097700
Priorities: [GB0505159.4 12 Mar 2005]
GB0718528.3
Plextek Limited Data 
ackmowledgement apparatus and 
method1
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718582.0
Polymer Optics Limited Optical 
element
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0702946.5 15 Feb 2007]
GB0718550.7
PreciSense A/S Injection apparatus
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718488.0
Prendergast, Patrick T Compositions 
and methods for the treatment of 
infection
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718446.8
Price, Anthony Float drive
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0713715 16 Jul 2007]
GB0718234.8
Priddle, Tony and Finan, Thomas 
Support apparatus
Date Lodged: 22 Sep 2007
GB0718512.7
Product Solutions Catalysis Ltd 
Scaffolding joint
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0619257 28 Sep 2006]
GB0718693.5
Prolysis Limited Antibacterial agents
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718335.3
Protherics Mecicines Development 
Ltd and Advanced In Vitro Cell 
Technologies s.l. Novel therapeutic 
use of aminoimidazole derivative
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718239.7
P2i Limited Vapour delivery system
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718686.9
Queen’s University of Belfast, The 
Ionic liquid display devices
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718283.5
Reckitt Benckiser (UK) Limited Hard 
surface treatment compositions with 
improved mold fungi remediation 
properties
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718440.1
— Spraying device and method of using 
same
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718457.5
— Spraying device and method of using 
same
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718458.3
Reckitt Benckiser Inc Improvements in 
dispensing devices
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718420.3
Recon Oil Industries Private Limited 
A synergistically heat stable oil media 
having eicosa pentaenoic acid (EPA) 
and docosa hexaenoic acid (DHA)
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007 [11 Mar 
2005]
PCT Appl No: PCT/IN2005/000079
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/095357
GB0718670.3
Red Spider Technology Limited 
Protection sleeve
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007 [03 Apr 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/GB2006/001233
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/103477
Priorities: [GB0506640.2 01 Apr 2005]
GB0718650.5
Reddcard Limited Apparatus
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718616.6
Refgas Ltd Gasification
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718663.8
REGENT MEDICAL LIMITED 
Punture indicating gloves
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718240.5
Richardson, Carl Home seal (flood 
prevention/fire prevention)
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718339.5
Ricketts, David A and Markham, 
Heidi MESP
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718474.0
Ricketts, Linton RodPod swimwear (for 
men)
Date Lodged: 22 Sep 2007
GB0718544.0
Risbridger, Colin D Anaerobic digester
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718673.7
— Heat treatment apparatus
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718674.5
Robert Bosch GmbH Automatic 
detection of coating defects
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
Priorities: [DE10200604443 21 Sep 
2006]
GB0718236.3
— Wiper strip carrier
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
[DE1006045161 25 Sep 2006]
GB0718391.6
— Mechanical hammer
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
[DE2006014850 27 Sep 2006]
GB0718639.8
Robert Gordon, The University 
Process for the production of alcohols
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718398.1
Robertson, Andrew H and Atkins, 
David I Emergency stopping system
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718600.0
Robertson, Toby Closure having integral 
pump mechanism
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718697.6
Robinson, Gerard F Movement joint 
seal
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
Priorities: [IE20070637 04 Sep 2007]
GB0718330.4
Roche Products Limited Treatment 
method
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718684.4
Rolawn Limited Turf storage
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718321.3
Rolls-Royce plc A method for assessing 
degradation of a coating on a 
component
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718410.4
— Developments relating to a rotor 
arrangement
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718431.0
Rook, Terence A Method and apparatus 
for maintaining snow bed in ski piste
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718331.2
Saffraz, Mohammed A method of 
sending targeted advertising to the 
PC/IP client
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718336.1
Samson Bright Industrial Company 
Limited Adjustable grinder
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718428.6
Saunders, Tim and Helliwell, Adrian 
Padpak- integrated motorcycle luggage 
system
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718343.7
Schlumberger Holdings Limited 
Optical turnaround
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US11551028 19 Oct 2006]
GB0718326.2
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— Communicating through a barrier in a 
well
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
[US11/551,507 20 Oct 2006]
GB0718332.0
— Reversible polymeric gelation for 
oilfield applications
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718667.9
— Measurement device
Date Lodged: 26 Sep 2007
[US11542802 04 Oct 2006]
GB0718691.9
— Skinning of progressive cavity 
apparatus
Date Lodged: 26 Sep 2007
[US11542052 03 Oct 2006]
GB0718694.3
Schreiner Group GmbH & Co. KG 
Electroluminescene element
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [17 Feb 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/EP2006/060069
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/100164
Priorities: [EP051023729 24 Mar 2005]
GB0718618.2
Scion-Sprays Limited A reed valve for a 
fuel injector and a fuel injection system 
having such a reed valve
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718371.8
— Fuel injector
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718372.6
— Vapour measurement
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718376.7
Scott, Alan T and CHETSE, 
RUMIDAYI S Radiator cover
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718475.7
Scottish & Newcastle plc Systems and 
methods for dispensing beverage
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718177.9
SeeReal Technologies SA Holograms
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0709376.8 16 May 
2007]
[DE102007023785 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023737 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023739 16 May 2007]
[GB0709379.2 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023740 16 May 2007]
GB0718595.2
— Holograms
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
[GB0709379.2 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023373 16 May 2007]
[GB0709376.8 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023740 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023737 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023785 16 May 2007]
GB0718596.0
— Holograms
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
[DE102007023737 16 May 2007]
[GB0709376 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023785 16 May 2007]
[GB0709379 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023740 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023739 16 May 2007]
GB0718598.6
— Holograms
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
[GB0709379 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023740 16 May 2007]
[GB0709376 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023739 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023737 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023785 16 May 2007]
GB0718602.6
— Holograms
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
[GB0709379 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023740 16 May 2007]
[GB0709376 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023739 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023737 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023785 16 May 2007]
GB0718607.5
— Holograms
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
[DE102007023737 16 May 2007]
[GB0709376 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023785 16 May 2007]
[GB0709379 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023740 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023739 16 May 2007]
GB0718614.1
— Holograms
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
[GB0709376 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023785 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023737 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023739 16 May 2007]
[GB0709379 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023740 16 May 2007]
GB0718617.4
— Holograms
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
[GB0709376 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023737 16 May 2007]
[GB0709379 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023785 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023740 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023739 16 May 2007]
GB0718619.0
— Holograms
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
[DE102007023737 16 May 2007]
[GB0709376 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023785 16 May 2007]
[GB0709379 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023740 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023739 16 May 2007]
GB0718634.9
— Holograms
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
[GB0709376.8 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023785 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023737 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023739 16 May 2007]
[GB0709379.2 16 May 2007]
[DE102007023740 16 May 2007]
GB0718659.6
Selex Sensors and Airborne Systems 
Limited Two colour photon detector
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718584.6
Senical Limited Monitoring apparatus 
and method
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718217.3
Shadbolt, Jeremy R A self-sorting 
storage rack (Shadrack)
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0711271 12 Jun 2007]
GB0718464.1
Shaw Stewart, Patrick D Improved 
probe and method for liquid handling
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718555.6
Shaw, Thomas M and Bremner, 
Jonathan J Electric motor-generators
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718260.3
Sheppard, Stephen J Terminal bait box
Date Lodged: 22 Sep 2007
GB0718568.9
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft A turbine 
and a method of manufacture
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718246.2
— A Swirler for use in a burner of a gas 
turbine engine
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718672.9
Siemens plc AC motor terminal voltage 
overshoot reduction when operated 
with long cables
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718460.9
Siemens VAI Metals Technologies Ltd 
Improved charging device for blast 
furnace
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718168.8
Smith International Inc Polycrystalline 
diamond composites
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US60826510 21 Sep 2006]
GB0718441.9
Smith International, Inc. Atomatic 
layer deposition nanocoating on cutting 
tool powder materials
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US60846218 21 Sep 2006]
GB0718411.2
Smith, Hayley J See Buckley, David W R
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Snecma Pump comprising an axial 
balancing system
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [FR0653984 28 Sep 2006]
GB0718507.7
SNECMA Impeller and diffuser with a 
rotating and converging hub
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [FR0653985 28 Sep 2006]
GB0718508.5
Sony Corporation Motion data 
generation device, and recording 
medium for recording a motion data 
generation program
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [JP2006271330 02 Oct 2006]
GB0718298.3
Sosei R&D Ltd The treatment of 
inflammatory disorders and pain
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718279.3
SRA Developments Limited Improved 
ultrasonic surgical tool
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618366 19 Sep 2006]
[GB0704823 13 Mar 2007]
GB0718476.5
Statoil ASA Biodiesel
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718490.6
Stone, Barry J N The clever washing line
Date Lodged: 29 May 2007
Priorities: [GB0709724 22 May 2007]
GB0718566.3
Sun Chemical Limited Printable 
oxygen sensing composition
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718509.3
Surgicraft Limited Collapsable and 
expandable device and method of using 
same
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718200.9
— A Retaining device and apparatus
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718580.4
Sutton, Charles W Grease distribution 
bar
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0702232.0 06 Feb 2007]
GB0718466.6
Syngenta Participations AG Chemical 
compounds
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718196.9
— Improvements in or relating to 
insecticidal compounds
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718197.7
— Fungicidal mixtures
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718506.9
Syntopix Limited Formulations
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618695 22 Sep 2006]
GB0718404.7
— Formulations
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
[GB0618697 22 Sep 2006]
GB0718409.6
Taylor, Russell Method of application of 
high omega 3 fish oil together with a 
compound based on a heavy metal 
chelating compound for the treatment 
of cancerous conditions in
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718700.8
Tech-Fast.Com Limited Riveting
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718264.5
Technip France SA Termination 
assembly for a steel tube umbilical
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
Priorities: [FR0608557 29 Sep 2006]
[GB0713416 11 Jul 2007]
GB0718295.9
Teh Yor Industrial Co Limited 
Apparatus and method for making 
cellular shade material
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [25 May 
2005]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2005/018484
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/091211
Priorities: [US11/063761 23 Feb 2005]
GB0718627.3
Tengshe, Venkatesh G See Tengshe, 
Vishwas V
Tengshe, Vishwas V and Tengshe, 
Venkatesh G A drowsy driving alarm 
system
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [16 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/IN2006/000102
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/123365
Priorities: [US11087657 24 Mar 2005]
GB0718630.7
Thermo Shandon Limited Tissue 
cassette dispensing apparatus
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718610.9
Thomas, Edward A and Brown, Phil J 
Anti swivel tow hitch assembly
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718191.0
Thysis Building Products Ltd A 
Gutter cover device
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718531.7
Tippy, Gary Board Game
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [17 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/010024
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/099614
Priorities: [US60663183 17 Mar 2005]
GB0718390.8
Todd, Richard See Christian, Michael
Top Secret Fashion Concepts Limited 
Sports trousers for women
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
Priorities: [CN20139546.0 14 Feb 
2007]
GB0718515.0
— Two in one ladies' fashion with 
brassieres
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
[CH20139545.6 14 Feb 2007]
GB0718516.8
Toshiba Research Europe Limited An 
imaging system and method
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718316.3
Touac International Ltd Connectors
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718256.1
Trützschler GmbH & Co. KG 
Apparatus at a spinning preparation 
machinein which a clothed rapidly 
rotating roller is located opposite at 
least one component at a spacing
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
Priorities: [DE06045047 21 Sep 2006]
GB0718381.7
Turner, Bernard M Improvement in 
cancer chemotherapy
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0707116 13 Apr 2007]
[GB0713426 11 Jul 2007]
GB0718208.2
— Improvements in cancer chemotherapy
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
[GB0707116 13 Apr 2007]
[GB0713426 11 Jul 2007]
GB0718539.0
Tyco Electronics Raychem nv 
Protection of optical fibre connectors
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718587.9
Tyco Electronics Raychem NV Cable 
termination device
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718588.7
— Positioning of adaptors for optical 
connectors
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718589.5
Tyco Electronics Raychem nv 
Adaption for optical connectors
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718604.2
— Cable termination
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718608.3
Tyco Electronics UK Ltd Product and 
method for wire seal
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718320.5
Tyco Healthcare Group LP Negative 
wound pressure therapy test system
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US60846265 21 Sep 2006]
GB0718399.9
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UbiNetics (VPT) Limited Power saving
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718498.9
UCB Pharma S.A Fused bicycles 
derivatives processes for their 
preparation and their use in medicine
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718570.5
— Tropane derivatives, processes for their 
preparation and their use in medicine 
field of the invention
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718571.3
— Cyclic amino derivatives
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718572.1
Ultra Electronics Limited Signal 
measurement and processing method 
and apparatus
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [27 Feb 
2004]
GB0718183.7
— A proximity sensor
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [27 Feb 
2004]
GB0718184.5
— Signal measurement and processing 
method and apparatus
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [27 Feb 
2004]
GB0718185.2
Ultra-Scan Corporation multimodal 
authorization method system and 
device
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007 [26 May 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/US2006/020898
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/128162
Priorities: [US601685,429 27 May 
2005]
GB0718625.7
Unilever Plc Improvements relating to 
fabric treatment compositions
Date Lodged: 22 Sep 2007
GB0718532.5
University Court of the University of 
Dundee, The Targeted modulation of 
gene expression
Date Lodged: 22 Sep 2007
GB0718542.4
University Court of the University of 
Edinburgh, The Nucleobase 
characterisation
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718255.3
— Improved medical image processing
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718590.3
University of Bath, The Bioreactors for 
tissue engineering
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718245.4
University of Exeter Agricultural 
treatment
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618711 22 Sep 2006]
GB0718523.4
University of Leeds Microcapsules and 
methods
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718300.7
University of Leeds and University of 
York, The Improvements relating to 
decellularisation of tissue matrices for 
bladder implantation
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007 [28 Mar 
2007]
Priorities: [GB0606231 29 Mar 2006]
GB0718215.7
University of Manchester Method for 
indicating a characteristic of bone 
mineral density
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718534.1
University of Manchester, The 
Methods and products
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718462.5
University of the West of England, 
Bristol Gas sensor
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718299.1
University of York Polysaccharide 
derived mesoporous materials
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718263.7
University of York, The See University 
of Leeds
Valletta Health BV Urocanic acid 
derivatives
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718543.2
Vax Limited Waste bin
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718644.8
Vent-Axia Group Limited A heat 
exchanger, a heat exchanger element 
therefor and a method of assembling a 
heat exchanger element
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718216.5
Vernacare Limited Receptacles
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718574.7
Vernalis (R & D) Ltd New chemical 
compounds
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718432.8
— New chemical compounds
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718433.6
— New chemical compounds
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718434.4
Vetco Gray Controls Limited 
Shutdown system
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718352.8
Visonic Ltd Passive infra-red dectectors
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [20 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/IL2006/000356
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/100672
Priorities: [US60664231 21 Mar 2005]
GB0718188.6
Vodafone Group PLC Neighbour cell 
list data
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718576.2
Vodafone Limited Fraud detection 
system
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618627 21 Sep 2006]
[GB0620221 11 Oct 2006]
GB0718397.3
Walker, Elaine C S-box storage
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718337.9
Walker’s Holdings Inc Perforating gun 
loading bay,table and method
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US60826182 19 Sep 2006]
GB0718258.7
Walters, Robert A Toilet seat & lid 
arrangement
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0624651.6 11 Dec 2006]
GB0718230.6
Weatherford Lamb, Inc A system for 
evaluating over and underbalanced 
drilled operations
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [13 Jan 
2005]
Priorities: [US60536024 13 Jan 2004]
GB0718483.1
Weatherford/Lamb Inc. Synchronous 
motor drives
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007 [21 Jun 
2004]
Priorities: [GB0314550 21 Jun 2003]
GB0718345.2
— Synchronous motor drives
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007 [21 Jun 
2004]
[GB0314550 21 Jun 2003]
GB0718347.8
— Downhole permanent magnet motors
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007 [21 Jun 
2004]
[GB0314550 21 Jun 2003]
GB0718348.6
— Gripping system for a tong
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007 [17 Mar 
2005]
[US60554077 17 Mar 2004]
GB0718374.2
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— Motors
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [21 Jun 
2004]
[GB0314553 21 Jun 2003]
GB0718436.9
— A system for evaluating over and 
underbalanced drilled operations
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [13 Jan 
2005]
[US60536024 13 Jan 2004]
GB0718484.9
Wei, Yung p An assistant propulsion 
mechanism for vehicle
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718599.4
Whiteley, Geoffrey M Stabilisation of 
iron-impregnated biomass in storage
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007 [22 Mar 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/GB2006/001056
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/100483
Priorities: [GB0505836.7 22 Mar 2005]
GB0718266.0
Williams, Daniel S Laser graphics 
display. L.g.D
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718344.5
Wiryakusuma, Chan Lightweight 
masonry bonding compound
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007 [20 Feb 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/AU2006/000210
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/089351
Priorities: [AU2005900814 22 Feb 
2005]
GB0718689.3
Wolfson Microelectronics Plc Mems 
device and process
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718305.6
Wolfson Microelectronics plc MEMS 
device and process
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718307.2
— Mems device and process
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
GB0718308.0
Wondergem, Tanna L E;ectricalsupply 
revies
Date Lodged: 19 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0708708.3 04 May 
2007]
GB0718224.9
Wonderland Nurserygoods Co Ltd 
Foldable stroller
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
Priorities: [CN0620136654 21 Sep 
2006]
GB0718290.0
— Steering lock mechanism for a caster
Date Lodged: 20 Sep 2007
GB0718375.9
Zavattiero, Roberto Fencing post socket 
sliding system
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718612.5
ZEPF Technologies UK Limited 
Adjustable star wheel
Date Lodged: 24 Sep 2007
GB0718658.8
Zumbe, Albert Chocolate enriched with 
cocoa polyphenols
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718461.7
2H Offshore Engineering Limited 
Riser pipe
Date Lodged: 21 Sep 2007
GB0718388.2
3M Innovative Properties Company 
Capacitive sensor and proximity 
detector using it
Date Lodged: 25 Sep 2007
GB0718677.8
611111-4396 See Aqua-Aerobic Systems 
Inc
ADDENDA
Actix Limited Mobile phone network 
management systems
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717904.7
Airbus UK Limited Method and 
apparatus for operating an aircraft 
landing system
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717902.1
— Method and apparatus for providing 
power in an aircraft to one or more 
aircraft systems
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717903.9
BAE Systems plc Urgency based 
scheduling
Date Lodged: 12 Sep 2007
GB0717771.0
Bevan, Mick The mobile-minder
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717857.7
Brough, Barry See Dewhirst, Mike
Corfield, Richard and Tyrealert 
Tyrealert
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718081.3
Crompton Technology Group Ltd See 
Dewhirst, Mike
Dewhirst, Mike and Lourenco, Nuno 
and Brough, Barry and Crompton 
Technology Group Ltd Composite 
rod and rerrule coupling
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717977.3
Durham Scientific Crystals Ltd X-ray 
imaging of materials
Date Lodged: 29 Mar 2007
GB0706089.0
Ecowatts Limited See Gardner Watts 
Limited
Environment Agency, The See 
University of Lancaster
Gardner Watts Limited and Ecowatts 
Limited Apparatus and method for 
heating
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717838.7
Jay, Anthony Track bed structures
Date Lodged: 17 Jul 2007 [02 Mar 
2007]
PCT Appl No: PCT/GB2007/000749
PCT Pubn No: WO2007/099353
Priorities: [GB0604169.3 02 Mar 2006]
[GB0616424.8 17 Aug 2006]
GB0713801.9
Lourenco, Nuno See Dewhirst, Mike
Rolls-Royce plc Rotor with balance 
assembly
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718122.5
Sevier, David Corrosion inhibitor 
compositions
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0618315 18 Sep 2006]
GB0718066.4
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft A method 
of controlling information reguests
Date Lodged: 17 Sep 2007
Priorities: [GB0704403 08 Mar 2007]
[GB0704996 15 Mar 2007]
GB0718056.5
Spelectrode Ltd Ignition device 
electrodes, and manufacture thereof
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717959.1
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Tavkhelldze, Avto Quantum 
interference depression effect MOS 
transistor
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
GB0717976.5
Tyco Electronics AMP KK Conversion 
adapter for connector and connector
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007 [21 Feb 
2006]
PCT Appl No: PCT/JP2006/303003
PCT Pubn No: WO2006/090676
Priorities: [JP2005049593 24 Feb 2005]
GB0718130.8
Tyrealert See Corfield, Richard
University of Lancaster and 
Environment Agency, The Fluid 
sampling device
Date Lodged: 13 Sep 2007
GB0717845.2
Vodafone Group PLC Reduced paging
Date Lodged: 18 Sep 2007
GB0718152.2
Zarlink Semiconductor Inc. Spectral 
domain, non-linear echo cancellation 
method
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
Priorities: [US60910121 04 Apr 2007]
GB0717906.2
— Double talk detection method based on 
spectral acoustic properties
Date Lodged: 14 Sep 2007
[US60941188 31 May 2007]
GB0717907.0
Applications terminated before Publication under Section 16(1)
This index lists, according to the year of application and in ascending number order within each year, applications which have been
withdrawn, taken to be withdrawn, treated as having been withdrawn, refused, or treated as having been refused, before publication
under Section 16(1).
This index lists applications according to the year of application and in ascending application number order within each year
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This index sets out details of applications in the above number
range which are published under Section 16(1) as from the date of
publication of this issue of the Journal. Printed copies of the
applications, together with the front pages containing their abstracts
and bibliographic and classification data, and copies of search
report under section 17, are now available at £2.67 per copy
(including postage) from the UK Intellectual Property Office
(Sales), Concept House, Cardiff Road, Newport, South Wales
NP10 8QQ. These items are also available, but for a limited period
only, to personal callers at Harmsworth House, 13-15 Bouverie
Street, London EC4Y 8DP
The index also includes applications in the above number range
derived from applications under the Patent Cooperation Treaty
(PCT) which have entered the UK national phase. Printed copies
of the front page of these applications are similarly available
together with English translations of those applications published
under the PCT in a language other than English.
Each entry in the index provides the following information: the
publication number; the application number; the date on which the
application was filed at the Office; the name(s) of the applicant(s)
and the country of incorporation; the abstract title; any priority
details; the United Kingdom Classification Heading(s) assigned to
the application; and the International Patent Classification assigned
to the application.
Where an application is requesting an early date under Section 8,
12, 15(4), or 37 of the Act, then the application number and the
date of filing of the earlier application are included (see example 2).
Where an application is derived from an application under the
Patent Cooperation Treaty or is converted from a European Patent
application, then the application number, the date of filing, the
publication number and the date of publication of the PCT or EP
application are included (see example 3).
In the index, the entries are grouped in ascending publication
number order according to the UK Classification Headings. The
UK Heading is given at the beginning of each group. Where an
application has been classified in a supplementary (or secondary)
Heading, then the entry under the primary Heading includes details
of the application and the entry under the supplementary Heading
is in the form of a cross reference to the primary Heading (see
example 4).
The publication number is the seven figure number given to an
application when it is published and by which it will be recorded on
the Register of Patents. Printed copies of each application will also
be identified by the publication number, followed by the document
type “A”. This identification should be quoted in full when
ordering copies. However, for all proceedings up to grant of a
patent, the application number originally assigned should be used.
There follows four examples of entries for this index. The first
does not include any information on priorities, earlier applications,
or PCT or EP applications. The second and third include priority
information. In addition, the second includes information carried
for a divisional application, and the third includes information
carried for an application derived from a PCT application. The
fourth example shows an entry under a supplementary Heading.
Example 1
(52)A5G
(11)GB2284155 (21)(GB9324164.4) (22)24 Nov 1993
(71)THE BEAUTIFUL BOUQUET COMPANY LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED KINGDOM)
(54)Volatile fluid sampler
(52)UKC Headings: A5G B5N U1S(51)Int Cl A61L 9/12
(2006.01) B32B 7/06 (2006.01) B32B 7/12 (2006.01)
Example 2
(52)G4V
(11)GB2284291 (21)(GB9420670.3) (22) 13 Oct 1994 (Date
lodged)
(62)[28 Sep 1992] (Parent filing date)
(71)ANRITSU CORPORATION (INCORPORATED IN 
JAPAN)
(54)Coin discriminating apparatus
Divisional earlier date under Section 15(4)
(62)GB9311170.6 (Parent application number)
Priorities: [(33)JP(31)03276809 (32) 28 Sep 1991] [(33)JP
(31)04089601 (32) 13 Mar 1992]




(11)GB2284167 (21)(GB9503058.1) (22)16 Feb 1995 (Date of
lodging PCT application)
(86)[20 Jun 1994] (PCT filing date)
(71)JAMES N EASTWOOD 
(54)Camshaft bearing surface linishing tool
Priorities:[(33)AU (31)PL3499 (32)18 Jun 1993
PCT Details: (86)PCT/AU94/00333
(87)WO92/00293 05 Jan 1995
(52)UKC Headings: B3D U1S (51)Int Cl B24B 15/00 (2006.01)
B24D   15/00 (2006.01) B24D 17/00 (2006.01)
Example 4
(52)B8M
(11)GB2284199 See entry under Heading B8R
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A1B
GB2437481 (GB0608163.2) 26 Apr 2006
DOWDESWELL ENGINEERING 
COMPANY LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Implement for cultivating soil 
UKC Headings: A1B Int Cl A01B 
7/00(2006.01) A01B 23/06(2006.01)
A3V
GB2437565 See entry under Heading G5J
A4B
GB2437482 (GB0608563.3) 29 Apr 2006
SUN CHAIN METAL INDUSTRIAL 
CO LTD (INCORPORATED IN 
TAIWAN)
Self-closing drawer slide assembly 
UKC Headings: A4B Int Cl A47B 
88/04(2006.01)
GB2437481 - GB2437696
Applications published: Subject-Matter Index - cont
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A4E
GB2437483 (GB0608351.3) 27 Apr 2006
KRAFT FOODS R & D, INC. 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
GERMANY)
System, pod and method for preparing a 
beverage 
UKC Headings: A4E Int Cl A47J 
31/40(2006.01) B65D 81/00(2006.01) 
B65D 85/804(2006.01)
A4F
GB2437484 (GB0707660.7) 20 Apr 2007
MONSON, CHARLES B
Rotary liquid vacuum cleaning head 
Priorities: [US11731996 02 Apr 2007]
[US60795544 27 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: A4F Int Cl A47L 
11/20(2006.01) A47L 11/30(2006.01)
GB2437487 See entry under Heading A4V
A4G
GB2437485 (GB0608154.1) 24 Apr 2006
SMITH, PAUL
TANG, WAI K
Device for carrying sleeved garments 
compactly with reduced creasing 
UKC Headings: A4G A4S Int Cl A47G 
25/54(2006.01) A45C 11/00(2006.01)
A4K
GB2437497 See entry under Heading B4K
A4L
GB2437486 (GB0703359.0) 21 Feb 2007
SPOTLESS ENTERPRISES 
INCORPORATED 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - NEW 
YORK)
Variable length childrens wear hanger 
Priorities: [US60775310 21 Feb 2006]
[US60869434 11 Dec 2006]
UKC Headings: A4L Int Cl A47G 
25/16(2006.01)
A4S
GB2437485 See entry under Heading A4G
A4V
GB2437487 (GB0608254.9) 26 Apr 2006
WALKER, STEPHEN
Implement for washing the human body 
UKC Headings: A4V A4F Int Cl A47K 
7/02(2006.01)
A5B
GB2437488 (GB0608098.0) 25 Apr 2006
OPTINOSE AS (INCORPORATED IN 
NORWAY)
Pharmaceutical oily formulation for nasal 
or buccal administration 
UKC Headings: A5B Int Cl A61K 
31/485(2006.01) A61K 31/00(2006.01) 
A61K 38/00(2006.01) A61K 
47/44(2006.01)
GB2437518 See entry under Heading C3H
A5E
GB2437489 (GB0608410.7) 28 Apr 2006
NORTON, DAVID R
Disinfectant mixture of a donor of freely 
available chlorine (e.g. hypochlorite) and 
a buffering agent or acid, optionally in the 
form of an aqueous solution 
UKC Headings: A5E U1S Int Cl A01N 
59/06(2006.01) A01N 59/00(2006.01)




Herbicidal composition comprising 
flumioxazin and one specific 
imidazo[1,2-b]pyridazinyl-pyrimidinyl-
sulfonylurea herbicide 
Priorities: [JP2006125006 28 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: A5E U1S Int Cl A01N 
47/36(2006.01) A01N 43/84(2006.01) 
A01P 13/00(2006.01)
A5R
GB2437491 (GB0607305.0) 11 Apr 2006
OPRO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Mouthguard including projections to 
improve moulding 
UKC Headings: A5R A6D Int Cl A63B 
71/08(2006.01) A61C 7/08(2006.01)
GB2437492 (GB0608564.1) 29 Apr 2006
JUANROYEE, DR A F
Plate system for bones 
UKC Headings: A5R Int Cl A61B 
17/58(2006.01) A61B 17/68(2006.01) 
A61B 17/80(2006.01)
A6D
GB2437491 See entry under Heading A5R
GB2437493 (GB0704497.7) 08 Mar 2007
KARSTEN MANUFACTURING 
COPORATION (INCORPORATED 
IN USA - ARIZONA)
Off-axis straps for a golf bag 
Priorities: [US11413986 28 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: A6D Int Cl A63B 
55/00(2006.01) A45F 3/02(2006.01) 
A45F 3/04(2006.01)
A6H
GB2437590 See entry under Heading H4T
A6M
GB2437494 (GB0608180.6) 25 Apr 2006
TRAINOR, PATRICK J
Exercise apparatus simulating free weight 
training 
UKC Headings: A6M Int Cl A63B 
21/008(2006.01) A63B 21/078(2006.01)
GB2437495 (GB0608574.0) 29 Apr 2006
CHUANG, YUN Y
Wrist exerciser with sound generator 
UKC Headings: A6M Int Cl A63B 
23/14(2006.01)
B1X
GB2437516 See entry under Heading C2C
B3V
GB2437496 (GB0608415.6) 28 Apr 2006
ROLLS-ROYCE PLC 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
A laser shaping arrangement 
UKC Headings: B3V Int Cl B23K 
26/06(2006.01)
B4K
GB2437497 (GB0608408.1) 28 Apr 2006
PROSSER, CHRISTOPHER J
Paint brush with handle modified to prise 
open lid of tin 
UKC Headings: B4K A4K Int Cl A46B 
5/00(2006.01) A46B 15/00(2006.01)
B5B
GB2437519 See entry under Heading C3R
Applications published: Subject-Matter Index - cont
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B5N
GB2437498 (GB0711775.7) 18 Jun 2007
[16 Dec 2005]
MILLIKEN & COMPANY 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Textile surface coverings and methods for 
making them 
Priorities: [US60636728 16 Dec 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/045891
WO2006/066191 22 Jun 2006
UKC Headings: B5N Int Cl D06N 
7/00(2006.01) B32B 5/24(2006.01) 
B32B 5/30(2006.01) E04F 
15/10(2006.01)
B6A
GB2437557 See entry under Heading G4A
B7A
GB2437526 See entry under Heading E1F
B7B
GB2437499 (GB0608189.7) 26 Apr 2006
TOUCHFIRST LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
BREED GROUP LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Vehicle nudge bar 
UKC Headings: B7B Int Cl B60R 
19/52(2006.01) B60R 19/22(2006.01) 
B60R 19/52(2006.01)
GB2437500 (GB0707364.6) 17 Apr 2007
SHAWYER, ROBERT G
SHAWYER, LINDA M
Collapsible trailer for transporting a boat 
Priorities: [AU2006100327 24 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: B7B Int Cl B60P 
3/10(2006.01) B62D 63/06(2006.01)
B7C
GB2437501 (GB0608424.8) 28 Apr 2006
ROBERTSON, GRAEME D
Wheel with mutually orthogonal parts 
UKC Headings: B7C Int Cl B60B 
19/00(2006.01)
B7D
GB2437502 (GB0608164.0) 24 Apr 2006
DELICHON LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Wheel arrangement for pushchair or 
wheelchair 
UKC Headings: B7D Int Cl A61G 
5/10(2006.01) B62B 7/08(2006.01) 
B62B 9/12(2006.01)
B7H
GB2437503 (GB0608066.7) 24 Apr 2006
ADVANCED TRANSPORT 
SYSTEMS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Steering arrangement using differing 
drive torques 
UKC Headings: B7H Int Cl B62D 
9/00(2006.01)
GB2437504 (GB0608120.2) 25 Apr 2006
AGCO GMBH (INCORPORATED IN 
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
GERMANY)
Radiator and oil cooler mounting 
arrangement for a tractor 
UKC Headings: B7H Int Cl B62D 
25/08(2006.01)
B7J




UKC Headings: B7J Int Cl B25H 
1/00(2006.01) B62H 3/10(2006.01)
B7V
GB2437506 (GB0608086.5) 25 Apr 2006
STEPHENS, PETER
Offset rotating hawser pipe for windlass 
anchor chain 
UKC Headings: B7V D1T Int Cl B63B 
21/14(2006.01) B66D 1/76(2006.01)
GB2437507 (GB0608331.5) 26 Apr 2006
MEEHAN, SEAN
Energy efficient rowing oarlock with 
bearings 
UKC Headings: B7V Int Cl B63H 
16/06(2006.01)
B8C
GB2437508 (GB0608253.1) 26 Apr 2006
MAIR, ANDREW
End cap for re-closing opened end of 
container 
UKC Headings: B8C B8D Int Cl B65D 
51/00(2006.01) B65D 83/08(2006.01) 
B65D 85/36(2006.01)
B8D
GB2437508 See entry under Heading B8C
B8H
GB2437509 (GB0608432.1) 28 Apr 2006
3 S’S LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM) Forming a 
load for transportation by fork lift truck 
UKC Headings: B8H Int Cl B65D 
71/00(2006.01) B65B 11/48(2006.01) 
B65D 65/06(2006.01)
B8N
GB2437510 (GB0608213.5) 26 Apr 2006
PACKAGING INNOVATION 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Dispenser mechanism 
UKC Headings: B8N Int Cl A47K 
5/12(2006.01) A47K 5/14(2006.01)
GB2437511 (GB0608435.4) 28 Apr 2006
LENDERYOU, DAVID
BRAY, WENDY
Beverage dispensing apparatus and 
method 
UKC Headings: B8N Int Cl B67D 
1/00(2006.01)
GB2437512 (GB0625538.4) 22 Dec 2006
PACKAGING INNOVATION 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Dispenser mechanism 
Priorities: [GB0608213 26 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: B8N Int Cl A47K 
5/14(2006.01) A47K 5/12(2006.01)
B8P
GB2437513 (GB0608212.7) 26 Apr 2006
CP CASES LTD (INCORPORATED 
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Container with anti-shear interlocking lid 
UKC Headings: B8P Int Cl A45C 
5/03(2006.01) A45C 5/04(2006.01) 
B65D 43/16(2006.01)
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GB2437514 (GB0608266.3) 26 Apr 2006
SCA PACKAGING LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Display tray for supporting sachets 
UKC Headings: B8P Int Cl B65D 
5/02(2006.01) B65D 5/20(2006.01) 
B65D 5/42(2006.01) B65D 
5/52(2006.01)
C1M
GB2437515 (GB0610957.3) 02 Jun 2006
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Method for bonding a member to a glass 
article 
Priorities: [JP2006125950 28 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: C1M Int Cl C04B 
37/04(2006.01) C03C 27/00(2006.01) 
C03C 27/02(2006.01) C03C 
27/06(2006.01)
C2C
GB2437516 (GB0608190.5) 26 Apr 2006
LENG, BAI
Method and apparatus for purifying 
glycerine using filter membranes and a 
deionisation means 
UKC Headings: C2C B1X Int Cl C07C 
29/76(2006.01) B01D 61/14(2006.01) 
B01D 61/18(2006.01) B01J 
47/00(2006.01) C07C 31/22(2006.01)
GB2437517 (GB0608376.0) 27 Apr 2006
DANISCO SWEETENERS OY 
(INCORPORATED IN FINLAND)
Catalytic hydrogenation of sugar to sugar 
alcohol, using increasing reaction 
temperature and/or addition of 
monocarboxylic acid to maintain catalyst 
activity 
UKC Headings: C2C U1S Int Cl C07H 
1/00(2006.01) C07C 29/00(2006.01) 
C07C 31/18(2006.01) C07H 
15/04(2006.01)
C3H
GB2437518 (GB0608238.2) 26 Apr 2006
KAVANAGH, NOEL
Antiserum preparation 
UKC Headings: C3H A5B U1S Int Cl 
C07K 16/06(2006.01) A61K 
39/395(2006.01)
C3R
GB2437519 (GB0608520.3) 28 Apr 2006
IMPERIAL INNOVATIONS LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Integrally skinned asymmetric polyimide 
membrane 
UKC Headings: C3R B5B C3V C3W Int 
Cl B01D 71/64(2006.01) B29D 
31/00(2006.01) C08G 73/10(2006.01) 
C08J 5/22(2006.01) B29K 
79/00(2006.01)
C3V
GB2437519 See entry under Heading C3R
C5W
GB2437520 (GB0516708.5) 15 Aug 2005
DA SILVA, ROCKEFELLER C
Edible candle support 
UKC Headings: C5W Int Cl C11C 
5/00(2006.01) F21V 35/00(2006.01)
C7B
GB2437521 See entry under Heading C7F
C7F
GB2437521 (GB0610959.9) 02 Jun 2006
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Method of manufacturing a differentially 
coloured glass article 
Priorities: [JP2006125951 28 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: C7F C7B Int Cl C03C 
17/22(2006.01) B05D 3/14(2006.01) 
B05D 5/06(2006.01) C03C 
17/25(2006.01) C03C 17/28(2006.01)
D1C
GB2437522 (GB0703620.5) 24 Feb 2007
SHELTON, WILLIAM E A
Lint control around textile machinery 
UKC Headings: D1C Int Cl D04B 
35/32(2006.01) D03D 49/00(2006.01) 
D04B 27/10(2006.01)
D1T
GB2437506 See entry under Heading B7V
E1D
GB2437523 (GB0608031.1) 24 Apr 2006
MOORE, KARL
Decorative non-loading bearing panels 
UKC Headings: E1D Int Cl E04B 
2/72(2006.01)
GB2437524 (GB0608124.4) 24 Apr 2006
BUS SHELTERS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Demountable modular bus shelter 
UKC Headings: E1D Int Cl E04H 
1/12(2006.01) E04H 12/22(2006.01)
E1F
GB2437525 (GB0607801.8) 20 Apr 2006
SCHLUMBERGER HOLDINGS 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS)
Inflatable packer with vent to wellbore 
annulus to maintain inflation 
Priorities: [US11308617 12 Apr 2006]
[US60594628 25 Apr 2005]
UKC Headings: E1F Int Cl E21B 
33/127(2006.01) E21B 33/126(2006.01)
GB2437526 (GB0608356.2) 27 Apr 2006
MULTI OPERATIONAL SERVICE 
TANKERS INC (INCORPORATED 
IN PANAMA)
A sub-sea well intervention vessel and 
method 
UKC Headings: E1F B7A Int Cl E21B 
7/128(2006.01) B63B 35/44(2006.01) 
E21B 15/02(2006.01) E21B 
17/01(2006.01) E21B 43/01(2006.01)
E1X
GB2437527 (GB0607960.2) 24 Apr 2006
SHEPHARD, IAN
Rainwater augmented domestic low-
pressure water supply 
UKC Headings: E1X Int Cl E03B 
3/02(2006.01) E03B 1/04(2006.01)
GB2437528 (GB0608119.4) 25 Apr 2006
HERO, ROBERT
System for reusing waste water 
UKC Headings: E1X Int Cl E03B 
1/04(2006.01) E03C 1/122(2006.01)
E2A
GB2437529 (GB0608443.8) 28 Apr 2006
MCCORMACK, IAN V
Vehicle ignition key repair device 
UKC Headings: E2A Int Cl E05B 
19/00(2006.01) E05B 19/04(2006.01)
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E2M
GB2437530 (GB0606677.3) 03 Apr 2006
ASTRA DOOR CONTROLS LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Door closer having hydraulic damper 
comprising compressible foam 
accumulator 
UKC Headings: E2M Int Cl E05F 
3/10(2006.01)
F1B
GB2437532 See entry under Heading F1F
F1D
GB2437531 (GB0608256.4) 26 Apr 2006
FORAC LTD (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Spring returned actuator 
UKC Headings: F1D F2V Int Cl F15B 
15/08(2006.01) F15B 15/06(2006.01) 
F15B 15/14(2006.01) F16K 
31/122(2006.01) F16K 31/163(2006.01)
F1F
GB2437532 (GB0608578.1) 29 Apr 2006
AUTOAIRDRIVES LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Rotary vane combustion engine 
UKC Headings: F1F F1B Int Cl F02B 
51/00(2006.01) F01C 1/344(2006.01)
F1T
GB2437533 (GB0700679.4) 15 Jan 2007
SWANTURBINES LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Turbine and support engagement 
Priorities: [GB0608367 28 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: F1T Int Cl F03B 
17/06(2006.01) F03B 13/10(2006.01) 
F03D 1/00(2006.01) F03D 
11/04(2006.01)
GB2437534 (GB0703230.3) 20 Feb 2007
SWANTURBINES LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Marine turbine 
Priorities: [GB0608467 28 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: F1T Int Cl F03B 
11/02(2006.01) F03B 11/00(2006.01) 
F03B 13/10(2006.01) F03B 
17/06(2006.01)
F2B
GB2437535 (GB0608215.0) 26 Apr 2006
FARRAR, STEPHEN
A fexible sealing patch 
UKC Headings: F2B F2P U1S Int Cl 
F16L 55/168(2006.01) B65D 
53/00(2006.01) B65D 53/04(2006.01) 
B65D 53/06(2006.01)
F2F
GB2437536 (GB0608045.1) 25 Apr 2006
FORD GLOBAL TECHNOLOGIES, 
LLC (INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Electric parking brake inhibitor 
UKC Headings: F2F Int Cl B60T 
7/12(2006.01) B60R 25/08(2006.01) 
F16H 63/48(2006.01)
F2H
GB2437537 (GB0608062.6) 24 Apr 2006
EDLAND, JONE
Screw head with hexalobular recess and 
corresponding tool 
UKC Headings: F2H Int Cl F16B 
23/00(2006.01)
GB2437538 (GB0608136.8) 25 Apr 2006
BUSINESS LINES LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Locking device for adjacent screw 
members 
UKC Headings: F2H Int Cl F16B 
39/10(2006.01) B60B 3/16(2006.01)
GB2437539 (GB0608416.4) 28 Apr 2006
HAWKINS, GLYNN J
U-bolt 
UKC Headings: F2H Int Cl F16B 
35/04(2006.01)
F2P
GB2437535 See entry under Heading F2B
GB2437540 (GB0608038.6) 24 Apr 2006
UPONOR INNOVATION AB 
(INCORPORATED IN SWEDEN)
Pipe with integral fastening means on its 
outer surface 
UKC Headings: F2P Int Cl F16L 
9/12(2006.01) F16L 11/12(2006.01)
F2Q
GB2437541 (GB0700066.4) 03 Jan 2007




Priorities: [JP2006126526 28 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: F2Q Int Cl F16G 
13/02(2006.01)
F2V
GB2437531 See entry under Heading F1D
F2Y
GB2437542 (GB0623308.4) 22 Nov 2006
PRIMAX ELECTRONICS LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN TAIWAN)
Mouse with a damped pivoting back 
door, side clasp buttons and a movable 
carrier for a wireless receiver 
Priorities: [TW095114825 26 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: F2Y U1S Int Cl G06F 
3/033(2006.01)
G1A
GB2437543 (GB0607915.6) 24 Apr 2006
ZHANG, YAPING
Multi-channelled waveguide chemical 
and biochemical optical sensing device 
UKC Headings: G1A Int Cl G01N 
21/03(2006.01)
GB2437544 (GB0608525.2) 28 Apr 2006
HOLLOWAY, GARY M
Inspection device for optically complex 
surfaces 
UKC Headings: G1A Int Cl G01B 
11/30(2006.01) G01N 21/88(2006.01)
G1B
GB2437545 (GB0608377.8) 28 Apr 2006
NOVEXIN LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Reagent for detecting proteins 
UKC Headings: G1B Int Cl G01N 
33/52(2006.01)




Food container with visual and physical 
spoilage indicator 
Priorities: [GB0608220 26 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: G1B Int Cl G01N 
33/02(2006.01) G01N 31/22(2006.01)
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G1G
GB2437547 (GB0608421.4) 28 Apr 2006
GENESIS OIL AND GAS 
CONSULTANTS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
GUIDED ULTRASONICS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
In-line apparatus for inspecting pipes 
using ultrasonic guided waves 
UKC Headings: G1G Int Cl G01N 
29/265(2006.01) G01N 29/22(2006.01)
G1J
GB2437548 (GB0608246.5) 26 Apr 2006
VISTEON GLOBAL 
TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
MICHIGAN)
Illumination of Vehicle Instrument 
UKC Headings: G1J Int Cl G01D 
11/28(2006.01) B60Q 3/04(2006.01) 
G01D 13/02(2006.01)
G1R
GB2437549 (GB0617903.0) 11 Sep 2006
CHU, ANDREW C
Uroflowmeter with automatic receptacle 
emptying 
Priorities: [GB0607986 24 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: G1R U1S Int Cl G01F 
3/38(2006.01) A61B 5/20(2006.01) 
A61B 10/00(2006.01)
G1U
GB2437551 (GB0605219.5) 15 Mar 2006
TOSHIBA RESEARCH EUROPE 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Heusler alloy sensor 
UKC Headings: G1U Int Cl G01R 
33/12(2006.01) G01R 29/08(2006.01) 
G01R 33/09(2006.01)
G2F
GB2437553 See entry under Heading G2J
G2J
GB2437552 (GB0607987.5) 24 Apr 2006
ALLAWAY, JOHN
NEWTON, MARK A
Automatically folding spectacles with 
hinges, springs, arms, padding and holes 
UKC Headings: G2J Int Cl G02C 
5/08(2006.01) G02C 5/00(2006.01) 
G02C 5/14(2006.01)
GB2437553 (GB0608360.4) 28 Apr 2006
SHARP KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)
Optical system with two spaced apart 
partial reflectors for display 
UKC Headings: G2J G2F Int Cl G02B 
27/22(2006.01)
GB2437554 (GB0613961.2) 13 Jul 2006
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Diffraction element and method of 
manufacturing the same 
Priorities: [JP2006125952 28 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: G2J Int Cl G02B 
5/18(2006.01) G02B 5/32(2006.01) 
G11B 7/00(2006.01) G11B 
7/0065(2006.01)
G3N
GB2437555 (GB0608480.0) 28 Apr 2006
BRIGHTWELL DISPENSERS 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
An apparatus and method for remote 
controlling and monitoring of a fluid 
dispensing  control system. 
UKC Headings: G3N Int Cl B67D 
5/00(2006.01) G05B 23/02(2006.01) 
G05D 7/00(2006.01)
G3U
GB2437556 (GB0608192.1) 26 Apr 2006
WOLFSON MICROELECTRONICS 
PLC (INCORPORATED IN THE 
UNITED KINGDOM)
Current mode switching regulator 
UKC Headings: G3U Int Cl H02M 
3/156(2006.01) G05F 1/573(2006.01) 
H02M 3/335(2006.01)
G4A
GB2437557 (GB0606259.0) 29 Mar 2006
MOTOROLA INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Electronic smart card with biometric 
sensor and data display 
UKC Headings: G4A B6A G4H Int Cl 
G06F 21/24(2006.01) B42D 
15/10(2006.01) G06F 1/00(2006.01) 
G06F 12/14(2006.01) G06F 
21/00(2006.01) G07C 9/00(2006.01) 
G07F 7/10(2006.01)
GB2437558 (GB0607714.3) 19 Apr 2006
THALES HOLDINGS UK PLC 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Privacy protection system 
UKC Headings: G4A H4P Int Cl G06F 
21/24(2006.01) G06F 1/00(2006.01) 
G06F 21/00(2006.01) H04L 
9/00(2006.01) H04L 29/06(2006.01)
GB2437559 (GB0608201.0) 26 Apr 2006
ZARLINK SEMICONDUCTOR INC. 
(INCORPORATED IN CANADA - 
ONTARIO)
System for reducing background noise in 
a speech signal by use of a fast Fourier 
transform 
UKC Headings: G4A H4R Int Cl G10L 
21/02(2006.01) H04B 1/04(2006.01)
GB2437560 (GB0608420.6) 28 Apr 2006
ROKE MANOR RESEARCH 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Constructing Aho Corasick trees 
UKC Headings: G4A Int Cl G06F 
17/30(2006.01)
GB2437561 (GB0624661.5) 11 Dec 2006
AGERE SYSTEMS INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR 
PERFORMING IN-SERVICE 
UPGRADE OF SOFTWARE IN
NETWORK PROCESSOR
Priorities: [US11412915 27 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: G4A Int Cl G06F 
9/445(2006.01) G06F 12/02(2006.01)
GB2437562 (GB0701190.1) 22 Jan 2007
[12 May 2005]
LENOVO (SINGAPORE) PTE. LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN SINGAPORE)
Secure storage tracking for anti-virus 
speed-up 
Priorities: [US10894588 20 Jul 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/EP2005/052192
WO2006/008199 26 Jan 2006
UKC Headings: G4A Int Cl G06F 
21/04(2006.01) G06F 21/00(2006.01)
G4H
GB2437557 See entry under Heading G4A
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G4N
GB2437563 (GB0621873.9) 02 Nov 2006
[21 Oct 2004]
HOTAV LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Anti-theft alarm for portable electrical 
equipment with multiple alarm 
deactivation methods 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0423439.9
UKC Headings: G4N Int Cl G08B 
13/14(2006.01)
G5C
GB2437564 (GB0623595.6) 27 Nov 2006
DYNASCAN TECHNOLOGY CORP 
(INCORPORATED IN TAIWAN)
Rotating LED display 
Priorities: [CN0510123374 25 Nov 2005]
UKC Headings: G5C Int Cl G09G 
3/32(2006.01) G09F 9/33(2006.01)
G5J
GB2437565 (GB0608153.3) 24 Apr 2006
TOGOBO, THEODORE M
One or two shouldered strap 
UKC Headings: G5J A3V Int Cl A45F 
3/14(2006.01) A45F 3/02(2006.01) 
A45F 3/04(2006.01) G10G 
5/00(2006.01)
G5R
GB2437566 (GB0702940.8) 15 Feb 2007
AVERMEDIA TECHNOLOGIES INC 
(INCORPORATED IN TAIWAN)
Video recording signal pickup start and 
end point 
Priorities: [TW095114940 26 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: G5R Int Cl G11B 
27/034(2006.01) H04N 5/76(2006.01)
H1Q
GB2437567 (GB0608364.6) 28 Apr 2006
MOTOROLA INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Compact and efficient broadband built-in 
antenna 
UKC Headings: H1Q Int Cl H01Q 
9/04(2006.01) H01Q 1/24(2006.01) 
H01Q 1/38(2006.01)
H2A
GB2437568 (GB0607994.1) 24 Apr 2006
UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD, THE 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Electric machine having elements 
interacting in a magnetically geared 
manner 
UKC Headings: H2A U1S Int Cl H02K 
16/02(2006.01)
H2E
GB2437569 (GB0608123.6) 25 Apr 2006
GIGA-BYTE TECHNOLOGY CO., 
LTD (INCORPORATED IN 
TAIWAN)
Interface card connector having recessed 
bottom surface 
UKC Headings: H2E Int Cl H01R 
12/18(2006.01)
H2H
GB2437583 See entry under Heading H4L
H3G
GB2437570 (GB0616950.2) 29 Aug 2006
ZARLINK SEMICONDUCTOR INC. 
(INCORPORATED IN CANADA - 
ONTARIO)
Automatic gain control for mobile 
microphone and echo canceller 
Priorities: [US60745688 26 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: H3G Int Cl H03G 
3/32(2006.01) H04M 9/08(2006.01)
H3H
GB2437571 (GB0608202.8) 26 Apr 2006
ZARLINK SEMICONDUCTOR INC. 
(INCORPORATED IN CANADA - 
ONTARIO)
Digitally controlled oscillator with jitter 
shaping capability 
UKC Headings: H3H Int Cl G06F 
1/02(2006.01) H03L 7/00(2006.01)
GB2437572 (GB0608375.2) 28 Apr 2006
ARTIMI INC (INCORPORATED IN 
USA - CALIFORNIA)
Differential current steering DAC 
UKC Headings: H3H U1S Int Cl H03M 
1/74(2006.01) H03M 1/06(2006.01) 
H04L 27/26(2006.01)
H3Q
GB2437573 (GB0608365.3) 28 Apr 2006
MOTOROLA INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Combiner circuit for Doherty amplifier 
UKC Headings: H3Q H3T H3W Int Cl 
H03F 1/07(2006.01) H04B 
1/04(2006.01)
H3R
GB2437574 (GB0608363.8) 28 Apr 2006
MOTOROLA INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Using signal strength to select method  for 
estimating errors in ZIF FM receiver. 
UKC Headings: H3R Int Cl H03D 
3/00(2006.01)
H3T
GB2437573 See entry under Heading H3Q
H3W
GB2437573 See entry under Heading H3Q
H4F
GB2437575 (GB0608309.1) 27 Apr 2006
PHELAN, ANDREW P
Audience-specific image display 
UKC Headings: H4F Int Cl H04N 
5/44(2006.01) H04N 5/272(2006.01)
GB2437576 (GB0608330.7) 26 Apr 2006
PEARSON, DANIEL J
Portable chef 
UKC Headings: H4F Int Cl H04N 
5/64(2006.01)
GB2437577 (GB0608362.0) 28 Apr 2006
HEWLETT-PACKARD 
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, L.P.
Generating a scanned image using two 
light sources having different frequency 
spectra 
UKC Headings: H4F Int Cl H04N 
1/60(2006.01) H04N 1/04(2006.01)
GB2437578 (GB0608497.4) 28 Apr 2006
TANDBERG TELEVISION ASA 
(INCORPORATED IN NORWAY)
Selection of a search window for motion 
estimation in video encoding 
UKC Headings: H4F Int Cl H04N 
7/26(2006.01) G06T 7/20(2006.01)
Applications published: Subject-Matter Index - cont
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IN THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Hierarchical coding involving partitioning 
child level coefficients based on the 
partitioning of the parent level 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0310495.7
UKC Headings: H4F Int Cl H04N 
7/26(2006.01) G06T 9/00(2006.01)
H4K
GB2437580 (GB0608509.6) 27 Apr 2006
BOMBARDIER TRANSPORTATION 
GMBH (INCORPORATED IN THE 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
GERMANY)
Configuration of a Data Transfer 
Network 
UKC Headings: H4K Int Cl H04L 
12/24(2006.01) H04L 29/12(2006.01)
GB2437581 (GB0704907.5) 14 Mar 2007
INVENTEC APPLIANCES CORP 
(INCORPORATED IN TAIWAN)
Video-and-Audio Transmission for VoIP 
Phone 
Priorities: [TW95108610 14 Mar 2006]
UKC Headings: H4K Int Cl H04M 
7/00(2006.01) H04N 7/14(2006.01)
H4L
GB2437582 (GB0607973.5) 24 Apr 2006
NEC TECHNOLOGIES (UK) 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Localised and distributed scheduling 
control method and apparatus 
UKC Headings: H4L Int Cl H04L 
25/02(2006.01) H04B 1/38(2006.01) 
H04B 7/005(2006.01) H04L 
27/26(2006.01) H04Q 7/32(2006.01)
GB2437583 (GB0608102.0) 25 Apr 2006
CROSSLEY, MARK J
Mobile phone alarm clock cradle/charger 
UKC Headings: H4L H2H Int Cl H02J 
7/00(2006.01) H04M 1/21(2006.01) 
H04M 11/04(2006.01)
GB2437584 (GB0608117.8) 25 Apr 2006
JOW TONG TECHNOLOGY CO 
LTD (INCORPORATED IN 
TAIWAN)
Multimedia video and audio wireless 
transmitting and receiving device 
UKC Headings: H4L Int Cl H04M 
1/725(2006.01) H04R 1/02(2006.01)
GB2437585 (GB0608290.3) 27 Apr 2006
NEC TECHNOLOGIES (UK) 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Mobile radio communications device and 
network connectivity 
UKC Headings: H4L Int Cl H04Q 
7/38(2006.01) H04Q 7/32(2006.01)
GB2437586 (GB0608539.3) 27 Apr 2006
MOTOROLA INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
High speed downlink packet access 
communication in a cellular 
communication system 
UKC Headings: H4L Int Cl H04Q 
7/38(2006.01) H04L 12/56(2006.01) 
H04Q 7/22(2006.01) H04Q 
11/04(2006.01)
GB2437587 (GB0618634.0) 21 Sep 2006
BOEING COMPANY, THE 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
RFID system for monitoring aircraft 
components
Priorities: [US11532823 18 Sep 2006]
[US60719318 21 Sep 2005]
UKC Headings: H4L Int Cl B64F 
5/00(2006.01)
GB2437588 (GB0711230.3) 11 Jun 2007
[05 May 2006]
SMARTWEAR TECHNOLOGIES
Devices and methods for 
tracking,locating and providing 
protection to individuals 
Priorities: [US60744586 10 Apr 2006]
[US60678600 06 May 2005]
[US60744590 10 Apr 2006]
PCT Details: PCT/US2006/017753
WO2006/122041 16 Nov 2006
UKC Headings: H4L Int Cl G01V 
15/00(2006.01) G08B 13/24(2006.01)
H4P
GB2437558 See entry under Heading G4A
GB2437589 (GB0702370.8) 07 Feb 2007
FURUNO ELECTRIC COMPANY 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
JAPAN)
Determining time slot use in an AIS 
system 
Priorities: [JP2006035960 14 Feb 2006]
UKC Headings: H4P Int Cl G01S 
13/93(2006.01) H04B 7/212(2006.01)
H4R
GB2437559 See entry under Heading G4A
H4T
GB2437590 (GB0614453.9) 20 Jul 2006
ORBIS TECHNOLOGY LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Interface for electronic game including 
potential move indicator 
Priorities: [US60794987 25 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: H4T A6H Int Cl A63F 
3/02(2006.01) A63F 3/00(2006.01) 
G06F 19/00(2006.01)
N0T
GB2437591 (GB0606371.3) 30 Mar 2006
RAYTEC LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Adaptive illumination device 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F21V 
14/02(2006.01) F21V 19/02(2006.01) 
F21V 21/30(2006.01) F21W 
131/406(2006.01)
GB2437592 (GB0607191.4) 10 Apr 2006
SKYPE LIMITED (INCORPORATED 
IN IRELAND)
Indicating communication events on an 
alternative interface whilst running an 
application on another interface 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04M 
7/00(2006.01)
GB2437593 (GB0608052.7) 25 Apr 2006
HE, JIAN-JUN
A q-modulated semiconductor laser 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H01S 
5/026(2006.01)
GB2437594 (GB0608072.5) 24 Apr 2006
ACCO UK LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Shredding machine with actuating 
element 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B02C 
18/00(2006.01) B02C 18/22(2006.01)
GB2437595 (GB0608082.4) 25 Apr 2006
COTTON, RICHARD
Vertical axis wind turbine 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F03D 
3/00(2006.01) F03D 11/00(2006.01)
GB2437596 (GB0608096.4) 25 Apr 2006
EXCHEM PLC
Dispenser cartridge 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B05C 
17/005(2006.01)
GB2437597 (GB0608174.9) 25 Apr 2006
MCCALL, CRAIG
Road traffic accident recordal stencil 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B43L 
13/20(2006.01)
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GB2437598 (GB0608225.9) 26 Apr 2006
HALLAM, ADRIAN
Animal escape device 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E03F 
5/00(2006.01) A01K 29/00(2006.01)
GB2437599 (GB0608343.0) 27 Apr 2006
SRA DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Ultrasound device for welding polymeric 
implants to biological tissue 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61B 
17/03(2006.01) A61B 17/08(2006.01) 
A61N 7/02(2006.01) B29C 
65/08(2006.01)
GB2437600 (GB0608379.4) 27 Apr 2006
MY-ZEBRA LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Media communications system for 
providing digital content through a 
network 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06F 
17/30(2006.01)
GB2437601 (GB0608449.5) 28 Apr 2006
LEWIS, IAN R
Swimming pool cover chamber 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E04H 
4/10(2006.01)





UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E01C 
19/40(2006.01) E04F 21/24(2006.01) 
E04G 21/10(2006.01)
GB2437603 (GB0608479.2) 28 Apr 2006
S & B BUILDING EQUIPMENT 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM) Hoarding 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E04H 
17/16(2006.01) E04H 17/18(2006.01)
GB2437604 (GB0608571.6) 29 Apr 2006
BLOXWICH ENGINEERING 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Securing apparatus for vehicle tilting cab 
with housing 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B62D 
33/07(2006.01)
GB2437605 (GB0616575.7) 21 Aug 2006
SHEPPARD, CHRISTOPHER
System for introducing an additive into a 
fluid conduit 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F24D 
19/10(2006.01) C02F 1/68(2006.01) 
F28G 9/00(2006.01)
GB2437606 (GB0624668.0) 11 Dec 2006
[12 May 2005]
ORDERLY MIND LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Queuing system, method and computer 
program product for managing the 
provision of services over a 
communications network 
Priorities: [GB0410829 14 May 2004]
[GB0500801 14 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2005/001854
WO2005/112389 24 Nov 2005
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04Q 
3/64(2006.01) H04M 3/523(2006.01)




Arithmetic Circuit for correcting the 
output of a Max-Log-MAP algorithm 
Priorities: [JP2005366401 20 Dec 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H03M 
13/39(2006.01) G06F 7/556(2006.01) 
H04L 1/00(2006.01)
GB2437608 (GB0703169.3) 19 Feb 2007
[16 Jun 2005]
TYCO THERMAL CONTROLS LLC
Subterranean Electro-Thermal Heating 
System and Method 
Priorities: [US10/909233 29 Jul 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/021487
WO2006/023023 02 Mar 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 
36/04(2006.01) E21B 43/24(2006.01)
GB2437609 (GB0704925.7) 14 Mar 2007
MICROMASS UK LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
A multi-turn time-of-flight mass analyzer 
comprising perpendicular electric sectors 
Priorities: [GB0605089.2 14 Mar 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H01J 
49/40(2006.01) H01J 49/26(2006.01)
GB2437610 (GB0705127.9) 16 Mar 2007
DRÄGERWERK 
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
GERMANY)
Electrochemical gas sensor having a 
liquid electrolyte with saturated mediator 
Priorities: [DE102006014715 30 Mar 
2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01N 
27/413(2006.01) G01N 27/30(2006.01) 
G01N 27/49(2006.01) G01N 
33/00(2006.01)





THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
GERMANY)
Electrical connections in a high-pressure 
discharge lamp 
Priorities: [DE202006005158 30 Mar 
2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H01J 
61/02(2006.01) H01J 61/82(2006.01)




Display system for a vehicle seat 
Priorities: [PCT/EP2006/003693 21 Apr 
2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A47C 
7/62(2006.01) B60R 7/04(2006.01) 
G09F 7/00(2006.01) G09F 
7/02(2006.01) G09F 7/08(2006.01) 
G09F 21/04(2006.01) G09F 
21/06(2006.01)
GB2437613 (GB0705649.2) 23 Mar 2007
AVX CORPORATION 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
A Solid Electrolytic Capacitor Assembly 
Priorities: [US11602451 20 Nov 2006]
[US60795970 28 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H01G 
9/025(2006.01)
GB2437614 (GB0705891.0) 27 Mar 2007
CHAMBERLAIN GROUP,, THE INC. 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
CONNECTICUT)
System and method for illuminating a 
transmitter 
Priorities: [US11393424 30 Mar 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E05F 
15/20(2006.01) G08C 17/00(2006.01) 
H03K 17/94(2006.01)
GB2437615 (GB0705953.8) 28 Mar 2007
HUSCO INTERNATIONAL INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
WISCONSIN)
Combining metering modes for hydraulic 
fluid flow control 
Priorities: [US11397363 04 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G05D 
7/00(2006.01) E02F 9/22(2006.01) 
F15B 11/00(2006.01) F15B 
11/02(2006.01)
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GB2437616 (GB0707130.1) 13 Apr 2007
IMI VISION LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Fluid dispenser with vented reservoir 
Priorities: [GB0607427 13 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01F 
11/08(2006.01) G01N 35/10(2006.01)
GB2437617 (GB0707174.9) 13 Apr 2007
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - NEW 
YORK)
Wear resistant insert in industrial scale 
nozzle 
Priorities: [US11379889 24 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B05B 
1/00(2006.01) B05B 7/00(2006.01) 
B05B 7/14(2006.01) B05B 
15/00(2006.01)
GB2437618 (GB0707430.5) 17 Apr 2007
LIAO, YUNG-CHIANG
A lamp structure exhibiting evenly 
distributed light 
Priorities: [TW95206598 19 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F21S 
6/00(2006.01) F21K 7/00(2006.01) 
F21L 14/00(2006.01) F21V 
1/00(2006.01) F21Y 101/02(2006.01)
GB2437619 (GB0707502.1) 18 Apr 2007
FURUNO ELECTRIC COMPANY, 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
JAPAN)
Doppler measuring device and water 
current meter 
Priorities: [JP2006122573 26 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01S 
15/58(2006.01) G01S 15/60(2006.01)
GB2437620 (GB0707508.8) 18 Apr 2007
BOEING COMPANY, THE 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Latched panel assembly with latch state 
indicator 
Priorities: [US11380500 27 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E05B 
41/00(2006.01) B64D 11/00(2006.01)
GB2437621 (GB0707597.1) 19 Apr 2007
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
GERMANY)
Dynamic allocation of storage capacity in 
a networked video recording system 
Priorities: [DE102006018959 24 Apr 
2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04N 
5/77(2006.01) G06F 17/30(2006.01) 
H04N 7/18(2006.01)
GB2437622 (GB0707620.1) 19 Apr 2007
DELL PRODUCTS L.P. 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - TEXAS)
Controlling voltage regulators to extend 
battery life 
Priorities: [US11409402 21 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G05F 
5/00(2006.01) G06F 1/26(2006.01) 
H02J 7/00(2006.01) H02M 
1/10(2006.01) H02M 3/156(2006.01)
GB2437623 (GB0707683.9) 23 Apr 2007
BRUKER DALTONIK GMBH 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
GERMANY)
Method and apparatus for sample 
preparation for imaging mass 
spectrometry 
Priorities: [DE102006019530 27 Apr 
2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01N 
33/50(2006.01) G01N 1/06(2006.01) 
G01N 30/72(2006.01) H01J 
49/16(2006.01)
GB2437624 (GB0707685.4) 20 Apr 2007
HEWLETT PACKARD 
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY , L.P. 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - TEXAS)
Array-Based Memory Abstraction for 
Translating a System Address to a Fabric 
Address 
Priorities: [US11410398 25 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06F 
12/10(2006.01) G06F 12/02(2006.01)
GB2437625 (GB0707710.0) 23 Apr 2007
SHEPHARD, IAN
Rainwater augmented domestic low-
pressure water supply 
Priorities: [GB0607960 24 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E03B 
3/02(2006.01)
GB2437626 (GB0707737.3) 23 Apr 2007
MASSEY, CHRISTOPHER J
Adjustable barrier for filling around 
obstacles 
Priorities: [GB0608562.5 29 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E04G 
15/06(2006.01)
GB2437627 (GB0707787.8) 23 Apr 2007
FORD GLOBAL TECHNOLOGIES, 
LLC (INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
A method of regenerating an emission 
control device 
Priorities: [US11380631 27 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F01N 
3/023(2006.01) B01D 53/92(2006.01) 
F01N 3/20(2006.01) F02D 
41/02(2006.01)
GB2437628 (GB0707815.7) 23 Apr 2007
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - NEW 
YORK)
Atrial fibrilation detection 
Priorities: [US11411714 26 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61B 
5/024(2006.01) A61B 5/046(2006.01)
GB2437629 (GB0707822.3) 24 Apr 2007
VAHERTO, JYRI M
Display for assisting lift truck operator 
Priorities: [FI20065264 25 Apr 2006]
[FI20065684 30 Oct 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B66F 
9/24(2006.01)
GB2437630 (GB0707824.9) 23 Apr 2007
KYOEISHA CO LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)
Handle for lawn mower 
Priorities: [JP2006123341 27 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A01D 
34/82(2006.01)
GB2437631 (GB0707831.4) 23 Apr 2007
HALLIBURTON ENERGY 
SERVICES, INC. (INCORPORATED 
IN USA - DELAWARE)
Inflow control devices for sand control 
screens. 
Priorities: [US11409734 24 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 
43/08(2006.01) E21B 43/12(2006.01)
GB2437632 (GB0707832.2) 23 Apr 2007
HALLIBURTON ENERGY 
SERVICES, INC. (INCORPORATED 
IN USA - DELAWARE)
Sealed branch wellbore transition joint. 
Priorities: [US11409724 24 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 
33/10(2006.01) E21B 33/122(2006.01) 
E21B 41/00(2006.01)
GB2437633 (GB0707913.0) 25 Apr 2007
FORD GLOBAL TECHNOLOGIES, 
LLC (INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
A vehicle suspension system and method 
for negotiating low traction situations 
Priorities: [US11380632 27 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B60G 
17/0165(2006.01)
GB2437634 (GB0707914.8) 24 Apr 2007
PANDORA INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Boundary definition in divided image tiles 
Priorities: [GB0608069.1 24 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04N 
5/262(2006.01) G06T 5/00(2006.01)
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GB2437635 (GB0707916.3) 24 Apr 2007
PANDORA INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Predicting required image tiles 
transmitted using spare capacity on a 
communications link 
Priorities: [GB0608071.7 24 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04N 
5/262(2006.01) G06F 17/30(2006.01) 
G06T 1/60(2006.01)




Method for removing gas from a 
printhead 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0613564.4
Priorities: [US10769422 30 Jan 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B41J 
2/19(2006.01) B41J 2/165(2006.01) 
B41J 2/175(2006.01) B41J 
2/20(2006.01)
GB2437637 (GB0707922.1) 24 Apr 2007
BENNEX AS (INCORPORATED IN 
NORWAY)
Buoy for use in an offshore fish farm 
Priorities: [GB0608073 24 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B63B 
22/00(2006.01) A01K 61/00(2006.01)
GB2437638 (GB0707923.9) 24 Apr 2007
PANKONTRAKTOR S.R.O. 
(INCORPORATED IN SLOVAKIA)
Internet system of mediation of financial 
loans, purchase of goods and providing 
services. 
Priorities: [SK1482006 04 Jul 2006]
[SK1762006 10 Aug 2006]
[SK982006 26 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06Q 
40/00(2006.01)
GB2437639 (GB0707939.5) 24 Apr 2007
VERISIGN INC (INCORPORATED 
IN USA - DELAWARE)
Unlinkable identifiers for tokens 
Priorities: [PCT/  2000/0 16 Apr 2007]
[US11701564 02 Feb 2007]
[US60794516 25 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06K 
17/00(2006.01) G07F 7/10(2006.01) 
H04L 9/32(2006.01)
GB2437640 (GB0707947.8) 25 Apr 2007
AGT SCIENCES LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Optionally cross-linked  polyvinyl alcohol 
for removing residual material from 
conduits 
Priorities: [GB0608342.2 27 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B08B 
3/08(2006.01) B08B 9/02(2006.01) 
C08F 8/00(2006.01) C08F 
16/06(2006.01) C08F 16/34(2006.01) 
C08F 20/54(2006.01) C08J 
3/24(2006.01)
GB2437641 (GB0707949.4) 24 Apr 2007
HALLIBURTON ENERGY 
SERVICES, INC. (INCORPORATED 
IN USA - DELAWARE)
Well screen with varying resistance to 
flow 
Priorities: [US11410996 25 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 
43/08(2006.01) E21B 43/12(2006.01)
GB2437642 (GB0707994.0) 25 Apr 2007
MARIS FISH RANCHES LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Net array for fish farming 
Priorities: [GB0608114 25 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A01K 
61/00(2006.01)
GB2437643 (GB0708008.8) 25 Apr 2007
KAO CORPORATION 
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)
Polishing composition for magnetic disk 
substrate 
Priorities: [JP2006245724 11 Sep 2006]
[JP2006126276 28 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C09G 
1/02(2006.01) C09K 3/14(2006.01)
GB2437644 (GB0708014.6) 25 Apr 2007
UNIVERSITY OF READING, THE 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Polymer composition containing solid 
adsorbent 
Priorities: [GB0608161.6 25 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C08J 
3/20(2006.01) C08F 2/44(2006.01) 
C08G 69/16(2006.01) C08J 
9/00(2006.01) C08K 3/00(2006.01) 
C08K 9/12(2006.01) C08L 
77/02(2006.01)
GB2437645 (GB0708042.7) 26 Apr 2007
SCHLUMBERGER HOLDINGS 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
THE BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS)
Point-the-bit steering system 
Priorities: [US11380756 28 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 
7/06(2006.01) E21B 7/04(2006.01)
GB2437646 (GB0708074.0) 26 Apr 2007
SAMSUNG ELECTRO-MECHANICS 
CO., LTD. (INCORPORATED IN 
THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA)
A camera module package 
Priorities: [KR10060038267 27 Apr 
2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04N 
5/225(2006.01) G03B 17/02(2006.01)
GB2437647 (GB0708099.7) 26 Apr 2007
WEATHERFORD/LAMB INC. 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Torque sub for use with a top-drive 
Priorities: [US60795344 27 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 
19/16(2006.01)
GB2437648 (GB0708114.4) 26 Apr 2007
MITEK HOLDINGS, INC. 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Means for feeding lumber to a saw 
Priorities: [US11427332 28 Jun 2006]
[US60796337 28 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B27B 
25/00(2006.01)
GB2437649 (GB0708132.6) 26 Apr 2007
HEWLETT-PACKARD 
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, L.P.
Initialising a computer cluster according 
to a license 
Priorities: [US11411732 26 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06F 
9/50(2006.01)
GB2437650 (GB0708157.3) 26 Apr 2007
MAPLE CHASE COMPANY 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Control device for home appliances. 
Priorities: [US11412399 27 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G05B 
11/01(2006.01) G05B 13/02(2006.01) 
G05B 19/04(2006.01)
GB2437651 (GB0708189.6) 26 Apr 2007
GLOBAL BIOTEC LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Access control means with biometric 
sensor 
Priorities: [GB0608227 26 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E05B 
47/06(2006.01) G07C 9/00(2006.01)
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GB2437652 (GB0708195.3) 27 Apr 2007
DRILL-QUIP INC (INCORPORATED 
IN USA - TEXAS)
Liner hanger tool with re-latchable 
cementing bushing 
Priorities: [US60795549 27 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 
33/13(2006.01) E21B 23/01(2006.01) 
E21B 43/10(2006.01)
GB2437653 (GB0708210.0) 27 Apr 2007
HOTGRIPS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Heated golf club bag 
Priorities: [CN0620114811 29 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A63B 
55/00(2006.01)
GB2437654 (GB0708211.8) 27 Apr 2007
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 
HOSPITALS NHS TRUST 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Laparoscopic kidney cooling sheath 
Priorities: [GB0608419 27 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61B 
18/02(2006.01) A61F 7/12(2006.01)
GB2437655 (GB0708221.7) 27 Apr 2007
GRID71 LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
A method of inhibiting corrosion of 
reinforcement members in concrete 
Priorities: [GB0608504 28 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C04B 
24/12(2006.01) C23F 11/02(2006.01) 
E04C 5/01(2006.01)
GB2437656 (GB0708227.4) 27 Apr 2007
UNEX CORPORATION 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - NEW 
JERSEY)
Power-driven torque intensifier 
Priorities: [US11414702 28 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B23P 
19/06(2006.01) B25B 21/00(2006.01) 
B25F 5/00(2006.01)
GB2437657 (GB0708279.5) 30 Apr 2007
WEATHERFORD/LAMB INC. 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Well isolation device with frangible 
barrier 
Priorities: [US11380816 28 Apr 2006]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 
34/06(2006.01) E21B 33/12(2006.01) 
E21B 34/12(2006.01) E21B 
43/14(2006.01)




Circuit arrangement for generating a 
complex signal and the use of this circuit 
arrangement in a high-frequency 
transmitter or reciever 
Priorities: [DE102004058300 02 Dec 
2004]
PCT Details: PCT/EP2005/012747
WO2006/058708 08 Jun 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H03B 
5/12(2006.01) H03B 27/00(2006.01) 
H03K 3/289(2006.01) H03K 
21/02(2006.01) H03K 23/42(2006.01) 
H03K 23/44(2006.01) H03L 
7/099(2006.01)
GB2437659 (GB0710667.7) 05 Jun 2007
[20 Jan 2006]
MEDICINELODGE INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
ZIMMER TECHNOLOGY INC. 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
ILLINOIS)
Trochlear groove implants and related 
methods and instruments 
Priorities: [US11040503 21 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2006/001973
WO2006/078864 27 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61F 
2/38(2006.01) A61B 17/00(2006.01) 
A61B 17/16(2006.01)
GB2437660 (GB0710962.2) 07 Jun 2007
[15 Nov 2005]
PLATFORM SOLUTIONS INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
CALIFORNIA)
Peer-based partitioning method for 
system resource sharing 
Priorities: [US11271681 10 Nov 2005]
[US60628420 15 Nov 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/041447
WO2006/055590 26 May 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06F 
9/50(2006.01)
GB2437661 (GB0711162.8) 11 Jun 2007
[12 Dec 2005]
STENFORD, MICHAEL
Money transfer and delivery of a 
currency’s agreed foreign currency 
equivalent value 
Priorities: [AU2004907066 10 Dec 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/AU2005/001880
WO2006/060880 15 Jun 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06Q 
20/00(2006.01) G06Q 40/00(2006.01)
GB2437662 (GB0711240.2) 11 Jun 2007
[08 May 2006]
DELL PRODUCTS L.P. 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - TEXAS)
Multi-laser optical medium 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0609067.4
Priorities: [US11124747 09 May 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G11B 
7/125(2006.01) G11B 7/0037(2006.01) 
G11B 7/004(2006.01) G11B 
7/007(2006.01)
GB2437663 (GB0712217.9) 25 Jun 2007
[09 Jan 2006]
ERIKSEN, MORTEN
A device for handling of pipes at a drill 
floor 
Priorities: [NO20050166 12 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/NO2006/000006
WO2006/075914 20 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 
19/14(2006.01) E21B 19/15(2006.01)





Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0517648.2
Priorities: [JP2004034296 10 Feb 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G07F 
17/32(2006.01) A63F 13/10(2006.01)
GB2437665 (GB0712713.7) 29 Jun 2007
[03 May 2006]
CHUNGHWA PICTURE TUBES 
LTD (INCORPORATED IN 
TAIWAN)
Display and flexible printed circuit 
structure 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0608759.7
Priorities: [TW94123505 12 Jul 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G02F 
1/13(2006.01) G02F 1/1345(2006.01)
GB2437666 (GB0712814.3) 02 Jul 2007
[29 Dec 2005]
INTEL CORPORATION 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Distributed voice network 
Priorities: [US11027915 30 Dec 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/047679
WO2006/072099 06 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04L 
29/06(2006.01)
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GB2437667 (GB0713031.3) 05 Jul 2007
[24 Jan 2006]
INTEL CORPORATION 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Mitigating interference to nearby radio 
systems based on characterization of 
adjacent channels 
Priorities: [US11042703 24 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2006/002653
WO2006/079113 27 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04B 
7/005(2006.01)




Image laser recording structure 
Priorities: [US11006060 07 Dec 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/037525
WO2006/062586 15 Jun 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G11B 
23/40(2006.01)
GB2437669 (GB0713234.3) 09 Jul 2007
[03 May 2006]
TAYLOR, HATIB D
Dental floss dispensers 
Divisional earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0608748.0
Priorities: [GB0509018 03 May 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61C 
15/04(2006.01)
GB2437670 (GB0714078.3) 20 Jul 2007
[19 Dec 2005]
ARIMA DEVICES CORPORATION 
(INCORPORATED IN THE BRITISH 
VIRGIN ISLANDS)
Optical scanning device with low building 
height 
Priorities: [EP04106842 22 Dec 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/IB2005/054301
WO2006/067723 29 Jun 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G11B 
7/08(2006.01) G11B 7/12(2006.01) 
G11B 7/135(2006.01) G11B 
7/22(2006.01)





Field unit of game machine 
Priorities: [JP2005017755 26 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2006/300595
WO2006/080215 03 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A63F 
9/14(2006.01)
GB2437672 (GB0714590.7) 26 Jul 2007
[25 Jan 2006]
CLEAN MOBILE AG 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
GERMANY)
Electric vehicle comprising rechargeable 
batteries 
Priorities: [DE102005003724 26 Jan 
2005]
PCT Details: PCT/DE2006/000112
WO2006/079323 03 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B60L 
11/18(2006.01) B60L 8/00(2006.01) 
B60L 11/12(2006.01) H02J 
7/00(2006.01) H02J 7/14(2006.01) H02J 
7/35(2006.01)
GB2437673 (GB0714694.7) 27 Jul 2007
[19 Dec 2005]
CONOCOPHILLIPS COMPANY 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Remote delivery of latex drag-reducing 
agent 
Priorities: [US11026892 30 Dec 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/045973
WO2006/073780 13 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 
41/02(2006.01) E21B 41/00(2006.01) 
F17D 1/16(2006.01) F17D 
1/17(2006.01)
GB2437674 (GB0714978.4) 01 Aug 2007
[02 Feb 2006]
NATIONAL TANK COMPANY 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Multiple frequency electrostatic 
coalescence 
Priorities: [US11057900 15 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2006/004012
WO2006/088674 24 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B01D 
11/04(2006.01) B01D 37/00(2006.01) 
B01D 57/00(2006.01) C02F 
1/00(2006.01) G03G 9/00(2006.01)




IN USA - DELAWARE)
Method and apparatus for expanding a 
tubular member 
Priorities: [US60645840 21 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2006/002449
WO2006/079072 27 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 
23/01(2006.01) E21B 23/04(2006.01) 
E21B 43/10(2006.01)
GB2437676 (GB0715189.7) 03 Aug 2007
[23 Dec 2005]
PHARMED MEDICARE PRIVATE 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 
INDIA)
Sucrose-6-ester chlorination by co-
addition of chlorination reagent 
Priorities: [IN1MUM2005 03 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/IN2005/000434
WO2006/072965 13 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C07H 
1/06(2006.01) C07H 5/02(2006.01)
GB2437677 (GB0715340.6) 03 Aug 2007
[03 Jan 2006]
IDEAS FOR LIFE LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Banknote transporter 
Priorities: [GB0500068.2 05 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2006/000016
WO2006/072781 13 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G07D 
11/00(2006.01)
GB2437678 (GB0715498.2) 08 Aug 2007
[25 Apr 2005]
TRUEPOSITION, INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Base transceiver station (BTS) 
synchronization 
Priorities: [US60652265 11 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/014188
WO2006/088472 24 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04Q 
7/20(2006.01)
GB2437679 (GB0715593.0) 09 Aug 2007
[07 Feb 2006]
ORTHOGEM LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Bone cement 
Priorities: [GB0502493.0 07 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2006/000416
WO2006/082442 10 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61L 
24/00(2006.01) A61F 2/28(2006.01) 
A61L 24/06(2006.01) A61L 
27/46(2006.01) A61L 27/56(2006.01) 
C08L 33/08(2006.01) C08L 
33/12(2006.01)
GB2437680 (GB0715597.1) 09 Aug 2007
[22 Dec 2005]
RICHARDSON, RODNEY I W
Prosthetic knee 
Priorities: [AU2005900132 12 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/AU2005/001974
WO2005/001974 20 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61F 
2/38(2006.01)
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GB2437681 (GB0715741.5) 13 Aug 2007
[13 Jan 2006]
UNIVERSITY OF DUNDEE
Methods for identifying compounds 
capable of modulating CFTR/C2 
interaction and/or CFTR 
phosphorylation by CK2 
Priorities: [GB0507463.8 13 Apr 2005]
[GB0500607.7 13 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2006/000122
WO2006/075172 20 Jul 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01N 
33/68(2006.01) A61K 48/00(2006.01) 
A61P 11/00(2006.01) A61P 
35/00(2006.01) C07K 14/435(2006.01) 
C12N 15/12(2006.01) G01N 
33/574(2006.01)
GB2437682 (GB0715759.7) 14 Aug 2007
[31 Jan 2005]
JOW TONG TECHNOLOGY CO 
LTD (INCORPORATED IN 
TAIWAN)
Eyeglasses with signal receiving function 
PCT Details: PCT/CN2005/000137
WO2006/079254 03 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G02C 
11/00(2006.01) H04M 1/03(2006.01) 
H04M 1/21(2006.01)
GB2437683 (GB0715826.4) 14 Aug 2007
[08 Feb 2006]
NORSK HYDRO ASA 
(INCORPORATED IN NORWAY)
Method for the optimalization of the 
supply of chemicals 
Priorities: [NO20050680 09 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/NO2006/000052
WO2006/085772 17 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B01D 
17/04(2006.01) C10G 33/04(2006.01) 
G01N 33/28(2006.01)
GB2437684 (GB0716020.3) 17 Aug 2007
[17 Jan 2006]
ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
DELAWARE)
Data processor adapted for efficient 
digital signal processing and method 
therefor 
Priorities: [US11054220 09 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2006/001603
WO2006/086122 17 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06F 
9/38(2006.01)




(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
A spacer 
Priorities: [GB0503316 17 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2006/000576
WO2006/087572 24 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E04F 
13/08(2006.01) E04F 13/14(2006.01) 
E04F 15/08(2006.01) E04F 
21/00(2006.01)
GB2437686 (GB0716123.5) 17 Aug 2007
[20 Feb 2006]
ROYAL HOLLOWAY & BEDFORD 
NEW COLLEGE (INCORPORATED 
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Listeriolysin-containing bacillus spores as 
antigen delivery agents 
Priorities: [GB05035092 19 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2006/000582
WO2006/087576 24 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61K 
39/39(2006.01) A61K 39/00(2006.01) 
A61K 39/145(2006.01) A61K 
39/21(2006.01) C07K 14/195(2006.01) 
C12N 15/87(2006.01) C12R 
1/07(2006.01) C12R 1/125(2006.01)




Water-based inks for ink-jet printing 
Priorities: [JP2005064042 08 Mar 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2006/304536
WO2006/095793 14 Sep 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C09D 
11/00(2006.01)
GB2437688 (GB0716244.9) 20 Aug 2007
[28 Apr 2006]
UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
An Article, and method for creating the 
article, with a chemically patterned 
surface 
Priorities: [GB0509213.5 04 May 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2006/001570
WO2006/117527 09 Nov 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B82B 
3/00(2006.01) G03F 1/00(2006.01) 
G03F 7/20(2006.01)
GB2437689 (GB0716313.2) 21 Aug 2007
[30 Jan 2006]
NOVATHERA LTD 




(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Methods for embryonic stem cell culture 
Priorities: [GB0501637 28 Jan 2005]
[US60647461 28 Jan 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/GB2006/050026
WO2006/079854 03 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C12N 
5/06(2006.01) A61K 35/12(2006.01)
GB2437690 (GB0716332.2) 22 Aug 2007
[26 Feb 2005]
WRAP FILM SYSTEMS LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Apparatus for gripping and severing film-
like materials 
PCT Details: PCT/GB2005/000748
WO2006/090095 31 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B65H 
35/00(2006.01)
GB2437691 (GB0716373.6) 22 Aug 2007
[26 Jan 2006]
KABUSHIKI KAISHA TOSHIBA 
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)





Drum-type washing-drying machine 
Priorities: [JP2005045612 22 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2006/301224
WO2006/090552 31 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl D06F 
25/00(2006.01) D06F 58/02(2006.01)
GB2437692 (GB0716400.7) 22 Aug 2007
[23 Feb 2006]
KABUSHIKI KAISHA YAKULT 
HONSHA (INCORPORATED IN 
JAPAN)
JAPAN AS REPRESENTED BY 
DIRECTOR GENERAL 
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)
Estrogenic substance degradable 
microorganism and use thereof 
Priorities: [JP2005046392 23 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2006/303271
WO2006/090780 31 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C12N 
1/20(2006.01) B09C 1/10(2006.01) 
C02F 3/34(2006.01) C12N 
1/00(2006.01) C12N 1/16(2006.01)
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GB2437693 (GB0716537.6) 24 Aug 2007
[15 Feb 2006]
BRIDGELUX, INC 
(INCORPORATED IN USA - 
CALIFORNIA)
Chemical vapor deposition reactor having 
multiple inlets 
Priorities: [US11064984 23 Feb 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2006/005330
WO2006/091448 31 Aug 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C23C 
16/00(2006.01)
GB2437694 (GB0716781.0) 29 Aug 2007
[24 Feb 2006]
TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI 
KAISHA (INCORPORATED IN 
JAPAN)
Braking-driving force control device of 
vehicle 
Priorities: [JP2005056503 01 Mar 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2006/304024
WO2006/093242 08 Sep 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B60T 
8/1755(2006.01) B60W 10/04(2006.01) 
B60W 10/18(2006.01) B60W 
30/02(2006.01)






triarylamine-containing polymers and 
electronic devices 
Priorities: [US60658919 04 Mar 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/US2006/006215
WO2006/096332 14 Sep 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C08G 
61/00(2006.01) C08G 73/00(2006.01) 
C09K 11/06(2006.01)
GB2437696 (GB0717078.0) 04 Sep 2007
[03 Mar 2006]
YASKAWA DENKI, KABUSHIKI 
KAISHA (INCORPORATED IN 
JAPAN)
Current control apparatus and current 
offset correction method thereof 
Priorities: [JP2005095509 29 Mar 2005]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2006/304113
WO2006/103869 05 Oct 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H02P 




This index is a concordance between application numbers and publication numbers of applications published in the above publication
number range.The entries are arranged in ascending application number order.
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This index lists, in alphabetical order, the names of applicants and
inventors for the applications the publication of which is announced
in this issue of the Journal. The entry under the name of the
applicant sets out the details of the application including the name
of any inventor who is not also an applicant. Where an inventor is
also an applicant, the name appears in the index only as an
applicant. Where there are joint applicants, details of the
application are given only for the entry under the name of a first
applicant, the entries under the names of the other applicants being
cross referenced to the entry for the first applicant. Where an
inventor is not also an applicant, the entry under the name of the
inventor is cross referenced to the entry of the applicant, or the first
applicant in the case of joint applicants.
Each entry under the name of the (or the first) applicant provides
the following information: the name(s) of the applicant(s); the
country of incorporation; the names of inventors who are not also
applicants; the UK Classification Headings accorded to the
application; and the publication number of the application.
There follows three examples of entries for this index. The first
example shows the entry for an application having two joint
applicants and an inventor who is not also an applicant, the
second shows the entry for the inventor who is not the applicant,
the third shows the entry for the other applicant.
Example 1
(71)Williams PLC and Carr PLC




(72)Smith,WS See Williams PLC (Incorporated in the United
Kingdom)
Example 3
(71)Carr PLC See Williams PLC (Incorporated in the United
Kingdom)
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Acco UK Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Aries, Paul A)  
(Sawford, Michael)  (Smith, Ian S)
N0T GB2437594
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Cole, Terry L)  (Johnson, William M)  
(Kutagulla, Harish)  (Nicholas, James)
N0T GB2437684
Advanced Transport Systems 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)  (Ross-Martin, Torquil)
B7H GB2437503
AGCO GmbH (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)  
(Honzek, Robert)  (Mariner, Gerhard)  
(Nägele, Guido)  (Schwarz, Georg)
B7H GB2437504
Agere Systems Inc (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)  (Sonnier, David P)  
(Vangati, Narender R)
G4A GB2437561
AGT Sciences Ltd (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Crowther, 
Nicholas J)  (Eagland, Donald)
N0T GB2437640
Ahern, Jeremy C See Global Biotec 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Allaway, John and Newton, Mark A 
G2J GB2437552
Alleyne, David N See Genesis Oil and 
Gas Consultants Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Anderson, Ben See Rolls-Royce plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Anderson, Douglas W See Karsten 
Manufacturing Coporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Arizona)
Anderson, Ian See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Anderson, Robert J See Trueposition, 
Inc (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Anderson, Vincent S See 
ConocoPhillips Company 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Ando, Satoshi See Toyota Jidosha 
Kabushiki Kaisha (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Andrews, Angela See General Electric 
Company (Incorporated in USA - New 
York)
Araque, Carlos See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Aries, Paul A See Acco UK Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Arima Devices Corporation 
(Incorporated in the British Virgin 
Islands)  (Stevens, Arnoldus)
N0T GB2437670
Arndt, Joachim See Patent-Treuhand-
Gesellschaft für elektrische 
Glühlampen mbH (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Artimi Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
California)  (Carroll, Brian S)
H3H U1S GB2437572
Asgari, Jahan See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Ashworth, Nicholas See Maple Chase 
Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Astra Door Controls Ltd (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)  (Hesketh, 
Mark R)  (Reid, Alister P)
E2M GB2437530
Atallah, Kais See University of Sheffield, 
The (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Aurora, Sundeep See Pharmed 
Medicare Private Limited 
(Incorporated in India)
Austriamicrosystems AG 
(Incorporated in Austria)  (Gschier, 
Tony)
N0T GB2437658
Autoairdrives Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Blunt, 
Roderick)
F1F F1B GB2437532
Avermedia Technologies Inc 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)  (Chang, 
Shih-Ming)  (Liu, Meng-Tze)
G5R GB2437566
AVX Corporation (Incorporated in USA 
- Delaware)  (Marek, Ladislav)  
(Tomasko, Jaroslav)  (Zednicek, 
Stanislav)
N0T GB2437613
Ayling, Laurence J See Maris Fish 
Ranches Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Badyal, Jas P S See University of 
Durham (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Banks, Leslie See Grid71 Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Banks, Steve See Genesis Oil and Gas 
Consultants Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Baraz, Benjamin See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Barber, Philip A See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Barrett, Stephen See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Bauereiss, Rainer See Robert Bosch 
GmbH (Incorporated in the Federal 
Republic of Germany)
Baustad, Terje See Weatherford/Lamb 
Inc. (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Ben-Ayun, Moshe See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
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Bennex AS (Incorporated in Norway)  
(Hyde, Christopher)
N0T GB2437637
Berge, Frode See Halliburton Energy 
Services, Inc. (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Berger, Georg See Elquimeria 
Management Corporation 
(Incorporated in Panama)
Bhajam, Balbir See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Bird, Philip See Tandberg Television 
ASA (Incorporated in Norway)
Bloxwich Engineering Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Golar, Jagjit)  (Kirk, Simon T)
N0T GB2437604
Blunt, Roderick See Autoairdrives 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Boardman, Alice See D’Offay-Smith, 
Francoise
Boeing Company, The (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)  (Laib, Trevor M)  
(Lee, Donald B)
H4L GB2437587
 (Druckman, Ralph D)  (Samhammer, 
Chris)  (Schmitz, Chad D)
N0T GB2437620
Bombardier Transportation GmbH 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)  (Damberg, Magnus)  
(Sandberg, Peter)  (Thrybom, Linus) 
H4K GB2437580
Bowman, Jeremy See Uponor 
Innovation AB (Incorporated in 
Sweden)
Bowman, Mark E See S & B Building 
Equipment Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Boyle, John E See Multi Operational 
Service Tankers Inc (Incorporated in 
Panama)
Bradbury, Adrian P See Delichon 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Bramley, Christopher H See IMI 
Vision Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Bray, Wendy See Lenderyou, David
Brazier, Peter C See Milliken & 
Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Breed Group Ltd See Touchfirst Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Breen, John J See Dell Products L.P. 
(Incorporated in USA - Texas)
Brenes, Manrique See Skype Limited 
(Incorporated in Ireland)
Brett, Stephen D See Pandora 
International Ltd. (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
BridgeLux, Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
California)  (Liu, Heng)
N0T GB2437693
Brightwell Dispensers Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Jones, Gary B)  (Lewis, Andrew J)  
(Rossall, Jeremy M)  (Sallows, 
Geoffery)
G3N GB2437555
British Broadcasting Corporation 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Davies, Thomas)
H4F GB2437579
Brodnick, Donald E See General 
Electric Company (Incorporated in 
USA - New York)
Brodrick, Dominic See Grid71 Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Brown, Jeffrey M See Micromass UK 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Brown, Todd A See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Bruker Daltonik GmbH (Incorporated 
in the Federal Republic of Germany)  
(Nordmann, Christoph)  (Schurnberg, 
Martin)
N0T GB2437623
Bulirsch, Thomas See Elquimeria 
Management Corporation 
(Incorporated in Panama)
Bull, Jeffrey F See Trueposition, Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Bunyard, Alan See Forac Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Burden, Timothy L See ConocoPhillips 
Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Burt, Robert See Maple Chase 
Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Bus Shelters Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (James, Robert 
E)  (Spence, Raymond K)  (Tucker, 
Benjamin G)
E1D GB2437524
Busch, Hans-Juergen See Robert Bosch 
GmbH (Incorporated in the Federal 
Republic of Germany)
Business Lines Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)  (Marczynski, 
Michael)
F2H GB2437538
Cairo, Ronald See General Electric 
Company (Incorporated in USA - New 
York)
Carroll, Brian S See Artimi Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - California)
Carvalho, Isabel C S See University of 
Southampton (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Challener, David C See Lenovo 
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd (Incorporated in 
Singapore)
Chamberlain Group,, The Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Connecticut)  
(Fitzgibon, James J)
N0T GB2437614
Chan, Henry C See General Electric 
Company (Incorporated in USA - New 
York)
Chang, Shih-Ming See Avermedia 
Technologies Inc (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)
Chapman, John G Jr See Maple Chase 
Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Chen, Po-Lung See Chunghwa Picture 
Tubes Ltd (Incorporated in Taiwan)
Chen, Wei See General Electric 
Company (Incorporated in USA - New 
York)
Cheng, Andersen Y See Elquimeria 
Management Corporation 
(Incorporated in Panama)
Chu, Andrew C 
G1R U1S GB2437549
Chuang, Yun Y 
A6M GB2437495
Chunghwa Picture Tubes Ltd 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)  (Chen, Po-
Lung)
N0T GB2437665
Clark, Nigel See Exchem PLC
Clean Mobile AG (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)  (Höbel, 
Rudolf)
N0T GB2437672
Cleaver, Matthew See Exchem PLC
Cohen, Benjamin H See Trueposition, 
Inc (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Cole, Terry L See Advanced Micro 
Devices, Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Colechin, Elaine See Newcastle Upon 
Tyne Hospitals NHS Trust 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Colquhoun, Howard M See University 
of Reading, The (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
ConocoPhillips Company 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Anderson, Vincent S)  (Burden, 
Timothy L)  (Harris, William F)  
(Johnston, Ray L)  (Milligan, Stuart N)  
(Smith, Kenneth W)
N0T GB2437673
Corse, Nir See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Cotton, Richard 
N0T GB2437595
CP Cases Ltd (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Ross, Peter)
B8P GB2437513
Crawford, Russell See University Of 
Dundee
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Creger, Carlyle J See Medicinelodge Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Crossley, Mark J 
H4L H2H GB2437583
Crowther, Nicholas J See AGT Sciences 
Ltd (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Curd, Alistair P See Sharp Kabushiki 
Kaisha (Incorporated in Japan)
Cutler, Shaun See Raytec Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Cutting, Simon See Royal Holloway & 
Bedford New College (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
D’Offay-Smith, Francoise and 
Boardman, Alice and Elliott, 
Kirsten 
G1B GB2437546
Da Silva, Rockefeller C 
C5W GB2437520
Damberg, Magnus See Bombardier 
Transportation GmbH (Incorporated 
in the Federal Republic of Germany)
Danisco Sweeteners Oy (Incorporated 
in Finland)  (Golde, Martin)  (Heikkilä, 
Heikki)  (Kuusisto, Jyrki)  (Riihimäki, 
Teppo)  (Tylli, Matti)
C2C U1S GB2437517
Davies, Thomas See British 
Broadcasting Corporation 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Dawson, Kent See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Dearn, David See Wolfson 
Microelectronics plc (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Delichon Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Bradbury, Adrian 
P)
B7D GB2437502
Dell Products L.P. (Incorporated in 
USA - Texas)  (Breen, John J)  (Luo, 
Shiguo)
N0T GB2437622
 (Pratt, Thomas L)  (Steenbergen, 
Christiaan)
N0T GB2437662
Delucia, Frank See Enventure Global 
Technology (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Demong, Karl See Halliburton Energy 
Services, Inc. (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Divis, Robert See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Doi, Haruhiko See Kao Corporation 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Doi, Yasuhiro See Kao Corporation 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Dorsh, Cari See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Dowdeswell Engineering Company 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)  (Stringer, Jason)
A1B GB2437481
Drägerwerk Aktiengesellschaft 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)  (Kiesele, Herbert)  
(Mett, Frank)  (Sommer, Sabrina) 
N0T GB2437610
Drill-Quip Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
Texas)  (Reimert, Larry E)  (Yokley, 
John M)
N0T GB2437652
Druckman, Ralph D See Boeing 
Company, The (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Dusterhoft, Ronald G See Halliburton 
Energy Services, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Duxbury, Neil See Roke Manor 
Research Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Dynascan Technology Corp 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)  (Wang, 
Tsung-I)
G5C GB2437564
Eagland, Donald See AGT Sciences Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Eberstein, Robert J D See My-Zebra 




Edwards, Richard J D See My-Zebra 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Elkobi, Motti See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Elliott, Kirsten See D’Offay-Smith, 
Francoise
Elquimeria Management 
Corporation (Incorporated in 
Panama)  (Berger, Georg)  (Bulirsch, 
Thomas)  (Cheng, Andersen Y)
N0T GB2437612
Enventure Global Technology 





Eslinger, David M See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Evans, Allan See Sharp Kabushiki 
Kaisha (Incorporated in Japan)
Exchem PLC  (Clark, Nigel)  (Cleaver, 
Matthew)  (Richards, Stephen J)
N0T GB2437596
Farrar, Stephen 
F2B F2P U1S GB2437535
Fernandez, Jose and 
Javaratnasingam, Sujeyanthan 
N0T GB2437602
Fidler, Uwe See Patent-Treuhand-
Gesellschaft für elektrische 
Glühlampen mbH (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Field, Marshall See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Fitzgibon, James J See Chamberlain 
Group,, The Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Connecticut)
Forac Ltd (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)  (Bunyard, Alan)
F1D F2V GB2437531
Ford Global Technologies, LLC 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Barber, Philip A)  (Bhajam, Balbir)  
(Irvine, Mark)  (Satterthwaite, Tony)  
(Smith, David)  (Woodhouse, Richard 
G)
F2F GB2437536
 (Dawson, Kent)  (Nieuwstadt, Michiel 
J van)  (Ruona, William C)
N0T GB2437627
 (Asgari, Jahan)  (Brown, Todd A)
N0T GB2437633
Fortune, William C See Touchfirst Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Friedman, Bruce A See General 
Electric Company (Incorporated in 
USA - New York)
Fujimoto, Junji See Kabushiki Kaisha 
Yakult Honsha (Incorporated in Japan)
Furuno Electric Company Limited 
(Incorporated in Japan)  (Hiraoka, 
Yasushi)
H4P GB2437589
Furuno Electric Company, Limited 
(Incorporated in Japan)  (Kawanami, 
Satoshi)  (Mushiake, Masahiko)  
(Okimoto, Kazuya)
N0T GB2437619
Gambier, Philippe See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
General Electric Company 
(Incorporated in USA - New York)  
(Cairo, Ronald)  (Chan, Henry C)  
(Chen, Wei)
N0T GB2437617
 (Andrews, Angela)  (Brodnick, Donald 
E)  (Friedman, Bruce A)  (Hutchinson, 
George)
N0T GB2437628
Genesis Oil and Gas Consultants 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom) and Guided Ultrasonics 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)  (Alleyne, David N)  
(Banks, Steve)  (Pavlakovic, Dr B)
G1G GB2437547
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GIGA-BYTE Technology Co., Ltd 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)  (Kao, Yung-
Shun)  (Lai, Chih-Ming)  (Laio, Tse-
Hsine)  (Lin, Hou-Yuan)
H2E GB2437569
Global Biotec Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Ahern, Jeremy 
C)  (Gluyas, Timothy J)  (Sohanta, 
Devi)
N0T GB2437651
Gluyas, Timothy J See Global Biotec 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Goble, Marlowe E See Medicinelodge 
Inc (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Golar, Jagjit See Bloxwich Engineering 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Golde, Martin See Danisco Sweeteners 
Oy (Incorporated in Finland)
Gollapudi, Sreelakshmi See NEC 
Technologies (UK) Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Gouldson, Stanley F See Spotless 
Enterprises Incorporated 
(Incorporated in USA - New York)
Gramme, Per E See Norsk Hydro ASA 
(Incorporated in Norway)
Gramstad, Bernt See 
Weatherford/Lamb Inc. (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)
Grid71 Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Banks, Leslie)  
(Brodrick, Dominic)
N0T GB2437655
Griffith, Clive See Newcastle Upon 
Tyne Hospitals NHS Trust 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Grossman, Ovadia See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Gschier, Tony See Austriamicrosystems 
AG (Incorporated in Austria)
Gudmestad, Tarald See 
Weatherford/Lamb Inc. (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)
Guided Ultrasonics Limited See 
Genesis Oil and Gas Consultants 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Guppy, Julian B See My-Zebra Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Hafner, Roderick P See Optinose AS 
(Incorporated in Norway)
Hailey, Travis T Jr See Halliburton 
Energy Services, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Haiplik, Holger See Wolfson 
Microelectronics plc (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Hallam-Baker, Phillip M See VeriSign 
Inc (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Hallam, Adrian 
N0T GB2437598
Halliburton Energy Services, Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Dusterhoft, Ronald G)  (Hailey, 
Travis T Jr)  (Henderson, William D)  
(Richards, William M)
N0T GB2437631
 (Berge, Frode)  (Demong, Karl)  
(Hepburn, Neil)
N0T GB2437632
 (Richards, William M)
N0T GB2437641
Handgen, Erin A See HEWLETT 
PACKARD DEVELOPMENT 
COMPANY , L.P. (Incorporated in 
USA - Texas)
Hanmer, Peter B See Wrap Film 
Systems Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Hardwick, Chad See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Harget, David C See Uponor Innovation 
AB (Incorporated in Sweden)
Harper, Kit L See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Harpley, Paul J See Kraft Foods R & D, 
Inc. (Incorporated in the Federal 
Republic of Germany)
Harris, L G See University of Durham 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Harris, William F See ConocoPhillips 
Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Hawkins, Glynn J 
F2H GB2437539
Hayashi, Akio See Kyoeisha Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Hayes, Wayne C See University of 
Reading, The (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Haynes, Anthony P See Multi 




Heidecke, Karsten See 
Weatherford/Lamb Inc. (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)
Heikkilä, Heikki See Danisco 
Sweeteners Oy (Incorporated in 
Finland)
Henderson, William D See Halliburton 
Energy Services, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Hepburn, Neil See Halliburton Energy 
Services, Inc. (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Herb, Markus See Patent-Treuhand-
Gesellschaft für elektrische 
Glühlampen mbH (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Hero, Robert 
E1X GB2437528
Hesketh, Mark R See Astra Door 
Controls Ltd (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
HEWLETT PACKARD 
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY , 
L.P. (Incorporated in USA - Texas)  
(Handgen, Erin A)  (Johnson, Leith L)  
(Lotz, Jonathan P)  (Orth, Joseph F)
N0T GB2437624
Hewlett-Packard Development 
Company, L.P.  (Hunter, Andrew A)  
(Pollard, Stephen B)
H4F GB2437577
 (Anderson, Ian)  (Harper, Kit L)  
(Mantooth, Harold F)  (Michael, 
Donald L)
N0T GB2437636
 (Hoover, David J)  (Krueger, 
Marjorie)  (Reed, Bernard A III)  
(Voigt, Douglas L)
N0T GB2437649
 (Dorsh, Cari)  (Field, Marshall)  
(Kasperchik, Vladek)  (Khavari, 
Mehrgan)  (Kwasny, David M)
N0T GB2437668
Hibi, Yoshihisa See Kyoeisha Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Higgins, Kenneth B See Milliken & 
Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Hilton, Ronald N See Platform Solutions 
Inc (Incorporated in USA - California)
Hiraoka, Yasushi See Furuno Electric 
Company Limited (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Höbel, Rudolf See Clean Mobile AG 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)
Hodorek, Robert A See Medicinelodge 
Inc (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Holloway, Gary M 
G1A GB2437544
Honzek, Robert See AGCO GmbH 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)
Hoover, David J See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
HotAV Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Savage, David)
G4N GB2437563
Hotgrips Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Reid, Stuart)
N0T GB2437653
Huang, Hsi See Inventec Appliances 
Corp (Incorporated in Taiwan)
Huang, Yonghong See Zarlink 
Semiconductor Inc. (Incorporated in 
Canada - Ontario)
Huber, Thomas See Robert Bosch 
GmbH (Incorporated in the Federal 
Republic of Germany)
Huggett, Anthony R See Tandberg 
Television ASA (Incorporated in 
Norway)
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Hunter, Andrew A See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Husco International Inc (Incorporated 
in USA - Wisconsin)  (Pfaff, Joseph)
N0T GB2437615
Husmann, Anke See Toshiba Research 
Europe Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Hutchinson, George See General 
Electric Company (Incorporated in 
USA - New York)
Hyde, Christopher See Bennex AS 
(Incorporated in Norway)
Ideas for Life Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Richards, Paul 
C L)  (Sykes, Stuart P)  (Williams, 
Richard N)
N0T GB2437677
IMI Vision Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Bramley, 
Christopher H)  (Jervis, Mark)  
(Wallace, Mark A)
N0T GB2437616
Imperial College Innovations Limited 
See NovaThera Ltd (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Imperial Innovations Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Livingston, Andrew G)  (See-Toh, 
Yoong H)
C3R B5B C3V C3W GB2437519
Intel Corporation (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)  (Lebizay, Gerald)
N0T GB2437666
 (Schiffer, Jeffrey)  (Waltho, Alan)
N0T GB2437667
Inventec Appliances Corp 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)  (Huang, 
Hsi)
H4K GB2437581
Irvine, Mark See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Ishimaru, Tetsuo See Konami Digital 
Entertainment Co.,Ltd (Incorporated 
in Japan)
Ito, Yasushi See Kao Corporation 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Jahn, Michael See Weatherford/Lamb 
Inc. (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
James, Robert E See Bus Shelters 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Japan as Represented by Director 
General See Kabushiki Kaisha Yakult 
Honsha (Incorporated in Japan)
Javaratnasingam, Sujeyanthan See 
Fernandez, Jose
Jervis, Mark See IMI Vision Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Jin, Gary Q See Zarlink Semiconductor 
Inc. (Incorporated in Canada - 
Ontario)
Joecker, Dieter See Robert Bosch 
GmbH (Incorporated in the Federal 
Republic of Germany)
Johnson, Leith L See HEWLETT 
PACKARD DEVELOPMENT 
COMPANY , L.P. (Incorporated in 
USA - Texas)
Johnson, William M See Advanced 
Micro Devices, Inc (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Johnston, Ray L See ConocoPhillips 
Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Jonas, Jason K See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Jones, Colin See Multi Operational 
Service Tankers Inc (Incorporated in 
Panama)
Jones, Daniel B See Novexin Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Jones, Gary B See Brightwell Dispensers 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Jow Tong Technology Co Ltd 





Juan, Teng-Yi See Sun Chain Metal 
Industrial Co Ltd (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)
Juanroyee, Dr A F 
A5R GB2437492
Jung-Ik, Lee See Platform Solutions Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - California)
Junkers, John K See Unex Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - New Jersey)
Justin, Daniel F See Medicinelodge Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
KABUSHIKI KAISHA TOSHIBA 
(Incorporated in Japan) and Toshiba 
Consumer Marketing Corporation 
(Incorporated in Japan) and Toshiba 
HA Products Co., Ltd (Incorporated 
in Japan)  (Kashima, Koji)  (Kawabata, 
Shinichiro)  (Tatsumi, Hisao)  (Wada, 
Masatsugu)
N0T GB2437691
Kabushiki Kaisha Yakult Honsha 
(Incorporated in Japan) and Japan as 
Represented by Director General 
(Incorporated in Japan)  (Fujimoto, 
Junji)  (Nagai, Fumiko)  (Yoshimoto, 
Takeshi)
N0T GB2437692
Kao Corporation (Incorporated in 
Japan)  (Doi, Haruhiko)  (Oshima, 
Yoshiaki)  (Yamaguchi, Norihito)
N0T GB2437643
 (Doi, Yasuhiro)  (Ito, Yasushi)
N0T GB2437687
Kao, Yung-Shun See GIGA-BYTE 
Technology Co., Ltd (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)
Karidis, John P See Lenovo (Singapore) 
Pte. Ltd (Incorporated in Singapore)
Karsten Manufacturing Coporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Arizona)  
(Anderson, Douglas W)  (McGuire, 
Brian J)
A6D GB2437493
Kashima, Koji See KABUSHIKI 
KAISHA TOSHIBA (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Kasperchik, Vladek See Hewlett-
Packard Development Company, L.P.
Kasuya, Yasufumi See Konami Digital 
Entertainment Co.,Ltd (Incorporated 
in Japan)
Kavanagh, Noel 
C3H A5B U1S GB2437518
Kawabata, Shinichiro See 
KABUSHIKI KAISHA TOSHIBA 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Kawanami, Satoshi See Furuno Electric 
Company, Limited (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Kawazu, Mitsuhiro See University of 
Southampton (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Kazansky, Peter G See University of 
Southampton (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Ketcham, Daniel G See Platform 
Solutions Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
California)
Khavari, Mehrgan See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Kiesele, Herbert See Drägerwerk 
Aktiengesellschaft (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Kim, Edward See Unex Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - New Jersey)
Kim, Ju C See Samsung Electro-
Mechanics Co., Ltd. (Incorporated in 
the Republic of Korea)
Kim, Jung S See Samsung Electro-
Mechanics Co., Ltd. (Incorporated in 
the Republic of Korea)
King, Matt See Orderly Mind Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Kirk, Simon T See Bloxwich 
Engineering Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Kizawa, Satoru See Sumitomo Chemical 
Company Limited (Incorporated in 
Japan)
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Konami Corporation (Incorporated in 
Japan)  (Okuaki, Masato)  (Sasaki, 
Ryu)
N0T GB2437664
Konami Digital Entertainment 
Co.,Ltd (Incorporated in Japan)  
(Ishimaru, Tetsuo)  (Kasuya, 
Yasufumi)  (Miyata, Hideaki)
N0T GB2437671
Koppenhoefer, Peter See Unex 
Corporation (Incorporated in USA - 
New Jersey)
Koskovich, Jerome E See MiTek 
Holdings, Inc. (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Kraft Foods R & D, Inc. (Incorporated 
in the Federal Republic of Germany)  
(Harpley, Paul J)  (Macmahon, Alistair 
J)  (Norton, Mark)  (Stockwell, Amy J)  
(Trouillot, Audrey V)  (Walker, 
Richard J)
A4E GB2437483
Krueger, Marjorie See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Kutagulla, Harish See Advanced Micro 
Devices, Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Kuusisto, Jyrki See Danisco Sweeteners 
Oy (Incorporated in Finland)
Kwasny, David M See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Kyoeisha Co Ltd (Incorporated in Japan)  
(Hayashi, Akio)  (Hibi, Yoshihisa)  
(Parris, Graeme S)
N0T GB2437630
Laasik, Marek See Skype Limited 
(Incorporated in Ireland)
Lai, Chih-Ming See GIGA-BYTE 
Technology Co., Ltd (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)
Laib, Trevor M See Boeing Company, 
The (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Laio, Tse-Hsine See GIGA-BYTE 
Technology Co., Ltd (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)
Lamb, Duncan See Skype Limited 
(Incorporated in Ireland)
Lambert, David See Raytec Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Lanckriet, Heikki See Novexin Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Larsen, Anders S See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Lebizay, Gerald See Intel Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Lee, Donald B See Boeing Company, 
The (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)





Lenovo (Singapore) Pte. Ltd 
(Incorporated in Singapore)  
(Challener, David C)  (Karidis, John P)
G4A GB2437562
Lenz, Matthias See Patent-Treuhand-
Gesellschaft für elektrische 
Glühlampen mbH (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Lewis, Andrew J See Brightwell 
Dispensers Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)




Lie, Gunnar H See Norsk Hydro ASA 
(Incorporated in Norway)
Lin, Chung-Hung See Jow Tong 
Technology Co Ltd (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)
Lin, Hou-Yuan See GIGA-BYTE 
Technology Co., Ltd (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)
Liu, Heng See BridgeLux, Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - California)
Liu, Meng-Tze See Avermedia 
Technologies Inc (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)
Livingston, Andrew G See Imperial 
Innovations Ltd (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Lo, Wei J See Orthogem Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Lotz, Jonathan P See HEWLETT 
PACKARD DEVELOPMENT 
COMPANY , L.P. (Incorporated in 
USA - Texas)
Lucas, Chad See Schlumberger Holdings 
Limited (Incorporated in the British 
Virgin Islands)
Luo, Shiguo See Dell Products L.P. 
(Incorporated in USA - Texas)
Macmahon, Alistair J See Kraft Foods 
R & D, Inc. (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Maeda, Yoshinori See Toyota Jidosha 




Mantalaris, Sakis See NovaThera Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Mantooth, Harold F See Hewlett-
Packard Development Company, L.P.
Maple Chase Company (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)  (Ashworth, 
Nicholas)  (Burt, Robert)  (Chapman, 
John G Jr)  (Rao, Joseph P)  (Wallaert, 
Timothy E)
N0T GB2437650
Marczynski, Michael See Business 
Lines Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Marek, Ladislav See AVX Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Mariner, Gerhard See AGCO GmbH 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)
Maris Fish Ranches Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Ayling, Laurence J)
N0T GB2437642
Massey, Christopher J 
N0T GB2437626
Master, Ian See Swanturbines Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
McCall, Craig 
N0T GB2437597
McCormack, Ian V 
E2A GB2437529
McGetterick, James See University of 
Durham (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
McGuire, Brian J See Karsten 
Manufacturing Coporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Arizona)
Medicinelodge Inc (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware) and Zimmer 
Technology Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Illinois)  (Creger, Carlyle J)  
(Goble, Marlowe E)  (Hodorek, Robert 





Mehta, Anil See University Of Dundee
Meibos, David W See Medicinelodge Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Menger, Christian See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Mett, Frank See Drägerwerk 
Aktiengesellschaft (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Mezouari, Samir See Visteon Global 
Technologies, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Michigan)
Michael, Donald L See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Micromass UK Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)  (Brown, 
Jeffrey M)
N0T GB2437609
Milijevic, Slobodan See Zarlink 
Semiconductor Inc. (Incorporated in 
Canada - Ontario)
Milligan, Stuart N See ConocoPhillips 
Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Milliken & Company (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)  (Brazier, Peter C)  
(Higgins, Kenneth B)  (Smallfield, Julie 
A O)  (Song, Yang)
B5N GB2437498
Mitchell, Geoffrey R See University of 
Reading, The (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
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MiTek Holdings, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)  (Koskovich, Jerome 
E)
N0T GB2437648
Mitric, Krste See Zarlink Semiconductor 
Inc. (Incorporated in Canada - 
Ontario)
Miyata, Hideaki See Konami Digital 
Entertainment Co.,Ltd (Incorporated 
in Japan)




Motorola Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)  (Baraz, Benjamin)  
(Nemirovsky, Edward)  (Newman, 
Yona)
G4A B6A G4H GB2437557
 (Elkobi, Motti)  (Shachar, Aviv)
H1Q GB2437567
 (Larsen, Anders S)
H3Q H3T H3W GB2437573
 (Ben-Ayun, Moshe)  (Corse, Nir)  




Multi Operational Service Tankers 
Inc (Incorporated in Panama)  (Boyle, 
John E)  (Haynes, Anthony P)  (Jones, 
Colin)
E1F B7A GB2437526
Mushiake, Masahiko See Furuno 
Electric Company, Limited 
(Incorporated in Japan)
My-Zebra Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Eberstein, Robert J 
D)  (Edwards, Richard J D)  (Guppy, 
Julian B)
N0T GB2437600
Nagai, Fumiko See Kabushiki Kaisha 
Yakult Honsha (Incorporated in Japan)
Nägele, Guido See AGCO GmbH 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)
National Tank Company (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)  (Sams, Gary W)
N0T GB2437674
NEC Electronics Corporation 
(Incorporated in Japan)  (Orio, Masao)
N0T GB2437607
NEC Technologies (UK) Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Ren, Weili)  (Roberts, Michael)
H4L GB2437582
 (Gollapudi, Sreelakshmi)  (Roberts, 
Michael)
H4L GB2437585
Nemirovsky, Edward See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS 
Trust (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)  (Colechin, Elaine)  
(Griffith, Clive)  (Riddle, John)  
(Soomro, Naeem)
N0T GB2437654
Newman, Yona See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Newton, Mark A See Allaway, John
Nicholas, James See Advanced Micro 
Devices, Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Nieuwstadt, Michiel J van See Ford 
Global Technologies, LLC 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Nordmann, Christoph See Bruker 
Daltonik GmbH (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Norsk Hydro ASA (Incorporated in 
Norway)  (Gramme, Per E)  (Lie, 
Gunnar H)
N0T GB2437683
Norton, David R 
A5E U1S GB2437489
Norton, Mark See Kraft Foods R & D, 
Inc. (Incorporated in the Federal 
Republic of Germany)
NovaThera Ltd (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom) and Imperial 
College Innovations Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Mantalaris, Sakis)  (Randle, Wesley)
N0T GB2437689
Novexin Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Jones, Daniel B)  
(Lanckriet, Heikki)
G1B GB2437545
O'Brien, James J See Sumitomo 
Chemical Company Limited 
(Incorporated in Japan)
O'Brien, Michael G See Packaging 
Innovation Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
O'Loughlin, Gareth See Skype Limited 
(Incorporated in Ireland)
Okimoto, Kazuya See Furuno Electric 
Company, Limited (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Okuaki, Masato See Konami 
Corporation (Incorporated in Japan)
Okumura, Kazuya See Toyota Jidosha 
Kabushiki Kaisha (Incorporated in 
Japan)
OPRO International Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Searle, Peter)  (Swann, Paul)
A5R A6D GB2437491
Optinose AS (Incorporated in Norway)  
(Hafner, Roderick P)
A5B GB2437488
Orbis Technology Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Robinson, Nicholas J)
H4T A6H GB2437590
Orderly Mind Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (King, Matt)
N0T GB2437606
Orio, Masao See NEC Electronics 
Corporation (Incorporated in Japan)
Orme, James See Swanturbines Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Orth, Joseph F See HEWLETT 
PACKARD DEVELOPMENT 
COMPANY , L.P. (Incorporated in 
USA - Texas)
Orthogem Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Lo, Wei J)
N0T GB2437679
Oshima, Yoshiaki See Kao Corporation 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Packaging Innovation Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(O’Brien, Michael G)
B8N GB2437510
 (O’Brien, Michael G)
B8N GB2437512
Pandora International Ltd. 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Brett, Stephen D)
N0T GB2437634
 (Brett, Stephen D)
N0T GB2437635
Pankontraktor S.R.O. (Incorporated in 
Slovakia)  (Pavlis, Jan)  (Pavlisova, 
Alena)
N0T GB2437638
Parris, Graeme S See Kyoeisha Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Partridge, Martin K See University of 
Reading, The (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Patel, Dinesh R See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Patent-Treuhand-Gesellschaft für 
elektrische Glühlampen mbH 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)  (Arndt, Joachim)  
(Fidler, Uwe)  (Herb, Markus)  (Lenz, 
Matthias) N0T GB2437611
Pavlakovic, Dr B See Genesis Oil and 
Gas Consultants Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Pavlis, Jan See Pankontraktor S.R.O. 
(Incorporated in Slovakia)
Pavlisova, Alena See Pankontraktor 
S.R.O. (Incorporated in Slovakia)
Pearson, Daniel J 
H4F GB2437576
Pepper, Michael See Toshiba Research 
Europe Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Pfaff, Joseph See Husco International Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Wisconsin)
Pharmed Medicare Private Limited 
(Incorporated in India)  (Aurora, 
Sundeep)  (Ratnam, Rakesh)
N0T GB2437676
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Phelan, Andrew P 
H4F GB2437575
Pietras, Bernd-Georg See 
Weatherford/Lamb Inc. (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)
Platform Solutions Inc (Incorporated 
in USA - California)  (Hilton, Ronald 
N)  (Jung-Ik, Lee)  (Ketcham, Daniel 
G)
N0T GB2437660
Pollard, Stephen B See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Pratt, Thomas L See Dell Products L.P. 
(Incorporated in USA - Texas)
Primax Electronics Ltd (Incorporated 
in Taiwan)  (Yen, Hong-Che)
F2Y U1S GB2437542
Prosser, Christopher J 
B4K A4K GB2437497
Rahbar, Kamran See Zarlink 
Semiconductor Inc. (Incorporated in 
Canada - Ontario)
Randle, Wesley See NovaThera Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Rao, Joseph P See Maple Chase 
Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Ratnam, Rakesh See Pharmed Medicare 
Private Limited (Incorporated in India)
Raytec Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Cutler, Shaun)  
(Lambert, David)  (Whiting, Tony)
N0T GB2437591
Reed, Bernard A III See Hewlett-
Packard Development Company, L.P.
Reed, Gloria See Smartwear 
Technologies
Reed, Robert See Smartwear 
Technologies
Reid, Alister P See Astra Door Controls 
Ltd (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Reid, Stuart See Hotgrips Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Reimert, Larry E See Drill-Quip Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Texas)
Ren, Weili See NEC Technologies (UK) 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Rens, Jan J See University of Sheffield, 
The (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Richards, Paul C L See Ideas for Life 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Richards, Stephen J See Exchem PLC
Richards, William M See Halliburton 
Energy Services, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Richardson, Rodney I W 
N0T GB2437680
Riddle, John See Newcastle Upon Tyne 
Hospitals NHS Trust (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Riihimäki, Teppo See Danisco 
Sweeteners Oy (Incorporated in 
Finland)
Robert Bosch GmbH (Incorporated in 
the Federal Republic of Germany)  
(Bauereiss, Rainer)  (Busch, Hans-
Juergen)  (Huber, Thomas)  (Joecker, 
Dieter)
N0T GB2437621
Roberts, Michael See NEC 
Technologies (UK) Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Robertson, Graeme D 
B7C GB2437501
Robinson, Nicholas J See Orbis 
Technology Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Roke Manor Research Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Duxbury, Neil)
G4A GB2437560
Rolls-Royce plc (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Anderson, Ben)  
(Williams, Paul)
B3V GB2437496
Ross-Martin, Torquil See Advanced 
Transport Systems Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Ross, Peter See CP Cases Ltd 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Rossall, Jeremy M See Brightwell 
Dispensers Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Royal Holloway & Bedford New 
College (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)  (Cutting, Simon)
N0T GB2437686
Rozental, Mark See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Ruona, William C See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
S & B Building Equipment Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Bowman, Mark E)
N0T GB2437603
Sada, Yoshinao See Sumitomo Chemical 
Company Limited (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Sakaguchi, Koichi See University of 
Southampton (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Sallows, Geoffery See Brightwell 
Dispensers Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Samhammer, Chris See Boeing 
Company, The (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Sams, Gary W See National Tank 
Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Samsung Electro-Mechanics Co., 
Ltd. (Incorporated in the Republic of 
Korea)  (Kim, Ju C)  (Kim, Jung S)  
(Shim, Ick C)
N0T GB2437646
Sandberg, Peter See Bombardier 
Transportation GmbH (Incorporated 
in the Federal Republic of Germany)
Sasaki, Ryu See Konami Corporation 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Satterthwaite, Tony See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Savage, David See HotAV Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Sawford, Michael See Acco UK Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
SCA Packaging Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)  (Watkins, 
Trevor)
B8P GB2437514
Schiffer, Jeffrey See Intel Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Schlumberger Holdings Limited 
(Incorporated in the British Virgin 
Islands)  (Araque, Carlos)  (Divis, 
Robert)  (Eslinger, David M)  
(Gambier, Philippe)  (Hardwick, 
Chad)  (Jonas, Jason K)  (Lucas, Chad)  
(Patel, Dinesh R)  (Sheffield, Randolph 




Schmitz, Chad D See Boeing Company, 
The (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Schurnberg, Martin See Bruker 
Daltonik GmbH (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Schwarz, Georg See AGCO GmbH 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)
Scott, Jordan See Smartwear 
Technologies
Searle, Peter See OPRO International 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
See-Toh, Yoong H See Imperial 
Innovations Ltd (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Shachar, Aviv See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha (Incorporated 
in Japan)  (Curd, Alistair P)  (Evans, 
Allan)  (Wynne-Powell, Thomas M)
G2J G2F GB2437553
Shawyer, Linda M See Shawyer, Robert 
G
Shawyer, Robert G and Shawyer, 
Linda M 
B7B GB2437500
Sheehan, Joseph W See Trueposition, 
Inc (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
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Sheffield, Randolph J See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Shelton, William E A 
D1C GB2437522
Shephard, Ian 
E1X GB2437527 N0T GB2437625
Sheppard, Christopher 
N0T GB2437605
Shettle, Robert See Lenderyou, David
Shim, Ick C See Samsung Electro-
Mechanics Co., Ltd. (Incorporated in 
the Republic of Korea)
Skype Limited (Incorporated in Ireland)  
(Brenes, Manrique)  (Laasik, Marek)  
(Lamb, Duncan)  (O’Loughlin, 
Gareth)
N0T GB2437592
Smallfield, Julie A O See Milliken & 
Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Smartwear Technologies  (Reed, 
Gloria)  (Reed, Robert)  (Scott, 
Jordan)
H4L GB2437588
Smith, David See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Smith, Ian S See Acco UK Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Smith, Kenneth W See ConocoPhillips 
Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Smith, Neil See Unex Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - New Jersey)
Smith, Paul and Tang, Wai K 
A4G A4S GB2437485
Smithson, Martin D See 3 S’s Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Sohanta, Devi See Global Biotec 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Sommer, Sabrina See Drägerwerk 
Aktiengesellschaft (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Song, Yang See Milliken & Company 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Sonnier, David P See Agere Systems Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Soomro, Naeem See Newcastle Upon 
Tyne Hospitals NHS Trust 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Spence, Raymond K See Bus Shelters 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Spotless Enterprises Incorporated 
(Incorporated in USA - New York)  
(Gouldson, Stanley F)
A4L GB2437486
SRA Developments Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Young, Michael J R)  (Young, Stephen 
M R)
N0T GB2437599
St Remey, Edward E De See Tyco 
Thermal Controls LLC
Steenbergen, Christiaan See Dell 






Stevens, Arnoldus See Arima Devices 
Corporation (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Stockwell, Amy J See Kraft Foods R & 
D, Inc. (Incorporated in the Federal 
Republic of Germany)
Stringer, Jason See Dowdeswell 
Engineering Company Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Sugiyama, Koji See Toyota Jidosha 
Kabushiki Kaisha (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Sumitomo Chemical Company 
Limited (Incorporated in Japan)  
(Kizawa, Satoru)  (Sada, Yoshinao)
A5E U1S GB2437490
 (O'Brien, James J)  (Wu, Weishi)  (Yu, 
Wanglin)
N0T GB2437695
Sun Chain Metal Industrial Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)  (Juan, Teng-
Yi)
A4B GB2437482
Swann, Paul See OPRO International 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Swanturbines Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Master, Ian)  
(Orme, James)
F1T GB2437533
 (Master, Ian)  (Orme, James)
F1T GB2437534
Sykes, Stuart P See Ideas for Life 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Tamiya, Atsuhiro See Tsubakimoto 
Chain Co (Incorporated in Japan)
Tan, Tien T See 3 S's Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Tandberg Television ASA 
(Incorporated in Norway)  (Bird, 
Philip)  (Huggett, Anthony R)  
(Trimboy, Neil)
H4F GB2437578
Tang, Wai K See Smith, Paul
Tatsumi, Hisao See KABUSHIKI 
KAISHA TOSHIBA (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Taylor, Hatib D 
N0T GB2437669
Tchale Deugoue, Pierre-Rachel See 
University of Reading, The 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Thales Holdings UK Plc (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)  (Waller, 
Adrian)
G4A H4P GB2437558
Thrybom, Linus See Bombardier 
Transportation GmbH (Incorporated 
in the Federal Republic of Germany)
Togobo, Theodore M 
G5J A3V GB2437565
Tomasko, Jaroslav See AVX 
Corporation (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Toshiba Consumer Marketing 
Corporation See KABUSHIKI 
KAISHA TOSHIBA (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Toshiba HA Products Co., Ltd See 
KABUSHIKI KAISHA TOSHIBA 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Toshiba Research Europe Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Husmann, Anke)  (Pepper, Michael)
G1U GB2437551
Touchfirst Ltd (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom) and Breed Group 
Ltd (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)  (Fortune, William C)
B7B GB2437499
Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha 
(Incorporated in Japan)  (Ando, 
Satoshi)  (Maeda, Yoshinori)  
(Okumura, Kazuya)  (Sugiyama, Koji)  
(Tsuchida, Michitaka)  (Uragami, 
Yoshio)  (Yoshizue, Kensuke)
N0T GB2437694
Trainor, Patrick J 
A6M GB2437494
Treharne, Kathryn See University Of 
Dundee
Trimboy, Neil See Tandberg Television 
ASA (Incorporated in Norway)
Trouillot, Audrey V See Kraft Foods R 
& D, Inc. (Incorporated in the Federal 
Republic of Germany)
Trueposition, Inc (Incorporated in USA 
- Delaware)  (Anderson, Robert J)  
(Bull, Jeffrey F)  (Cohen, Benjamin H)  
(Sheehan, Joseph W)
N0T GB2437678
Tsubakimoto Chain Co (Incorporated 
in Japan)  (Tamiya, Atsuhiro)
F2Q GB2437541
Tsuchida, Michitaka See Toyota Jidosha 
Kabushiki Kaisha (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Tucker, Benjamin G See Bus Shelters 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Turner Intellectual Property Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Turner, Stuart H)
N0T GB2437685
Turner, Stuart H See Turner Intellectual 
Property Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
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Tyco Thermal Controls LLC  (St 
Remey, Edward E De)
N0T GB2437608
Tylli, Matti See Danisco Sweeteners Oy 
(Incorporated in Finland)
Unex Corporation (Incorporated in 
USA - New Jersey)  (Junkers, John K)  
(Kim, Edward)  (Koppenhoefer, Peter)  
(Smith, Neil)  (Voicu, Calin)
N0T GB2437656
University Of Dundee  (Crawford, 
Russell)  (Mehta, Anil)  (Treharne, 
Kathryn)
N0T GB2437681
University of Durham (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Badyal, Jas P S)  
(Harris, L G)  (McGetterick, James)
N0T GB2437688
University of Reading, The 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Colquhoun, Howard M)  (Hayes, 
Wayne C)  (Mitchell, Geoffrey R)  
(Partridge, Martin K)  (Tchale 
Deugoue, Pierre-Rachel)
N0T GB2437644
University of Sheffield, The 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Atallah, Kais)  (Rens, Jan J)
H2A U1S GB2437568
University of Southampton 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Kazansky, Peter G)  (Sakaguchi, 
Koichi)
C1M GB2437515
 (Carvalho, Isabel C S)  (Kawazu, 
Mitsuhiro)  (Kazansky, Peter G)  
(Sakaguchi, Koichi)
C7F C7B GB2437521
 (Carvalho, Isabel C S)  (Kawazu, 
Mitsuhiro)  (Kazansky, Peter G)  
(Sakaguchi, Koichi)
G2J GB2437554
Uponor Innovation AB (Incorporated 
in Sweden)  (Bowman, Jeremy)  
(Harget, David C)
F2P GB2437540
Uragami, Yoshio See Toyota Jidosha 
Kabushiki Kaisha (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Vaherto, Jyri M 
N0T GB2437629
Vangati, Narender R See Agere Systems 
Inc (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
VeriSign Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)  (Hallam-Baker, Phillip M)
N0T GB2437639
Visteon Global Technologies, Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Michigan)  
(Mezouari, Samir)
G1J GB2437548
Voicu, Calin See Unex Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - New Jersey)
Voigt, Douglas L See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Wada, Masatsugu See KABUSHIKI 
KAISHA TOSHIBA (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Walker, Richard J See Kraft Foods R & 




Wallace, Mark A See IMI Vision Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Wallaert, Timothy E See Maple Chase 
Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Waller, Adrian See Thales Holdings UK 
Plc (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Waltho, Alan See Intel Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Wang, Tsung-I See Dynascan 
Technology Corp (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)
Watanabe, Junichi See Yaskawa Denki, 
Kabushiki Kaisha (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Watkins, Trevor See SCA Packaging 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Weatherford/Lamb Inc. (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)  (Heidecke, 
Karsten)  (Jahn, Michael)  (Pietras, 
Bernd-Georg)
N0T GB2437647
 (Baustad, Terje)  (Gramstad, Bernt)  
(Gudmestad, Tarald)
N0T GB2437657
White, Bryan L See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Whiting, Tony See Raytec Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Whitsitt, John R See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Wilde, Clare M See Wilde, Mark J
Wilde, Mark J and Wilde, Clare M 
B7J GB2437505
Williams, Paul See Rolls-Royce plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Williams, Richard N See Ideas for Life 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Wolfson Microelectronics plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Dearn, David)  (Haiplik, Holger)
G3U GB2437556
Woodhouse, Richard G See Ford Global 
Technologies, LLC (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Wrap Film Systems Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Hanmer, Peter B)
N0T GB2437690
Wu, Weishi See Sumitomo Chemical 
Company Limited (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Wynne-Powell, Thomas M See Sharp 
Kabushiki Kaisha (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Yamaguchi, Norihito See Kao 
Corporation (Incorporated in Japan)
Yaskawa Denki, Kabushiki Kaisha 
(Incorporated in Japan)  (Watanabe, 
Junichi)
N0T GB2437696
Yen, Hong-Che See Primax Electronics 
Ltd (Incorporated in Taiwan)
Yokley, John M See Drill-Quip Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Texas)
Yoshimoto, Takeshi See Kabushiki 
Kaisha Yakult Honsha (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Yoshizue, Kensuke See Toyota Jidosha 
Kabushiki Kaisha (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Young, Michael J R See SRA 
Developments Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)
Young, Stephen M R See SRA 
Developments Limited (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)
Yu, Wanglin See Sumitomo Chemical 
Company Limited (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Zarlink Semiconductor Inc. 
(Incorporated in Canada - Ontario)  
(Rahbar, Kamran)
G4A H4R GB2437559
 (Huang, Yonghong)  (Jin, Gary Q)
H3G GB2437570
 (Milijevic, Slobodan)  (Mitric, Krste)
H3H GB2437571
Zednicek, Stanislav See AVX 




Zimmer Technology Inc. See 
Medicinelodge Inc (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
3 S’s Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Smithson, Martin 




Patents whose grant is indicated in the index below take effect for
the purposes of all provisions of the Act subsequent to Section
25(1) as from the date of publication of this issue of the Journal.
Printed copies of the corresponding specifications of the patents
identified by the publication number listed, and followed by the
letter “B”, are now available for sale at £4.04 per copy (including
postage). These items are available from the UK Intellectual
Property Office (Sales), Concept House, Cardiff Road, Newport,
South Wales NP10 8QQ and, for a limited period only, to personal
callers at Harmsworth House, 13-15 Bouverie Street, London
EC4Y 8DP.
This index lists the granted patents in ascending publication
number order. Each entry in the index provides the following
information: the publication number; the application number; the
date on which the application was filed at the Office; the name(s) of
the proprietor(s) and the country of incorporation; the name(s) of
the inventor(s); the title of the invention; any priority details; the
United Kingdom Classification Heading(s) assigned to the
application; and the International Patent Classification assigned to
the application.
Where an application is requesting an early date under Section 8,
12, 15(4), or 37 of the Act, then the application number and date of
filing the earlier application are included (see example 2). Where an
application is derived from an application under the Patent
Cooperation Treaty or is converted from a European patent
application, then the application number, the date of filing, the
publication number, and the date of publication of the PCT or EP
application are included (see example 3).
There follows three examples of entries for this index. The first
does not include any information on priorities, earlier applications,
or PCT or EP applications. The second and third include priority
information. In addition, the second includes information carried
for a divisional application, and the third includes information
carried for an application derived from a PCT application.
Example 1
(11)GB2264826 (21) (GB9204102.9) (22) 26 Feb 1992





(52)UKC Headings: H3F H3T (51)Int Cl H03B 5/04 (2006.01)
Example 2
(11)GB2264136 (21)(GB9306697.5) (62)23 Sep 1992 (Parent 
filing date)





(54)A linear operated safety release joint
Priorities: [(33)US (31)07772828 (32)07 Oct 1991]
Divisional earlier date under Section 15(4)
(62)GB9220099.7 (Parent application number)
(52)UKC Heading: E1F (51)Int Cl E21B 17/06 (2006.01)
Example 3
(11)GB2262669 (21) (GB9302471.9) (86)12 Jun 1992 (PCT
filing date)
(73)HUNTLEIGH TECHNOLOGY PLC 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Inventors:
(72)BAILY, GREG
(54) Power fail detection circuit
Priorities:[(33)GB (31)9112867 (32)14 Jun 1991]
PCT Details:(86)PCT/GB92/01058
(87)WO92/22949 23 Dec 1992
(52)UKC Headings: H2K (51)Int Cl  H02H 3/24 (2006.01)
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GB2399854 (GB0306545.5) 21 Mar 2003
KOMFORT WORKSPACE PLC 





UKC Headings: E1R Int Cl E06B 
3/54(2006.01)
GB2401500 (GB0329677.9) 22 Dec 2003





Priorities: [JP2003129287 07 May 2003]
UKC Headings: H4D Int Cl G01S 
13/62(2006.01) G01S 13/56(2006.01) 
G01S 13/68(2006.01) G08B 
13/24(2006.01)
GB2401718 (GB0409242.5) 26 Apr 2004




Cable with crevice corrosion protection 
Priorities: [NO20032028 06 May 2003]
UKC Headings: H1A N0T Int Cl H01B 
7/14(2006.01) C23F 15/00(2006.01) 
F16L 58/16(2006.01) H01B 
7/28(2006.01)
GB2404191 (GB0411781.8) 26 May 2004
AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 





Pulse jet ejection head diagnostic system 
Priorities: [US10452800 30 May 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl C40B 
50/18(2006.01) B41J 2/04(2006.01) 
B41J 2/06(2006.01) C40B 
60/14(2006.01)
GB2406242 (GB0416838.1) 28 Jul 2004
INTELLPROP LIMITED 




Telecommunications services apparatus 
and methods 
Priorities: [GB0317626 28 Jul 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04Q 
7/22(2006.01) H04M 3/487(2006.01)







Software authentication for mobile 
communication devices 
Priorities: [US10660424 10 Sep 2003]
UKC Headings: H4L N0T Int Cl H04L 
29/06(2006.01) G06F 1/00(2006.01)
Patents granted: Number Index - cont
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GB2406408 (GB0419069.0) 26 Aug 2004




Method for seismic migration using 
explicit depth extrapolation operators 
with dynamically variable operator length 
Priorities: [US10668909 23 Sep 2003]
UKC Headings: G4A Int Cl G06F 
17/00(2006.01) G01V 1/28(2006.01)
GB2408002 (GB0422539.7) 12 Oct 2004
FORD GLOBAL TECHNOLOGIES 
LLC (INCORPORATED IN USA - 
MICHIGAN)
Inventors:
NIEUWSTADT, MICHIEL J VAN
A method and system for monitoring a 
particulate filter 
Priorities: [US10700225 03 Nov 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F01N 
3/021(2006.01) F01N 11/00(2006.01) 
G01M 15/00(2006.01)
GB2409492 (GB0428315.6) 23 Dec 2004
BRITISH GAS SERVICES LIMITED 




Improvements relating to roof access 
using ladders 
Priorities: [GB0329892 23 Dec 2003]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E06C 
7/18(2006.01) E06C 7/50(2006.01)
GB2411054 (GB0503034.1) 14 Feb 2005




Terminal floor box having cable outlet 
Priorities: [SE0400332 12 Feb 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H02G 
3/18(2006.01)
GB2411907 (GB0504869.9) 09 Mar 2005
TRÜTZSCHLER GMBH & CO. KG 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
GERMANY)
Inventors:
RÜBENACH, BERNHARD Device on a 
spinning preparation machine, for 
example a tuft feeder, having a feed 
device 
Priorities: [DE2004012236 12 Mar 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl D01G 
23/00(2006.01) D01G 9/16(2006.01)
GB2412501 (GB0406861.5) 26 Mar 2004
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 







An electromagnetic device for converting 
mechanical vibrational energy into 
electrical energy 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H02K 
35/00(2006.01) H02K 16/00(2006.01)
GB2412673 (GB0506289.8) 29 Mar 2005
WEATHERFORD/LAMB INC. 






Apparatus and methods for installing 
instrumentation line in a wellbore 
Priorities: [US10812273 29 Mar 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 
47/12(2006.01) E21B 17/02(2006.01)






Liquid loop cooling system 
Priorities: [US10827801 19 Apr 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H05K 
7/20(2006.01) G06F 1/20(2006.01)




Improved cable stripping tool 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H02G 
1/12(2006.01) B23D 21/10(2006.01)






Liquid cooling system and pump 
assembly 
Priorities: [US10835956 29 Apr 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H05K 
7/20(2006.01) F04B 19/00(2006.01) 
F04B 23/06(2006.01) H01L 
23/473(2006.01)
GB2414005 (GB0509914.8) 16 May 2005
NOTT, PETER T M
RENTON, JULIAN E
Inventors:
NOTT, PETER T M
RENTON, JULIAN E
Personal height rescue apparatus 
Priorities: [GB0410957 15 May 2004]
[GB0412700 08 Jun 2004]
[GB0416555 26 Jul 2004]
[GB0417013 30 Jul 2004]
[GB0422835 15 Oct 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A62B 
35/04(2006.01)
GB2414265 (GB0507028.9) 07 Apr 2005





Bead attachment device 
Priorities: [IE20040360 21 May 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E06B 
3/54(2006.01) E06B 3/58(2006.01)
GB2414395 (GB0519079.8) 24 Mar 2004









Priorities: [JP2003086268 26 Mar 2003]
PCT Details: PCT/JP2004/004133
WO2004/084934 07 Oct 2004
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61K 
38/18(2006.01) A61K 48/00(2006.01) 
A61P 11/06(2006.01)
GB2415379 (GB0522200.5) 31 Mar 2003
















Methyl-ß-orcinolcarboxylate from lichen 
(everniasrum cirrhatum) for use for the 
treatment of cancer 
PCT Details: PCT/IN2003/000097
WO2004/087128 14 Oct 2004
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61K 
31/235(2006.01) A61P 31/10(2006.01)
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UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04N 
1/58(2006.01) H04N 9/64(2006.01)




Mooring and security device 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B63B 
21/00(2006.01)
GB2416097 (GB0415002.5) 05 Jul 2004
SCHLUMBERGER HOLDINGS 
LIMITED (INCORPORATED IN 




A data communication system 
particularly for downhole applications 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04B 
3/54(2006.01) H02J 13/00(2006.01)







Method of and apparatus for monitoring 
traffic emanating from a source in a 
network 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04L 
12/26(2006.01) H04L 29/06(2006.01) 
H04Q 7/34(2006.01)
GB2417361 (GB0523692.2) 19 Feb 2004






Thin-film magnetic head and 
manufacturing method thereof 
Priorities: [JP2003060962 07 Mar 2003]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0403640.6
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G11B 
5/39(2006.01) G11B 5/31(2006.01)
GB2417389 (GB0418371.1) 18 Aug 2004
WECOMM LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Inventors:
RUSSELL, PETER G F
STURROCK, OLIVER
TAN, STEVEN C L
WENTFORD, TIMOTHY J
Transmitting data 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04L 
12/56(2006.01) H04L 12/24(2006.01) 
H04L 12/28(2006.01)
GB2418030 (GB0514161.9) 20 Oct 2003
FISHER-ROSEMOUNT SYSTEMS, 






A Process Control System with a Process 
Flow Tracking System 
Priorities: [US10278469 22 Oct 2002]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0324470.4
UKC Headings: N0T G3N G4A Int Cl 
G06F 9/44(2006.01) G05B 
19/418(2006.01)
GB2418036 (GB0419932.9) 08 Sep 2004
ARM LIMITED (INCORPORATED 





Communication transaction control 
between independent domains of an 
integrated circuit 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06F 
13/42(2006.01)
GB2419788 (GB0424111.3) 01 Nov 2004
TOSHIBA RESEARCH EUROPE 




Interleaver and de-interleaver systems 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H03M 
13/27(2006.01) H04L 1/06(2006.01) 
H04L 27/26(2006.01)
GB2421359 (GB0517522.9) 26 Aug 2005
TATHAM, PAUL R G
Inventors:
TATHAM, PAUL R G
Gravity reducing machine 
Priorities: [GB0427800 18 Dec 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H02N 
15/02(2006.01) F03H 5/00(2006.01) 
H02K 57/00(2006.01)
GB2421640 (GB0428047.5) 22 Dec 2004
BRAND-REX LIMITED 






Blown optical fibre multi tube terminal 
connector 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H02G 
3/06(2006.01) G02B 6/46(2006.01)
GB2421641 (GB0428053.3) 22 Dec 2004
BRAND-REX LIMITED 




Improvements in blown optical fibre 
multi-tube terminal connectors 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H02G 
3/06(2006.01) G02B 6/46(2006.01)
GB2421651 (GB0526098.9) 22 Dec 2005





Data aquisition for a ground penetrating 
radar system 
Priorities: [US60638144 23 Dec 2004]
UKC Headings: H4D Int Cl G01V 
3/12(2006.01) G01S 13/88(2006.01)
GB2422508 (GB0506972.9) 06 Apr 2005
NORTEL NETWORKS LIMITED 









Differential forwarding in address-based 
carrier networks 
Priorities: [US10818685 06 Apr 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04L 
12/56(2006.01) H04L 12/24(2006.01) 
H04L 12/46(2006.01)
GB2422816 (GB0516573.3) 12 Aug 2005
LYONS, KEITH
LYONS, ELIZABETH M R
Inventors:
LYONS, ELIZABETH M R
LYONS, KEITH
Materials retrieval system and method 
Priorities: [GB0419446 02 Sep 2004]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01T 
7/02(2006.01) B65G 3/04(2006.01) 
G21C 19/32(2006.01)
GB2423195 (GB0502676.0) 10 Feb 2005
BRAND-REX LIMITED 
(INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM)
Patents granted: Number Index - cont




Improvements in or relating to connectors 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H02G 
3/06(2006.01)
GB2423935 (GB0606114.7) 30 Aug 2004
OREGON HEALTH AND SCIENCE 







Priorities: [US10927824 27 Aug 2004]
[US60498866 28 Aug 2003]
[US60548685 26 Feb 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/US2004/028253
WO2005/020800 10 Mar 2005
UKC Headings: A5R Int Cl A61B 
17/80(2006.01)
GB2425144 (GB0411668.7) 25 May 2004
ORBIS PROPERTY PROTECTION 





A security door 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E05C 
19/00(2006.01) E05B 17/20(2006.01) 
G07C 9/00(2006.01)
GB2425250 (GB0607414.0) 13 Apr 2006
LEAR CORPORATION 






Head restraint assembly for a vehicle seat 
assembly 
Priorities: [US11110549 20 Apr 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B60N 
2/48(2006.01)
GB2425251 (GB0607449.6) 13 Apr 2006
LEAR CORPORATION 








Infinitely adjustable head restraint 
assembly for a vehicle seat assembly 
Priorities: [US11111446 21 Apr 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B60N 
2/48(2006.01)
GB2425500 (GB0607936.2) 21 Apr 2006
JETYD CORP (INCORPORATED IN 
USA - NEW JERSEY)
Inventors:
JUNKERS, JASON
Power tool for and method of moving 
elements relative to an object 
Priorities: [US11113743 25 Apr 2005]
UKC Headings: B3N Int Cl B25B 
21/00(2006.01) B23P 19/06(2006.01) 
B25B 29/02(2006.01) B25F 
5/00(2006.01) F16B 23/00(2006.01)
GB2425659 (GB0508641.8) 29 Apr 2005
MOTOROLA INC 






Antenna structure and RF transceiver 
incorporating the structure 
UKC Headings: N0T H1Q Int Cl H01Q 
1/24(2006.01) H01Q 1/38(2006.01) 
H01Q 5/01(2006.01)
GB2426139 (GB0509736.5) 13 May 2005
MOTOROLA, INC. 





Wireless communication device and 
mechanical actuator mechanism therefor 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04M 
1/02(2006.01)
GB2427811 (GB0617870.1) 07 Feb 2006




Image processing method and image 
processing device 
Priorities: [JP2005054863 28 Feb 2005]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0602433.5
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06T 
15/00(2006.01) G06T 11/00(2006.01) 
G06T 17/00(2006.01)




Window Mounted Automatic Pet Door 
PCT Details: PCT/US2003/038055
WO2006/022605 02 Mar 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E06B 
7/32(2006.01)




Method and apparatus for real-time 
polarization difference imaging (PDI) 
video 
Priorities: [US60695551 30 Jun 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01N 
21/21(2006.01)
GB2428154 (GB0600502.9) 11 Jan 2006
YOUTECH CO LTD 




Closed circuit television 
Priorities: [KR10050060246 05 Jul 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G03B 
15/03(2006.01) G08B 13/19(2006.01) 
H04N 5/225(2006.01)
GB2428561 (GB0614967.8) 27 Jul 2006
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 




Vacuum cleaner handpiece 
Priorities: [DE102005036034 01 Aug 
2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A47L 
9/02(2006.01) A47L 9/24(2006.01) 
B23K 1/018(2006.01) B23K 
3/00(2006.01)
GB2428924 (GB0515130.3) 22 Jul 2005
SNELL & WILCOX LIMITED 




Method of and apparatus for image 
analysis 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06T 
7/00(2006.01)
GB2429296 (GB0619838.6) 19 Apr 2005
BAKER HUGHES INCORPORATED 





Use of measurements made in one echo 
train to correct ringing in second to avoid 
use of phase alternated pair in the second 
Priorities: [US10827183 19 Apr 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/013433
WO2005/101061 27 Oct 2005
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G01V 
3/32(2006.01) G01R 33/54(2006.01)
GB2429399 (GB0608454.5) 28 Apr 2006
KING SLIDE WORKS CO LTD 
(INCORPORATED IN TAIWAN)
Patents granted: Number Index - cont





Drawer slide locating system 
Priorities: [TW094128670 22 Aug 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A47B 
88/10(2006.01) A47B 88/04(2006.01) 
A47B 88/16(2006.01)
GB2429504 (GB0624284.6) 05 May 2004
WHIRLWIND TECHNOLOGIES 




Clearing pipework in oil refineries and 
other plant having extensive pipework 
PCT Details: PCT/GB2004/001917
WO2005/105331 10 Nov 2005
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B08B 
9/032(2006.01)
GB2429584 (GB0616088.1) 14 Aug 2006
LEAR CORPORATION 





Push-button switch assembly for a vehicle 
Priorities: [US11161940 23 Aug 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H01H 
13/04(2006.01) H01H 9/02(2006.01)




Low Noise Transmitting Receiving 
Earset 
Priorities: [US112116711 26 Aug 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04R 
1/10(2006.01)




Universal retractable zip clip 
Priorities: [US60573480 24 May 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/015166
WO2005/115101 08 Dec 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A01K 
27/00(2006.01) B65H 75/48(2006.01)
GB2429873 (GB0517897.5) 02 Sep 2005
MOTOROLA INC 





Timeslot conversion in a cellular 
communication system 
UKC Headings: H4L N0T Int Cl H04Q 
7/22(2006.01)






System for transmitting and receiving 
data 
Priorities: [JP2005250315 30 Aug 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04L 
29/06(2006.01) H04B 7/04(2006.01) 
H04L 12/28(2006.01) H04L 
12/56(2006.01)
GB2429923 (GB0615895.0) 10 Aug 2006
DRÄGER MEDICAL AG & CO.KGAA 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 








Filing system for an anaesthetic vaporiser 
Priorities: [DE102005037924 11 Aug 
2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A61M 
16/18(2006.01)






Combined stapler and hole punch 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B25C 
5/02(2006.01) B25C 5/11(2006.01) 
B26F 1/36(2006.01) B26D 
7/00(2006.01)





Throttle valve control device 
Priorities: [JP2005264809 13 Sep 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T F1B Int Cl F02D 
9/10(2006.01) F02D 11/10(2006.01) 
F16K 31/04(2006.01) F16K 
31/53(2006.01)
GB2430125 (GB0615477.7) 03 Aug 2006
BOEING COMPANY, THE 







TCP/IP tunneling protocol for link 16
Priorities: [US11196865 03 Aug 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04L 
12/46(2006.01) H04L 29/06(2006.01)
GB2430129 (GB0518213.4) 08 Sep 2005
MOTOROLA INC 






Voice activity detector and method of 
operation therein 
UKC Headings: N0T H4R Int Cl G10L 
11/02(2006.01)
GB2430167 (GB0701181.0) 29 Jun 2005
LEXMARK INTERNATIONAL, INC. 








Micro-fluid ejection device utilising 
photo-resist material 
Priorities: [US10880898 30 Jun 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/US2005/023028
WO2006/004801 12 Jan 2006
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B41J 
2/05(2006.01)





Throttle valve control device 
Priorities: [JP2005264810 13 Sep 2005]
UKC Headings: F1B N0T Int Cl F16K 
31/53(2006.01) F02D 9/10(2006.01) 
F16K 31/04(2006.01)
GB2430432 (GB0621426.6) 31 Mar 2005
BARBER, ROBERT F
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Inventors:
BARBER, ROBERT F
Efflorescence reducing admixtures 
Priorities: [AU2004901858 06 Apr 2004]
PCT Details: PCT/AU2005/000466
WO2005/097699 20 Oct 2005
UKC Headings: N0T C1H Int Cl C04B 
40/00(2006.01) C04B 24/08(2006.01) 
C04B 24/10(2006.01)
GB2431428 (GB0622353.1) 23 Dec 2004
BRITISH GAS SERVICES LIMITED 




Improvements relating to ladder fittings 
Priorities: [GB0329892 23 Dec 2003]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0428315.6
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E06C 
7/18(2006.01) E06C 7/50(2006.01)
GB2431765 (GB0611161.1) 06 Jun 2006
LG. PHILIPS LCD CO., LTD. 




Apparatus and method for driving lamp 
of liquid crystal display device 
Priorities: [KR20050101868 27 Oct 
2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G02F 
1/13357(2006.01) G09G 3/34(2006.01) 
H01J 65/04(2006.01)
GB2431828 (GB0610213.1) 24 May 2006
SIEMENS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
(INCORPORATED IN THE 





A method of improving efficiency in a 
random access procedure 
Priorities: [GB0522347 27 Oct 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T H4L Int Cl H04Q 
7/38(2006.01)
GB2431896 (GB0700729.7) 19 Mar 2003
ECONOPLAS LIMITED 




Drainage/Irrigation elements from 
recycled plastics 
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0306284.1
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B29B 
17/00(2006.01) E02B 11/00(2006.01) 
E02D 31/02(2006.01)
GB2432280 (GB0523112.1) 11 Nov 2005
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO. 







UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04B 
7/005(2006.01) H04Q 7/36(2006.01)




Walkway structure for a building 
Priorities: [GB0523603 19 Nov 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T E1S Int Cl E04G 
5/04(2006.01) E04G 21/32(2006.01)




Seat for Motorcycles 
Priorities: [US60741603 02 Dec 2005]
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B62J 
1/00(2006.01)
GB2432895 (GB0705157.6) 05 Oct 2004








Priorities: [JP2003349465 08 Oct 2003]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0422071.1
UKC Headings: F2S U1S Int Cl F16F 
9/14(2006.01)
GB2433210 (GB0703899.5) 21 Dec 2004
NIKE INTERNATIONAL LTD 





A golf club head having a bridge member 
and a weight positioning system 
Priorities: [US10707599 23 Dec 2003]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0612287.3
UKC Headings: A6D Int Cl A63B 
55/04(2006.01)
GB2433214 (GB0705116.2) 15 Dec 2006
SILVERLIT TOYS INC
Inventors:
VON DE ROSTYNE, ALEXANDER J 
M
Helicopter 
Priorities: [US11462177 03 Aug 2006]
[US11465781 18 Aug 2006]
[BE20080043 19 Jan 2006]
PCT Details: 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl A63H 
27/133(2006.01) A63H 27/24(2006.01) 
B64C 27/10(2006.01)
GB2433291 (GB0624970.0) 11 May 2006
MITSUI MINING & SMELTING CO., 




Automotive childproof safety lock control 
apparatus 
Priorities: [JP2005183759 23 Jun 2005]
[JP2005183757 23 Jun 2005]
[JP2005183758 23 Jun 2005]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0609364.5
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E05B 
65/20(2006.01)
GB2433304 (GB0525735.7) 17 Dec 2005
SHIN TAI SPURT WATER OF THE 




Flow dividing device for gardening pipes 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F16K 
11/22(2006.01)
GB2433757 (GB0624327.3) 11 Mar 2004
ENVENTURE GLOBAL 
TECHNOLOGY (INCORPORATED 




Apparatus for radially expanding and 
plastically deforming a tubular member 
Priorities: [US60453678 11 Mar 2003]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0519989.8
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 
31/18(2006.01) E21B 31/20(2006.01) 
E21B 43/10(2006.01)
GB2433758 (GB0625636.6) 15 Apr 2004
ENVENTURE GLOBAL 
TECHNOLOGY (INCORPORATED 
IN USA - DELAWARE)
Patents granted: Number Index - cont





Apparatus and method for locking a 
tubular member to a support member 
Priorities: [US60463586 17 Apr 2003]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0522155.1
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl E21B 
31/20(2006.01) E21B 23/01(2006.01) 
E21B 43/10(2006.01)
GB2434051 (GB0625863.6) 29 Apr 2004
SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC GMBH 








A device for picking up/producing audio 
signals 
Priorities: [DE10319751.6 30 Apr 2003]
[DE10357065 04 Dec 2003]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0409583.2
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl H04M 
1/19(2006.01) H04M 1/60(2006.01)
GB2434129 (GB0708241.5) 11 Mar 2005





Priorities: [JP2004070581 12 Mar 2004]
[JP2004070580 12 Mar 2004]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0505067.9
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B62D 
7/18(2006.01) B60G 7/00(2006.01) 
B62D 17/00(2006.01)
GB2434496 (GB0514479.5) 14 Jul 2005
SNELL & WILCOX LIMITED 




Method and apparatus for analysing 
image data 
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl G06T 
7/40(2006.01) H04N 5/14(2006.01)
GB2436026 (GB0708356.1) 12 Dec 2003
SIMMONSIGNS LIMITED 





Cover member for an illuminating means 
Priorities: [GB0228990.8 12 Dec 2002]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0328833.9
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl F21V 
3/00(2006.01) E01F 9/016(2006.01) 
F21W 111/023(2006.01)
GB2436238 (GB0710639.6) 17 Feb 2004
EXXONMOBIL UPSTREAM 
RESEARCH COMPANY 




Pile anchor with external vanes 
Priorities: [US60451734 04 Mar 2003]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0514893.7
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B63B 
21/26(2006.01)
GB2436239 (GB0710641.2) 17 Feb 2004
EXXONMOBIL UPSTREAM 
RESEARCH COMPANY 




Pile anchor with external vanes 
Priorities: [US60451734 04 Mar 2003]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0514893.7
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B63B 
21/27(2006.01)
GB2436240 (GB0710644.6) 17 Feb 2004
EXXONMOBIL UPSTREAM 
RESEARCH COMPANY 




Pile anchor with external vanes 
Priorities: [US60451734 04 Mar 2003]
Earlier date under section 15 (4)
GB0514893.7
UKC Headings: N0T Int Cl B63B 
21/26(2006.01)
This index is based on the current UK Classification Key. The Classification of the specification of an individual patent may differ from
that of the specification accompanying the application published under Section 16 for various reasons such as changes in the subject
matter disclosed in these specifications or changes to the Key.
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This index lists, in alphabetical order, the names of proprietors
and inventors for patents whose grant is announced in this issue of
the Journal. The entry under the name of the proprietor sets out the
details of the patent including the name of any inventor who is not
also a proprietor. Where an inventor is also a proprietor, the name
appears in the index only as a proprietor. Where there are joint
proprietors, details of the patent are given only for the entry under
the name of a first proprietor, the entries under the names of the
other proprietors being cross referenced to the entry for the first
proprietor. Where an inventor is not also a proprietor, then the
entry under the name of the inventor is cross referenced to the entry
for the proprietor, or the first proprietor in the case of joint
proprietors.
Each entry under the name of the (or the first) proprietor
provides the following information: the name(s) of the
proprietor(s); the country of incorporation; the names of inventors
who are not also proprietors; the UK Classification Headings
accorded to the patent; and the publication number of the patent.
There follows three examples of entries in this index. The first
example illustrates the case where there is a single proprietor who is
also the inventor. The second example illustrates the case where
there is a single proprietor and an inventor who is not also a
proprietor, and includes the entry for the inventor. The third
example illustrates the case where there are joint proprietors and a n
inventor who is not also a proprietor, and includes the entries for









(72)Kwahara,Hideo See Nippon Sheet Glass Co Ltd
(Incorporated in Japan)
Example 3
(73)Air Traction Industries Limited,
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom),
(73)ABEC Venture Partnership
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom) and 
(73)Plaxtons Plc
(incorporated in the United Kingdom)
(72)(Dobbie,Clelland RM)
(52)B7H (11)GB2175550
(73)ABEC Venture Partnership See Air Traction Industries
Limited
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
(72)Dobbie,ClellandRM See Air Traction Industries Limited)
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
(73)Plaxtons Plc See Air Traction Industries Limited
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
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Agilent Technologies, Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Chesk, William G)  (Schremp, Donald 
J)
N0T GB2404191
Allen, David See Nortel Networks 
Limited (Incorporated in Canada - 
Quebec)
Alps Electric Co Ltd (Incorporated in 
Japan)  (Gochou, Hideki)  (Sato, 
Kiyoshi)  (Yazawa, Hisayuki)
N0T GB2417361
Annan, Alexander P See Sensors & 
Software Inc (Incorporated in Canada)
Architectural & Metal Systems 
Limited (Incorporated in Ireland)  
(Rawlings, David)
N0T GB2414265
ARM Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Bradley, Daryl W)  
(Grisenthwaite, Richard R)  
(Woodhouse, Sheldon J)
N0T GB2418036
Armstrong, Ian B See Holt, Laurence M
Ashwood-Smith, Peter See Nortel 
Networks Limited (Incorporated in 
Canada - Quebec)
Askerup, Hans A See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Avayu, Izak See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Baker Hughes Incorporated 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Beard, David R)  (Georgi, Daniel T)
N0T GB2429296
Barber, Robert F 
N0T C1H GB2430432
Beard, David R See Baker Hughes 
Incorporated (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Beeby, Stephen P See University of 
Southampton (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Berezin, Maksim See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Bergner, Joao J See Robert Bosch 
GmbH (Incorporated in the Federal 
Republic of Germany)
Bertelsen, Craig M See Lexmark 
International, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Boeing Company, The (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)  (Corman, David E)  
(Dorris, Steven A)  (Herm, Thomas S)  
(Martens, Eric J)
N0T GB2430125
Bone, Martin G See Orbis Property 
Protection Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Booker, John A See Schlumberger 
Holdings Limited (Incorporated in the 
British Virgin Islands)
Bradley, Daryl W See ARM Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Bragg, Nigel See Nortel Networks 
Limited (Incorporated in Canada - 
Quebec)
Brand-Rex Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Harvey, Scott J)  
(Kerry, John)  (Prentice, Robert W)
N0T GB2421640
 (Neat, Rosamund C)
N0T GB2421641
 (Hardie-Clay, Jeremy)  (Kerry, 
Matthew)
N0T GB2423195
Brisco, David P See Enventure Global 
Technology (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
British Gas Services Limited 





Brueckheimer, Simon D See Nortel 
Networks Limited (Incorporated in 
Canada - Quebec)
Chand, Preeti See Council of Scientific 
and Industrial Research (Incorporated 
in India)
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Chen, Chin-Yuan See Shin Tai Spurt 
Water of the Garden Tools Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in Taiwan)
Chesk, William G See Agilent 




Clasby, Neil See Komfort Workspace plc 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Cohen, Uzi See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Constantine, Jesse J See 
Weatherford/Lamb Inc. (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)
Corman, David E See Boeing Company, 
The (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Cosway, Steve See Sensors & Software 
Inc (Incorporated in Canada)
Council of Scientific and Industrial 
Research (Incorporated in India)  
(Chand, Preeti)  (Darokar, Mahendra 
P)  (Garg, Ankur)  (Gupta, Vivek K)  
(Khanuja, Suman P S)  (Pal, Anirban)  
(Saikia, Dharmendra)  (Shasany, Ajit 
K)  (Srivastava, Santosh K)  
(Tiruppadiripuliyur, Ranganathan S 




Darokar, Mahendra P See Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research 
(Incorporated in India)
Diggins, Jonathan See Snell & Wilcox 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Dimitrakoudis, Alex See Samsung 
Electronics Co. Ltd. (Incorporated in 
the Republic of Korea)
Dorris, Steven A See Boeing Company, 
The (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Dräger Medical AG & Co.KGaA 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)  (Kholtchanski, Grigory)  
(Pasdzior, Sven)  (Reichert, Dirk-
Stefan)  (Scharmer, Ernst-Günther)  
(Turker, Ahmet)
N0T GB2429923
Econoplas Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Gaskarth, John)
N0T GB2431896
Elkobi, Motti See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Ellis, Thomas J See Oregon Health and 
Science University (Incorporated in 
USA - Oregon)
Enventure Global Technology 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Brisco, David P)  (Watson, Brock W)
N0T GB2433757
 (Brisco, David P)  (Treece, Harold)  
(Watson, Brock W)
N0T GB2433758
Eriksson, Staffan See Thorsman & Co 
AB (Incorporated in Sweden)
ExxonMobil Upstream Research 
Company (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)  (Raines, Richard D)
N0T GB2436238
 (Raines, Richard D)
N0T GB2436239
 (Raines, Richard D)
N0T GB2436240
Featherstone, Walter See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Fisher-Rosemount Systems, Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Nixon, Mark)  (Ramachandran, Ram)  
(Schleiss, Duncan)
N0T G3N G4A GB2418030
Ford Global Technologies LLC 
(Incorporated in USA - Michigan)  
(Nieuwstadt, Michiel J van)
N0T GB2408002
Foster, Mike See Weatherford/Lamb Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Freer, John See Schlumberger Holdings 
Limited (Incorporated in the British 
Virgin Islands)
Friskney, Robert See Nortel Networks 
Limited (Incorporated in Canada - 
Quebec)
Garg, Ankur See Council of Scientific 
and Industrial Research (Incorporated 
in India)
Gaskarth, John See Econoplas Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Georgi, Daniel T See Baker Hughes 
Incorporated (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Gillard, Joel See Oregon Health and 
Science University (Incorporated in 
USA - Oregon)
Gleissner, Achim See Sennheiser 
Electronic GmbH & Co KG 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)
Gochou, Hideki See Alps Electric Co 
Ltd (Incorporated in Japan)
Grice, Paul See Simmonsigns Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Griffin, Jonathan See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Grisenthwaite, Richard R See ARM 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Gupta, Vivek K See Council of Scientific 
and Industrial Research (Incorporated 
in India)
Hardie-Clay, Jeremy See Brand-Rex 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Harris, Nicholas R See University of 
Southampton (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Harvey, Scott J See Brand-Rex Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Hayashi, Ken See Nifco Inc 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Heldenbrand, Rob W See Hewlett-
Packard Development Company, L.P.
Herm, Thomas S See Boeing Company, 
The (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Hewlett-Packard Development 
Company, L.P.  (Askerup, Hans A)  
(Heldenbrand, Rob W)  (Montz, Mark 
A)
H4L N0T GB2406244
 (Malone, Christopher G)  (Simon, 
Glenn C)
N0T GB2413439
 (Malone, Christopher G)  (Simon, 
Glenn C)
N0T GB2413709
 (Hunter, Andrew A)  (Pollard, 
Stephen B)
N0T GB2415565
 (Griffin, Jonathan)  (Norman, Andrew 
P)  (Williamson, Matthew M)
N0T GB2416954
Holt, Laurence M and Armstrong, 
Ian B 
N0T GB2429945
Honda Motor Co.,Ltd (Incorporated in 
Japan)  (Hozumi, Yutaka)
N0T GB2434129
Horst, Steven P See Oregon Health and 




Hozumi, Yutaka See Honda Motor 
Co.,Ltd (Incorporated in Japan)
Humer, Mladen See Lear Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Hunter, Andrew A See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Intellprop Limited (Incorporated in the 
Channel Islands)  (Wilson, Jeffrey)
N0T GB2406242
Ito, Wataru See Kringle Pharma Inc 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Jang, Hoon See LG. Philips LCD Co., 
Ltd. (Incorporated in the Republic of 
Korea)
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Jetyd Corp (Incorporated in USA - New 
Jersey)  (Junkers, Jason)
B3N GB2425500
Junkers, Jason See Jetyd Corp 
(Incorporated in USA - New Jersey)
Kanehiro, Arihiko See Kringle Pharma 
Inc (Incorporated in Japan)
Karlsen, Stian See Nexans 
(Incorporated in France)
Kawamoto, Masanobu See Nifco Inc 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Keihin Corporation (Incorporated in 




Kerry, John See Brand-Rex Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Kerry, Matthew See Brand-Rex Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Khanuja, Suman P S See Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research 
(Incorporated in India)
Kholtchanski, Grigory See Dräger 
Medical AG & Co.KGaA 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)
King Slide Works Co Ltd (Incorporated 
in Taiwan)  (Tseng, I-Ming)  (Wang, 
Chun-Chiang)  (Wang, Wei-Sheng)
N0T GB2429399
Komfort Workspace plc (Incorporated 
in the United Kingdom)  (Clasby, Neil)
E1R GB2399854
Kondo, Yasushi See Keihin Corporation 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Kringle Pharma Inc (Incorporated in 
Japan) and Nakamura, Toshikazu  
(Ito, Wataru)  (Kanehiro, Arihiko)  
(Matsumoto, Kunio)  (Tanimoto, 
Mitsune)
N0T GB2414395
Lear Corporation (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)  (Humer, Mladen)  
(Low, Kar K)  (Yetukuri, Nagarjun)
N0T GB2425250
 (Humer, Mladen)  (Low, Kar K)  
(Smallwood, Dale)  (Veine, Eric)  
(Yetukuri, Nagarjun)
N0T GB2425251
 (Pierik, Bruce)  (Seigel, Brian)
N0T GB2429584
Lexmark International, Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)  
(Bertelsen, Craig M)  (Mrvos, James 
M)  (Spivey, Paul T)  (Waldeck, 
Melissa M)  (Weaver, Sean T)
N0T GB2430167
LG. Philips LCD Co., Ltd. 
(Incorporated in the Republic of 
Korea)  (Jang, Hoon)
N0T GB2431765
Low, Kar K See Lear Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Lyons, Elizabeth M R See Lyons, Keith
Lyons, Keith and Lyons, Elizabeth M 
R 
N0T GB2422816
Maguire, Michael J 
N0T GB2413440
Malone, Christopher G See Hewlett-
Packard Development Company, L.P.
Marshall, Colin See Motorola, Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Martens, Eric J See Boeing Company, 
The (Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Matsumoto, Kazuhiko See Ziosoft, Inc. 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Matsumoto, Kunio See Kringle Pharma 
Inc (Incorporated in Japan)
Meyer, Rolf See Sennheiser Electronic 
GmbH & Co KG (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Mitsui Mining & Smelting Co., Ltd. 
(Incorporated in Japan)  (Ogino, Miki)  
(Watanabe, Mitsuhiro)
N0T GB2433291
Mittet, Rune See PGS Geophysical AS 
(Incorporated in Norway)
Montz, Mark A See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Motorola Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)  (Berezin, Maksim)  (Elkobi, 
Motti)  (Schachar, Aviv)
N0T H1Q GB2425659
 (Featherstone, Walter)  (Thomas, 
Howard J)
H4L N0T GB2429873
 (Avayu, Izak)  (Cohen, Uzi)  (Stern, 
Shani)
N0T H4R GB2430129
Motorola, Inc. (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)  (Marshall, Colin)  
(Roberts, Andrew)
N0T GB2426139
Mouri, Masaya See Sony Corporation 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Mrvos, James M See Lexmark 
International, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Nakamura, Toshikazu See Kringle 
Pharma Inc (Incorporated in Japan)
Neat, Rosamund C See Brand-Rex 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Nexans (Incorporated in France)  
(Karlsen, Stian)
H1A N0T GB2401718
Nieuwstadt, Michiel J van See Ford 
Global Technologies LLC 
(Incorporated in USA - Michigan)
Nifco Inc (Incorporated in Japan)  
(Hayashi, Ken)  (Kawamoto, 
Masanobu)  (Nishiyama, Masayuki)  
(Okabayashi, Shunsuke)
F2S U1S GB2432895
Nike International Ltd (Incorporated in 
USA - Oregon)  (Stites, John T)  
(Tavares, Gary G)
A6D GB2433210
Nishiyama, Masayuki See Nifco Inc 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Nixon, Mark See Fisher-Rosemount 
Systems, Inc (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Norman, Andrew P See Hewlett-
Packard Development Company, L.P.
Nortel Networks Limited 
(Incorporated in Canada - Quebec)  
(Allen, David)  (Ashwood-Smith, 
Peter)  (Bragg, Nigel)  (Brueckheimer, 
Simon D)  (Friskney, Robert)  (Parry, 
Simon)
N0T GB2422508




Ogino, Miki See Mitsui Mining & 
Smelting Co., Ltd. (Incorporated in 
Japan)
Okabayashi, Shunsuke See Nifco Inc 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Oliva, Nils See Sennheiser Electronic 
GmbH & Co KG (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Optex Co., Ltd (Incorporated in Japan)  
(Tsuji, Masatoshi)
H4D GB2401500
Orbis Property Protection Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Bone, Martin G)  (Warriner, Michael 
G)
N0T GB2425144
Oregon Health and Science 
University (Incorporated in USA - 
Oregon)  (Ellis, Thomas J)  (Gillard, 
Joel)  (Horst, Steven P)
A5R GB2423935
Pal, Anirban See Council of Scientific 
and Industrial Research (Incorporated 
in India)
Parry, Simon See Nortel Networks 
Limited (Incorporated in Canada - 
Quebec)
Pasdzior, Sven See Dräger Medical AG 
& Co.KGaA (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Payne, Steven M 
N0T GB2415941
PGS Geophysical AS (Incorporated in 
Norway)  (Mittet, Rune)
G4A GB2406408
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Pierik, Bruce See Lear Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Plant, James 
N0T GB2427975
Pollard, Stephen B See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Prentice, Robert W See Brand-Rex 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Proctor, Toby K See Siemens 
Aktiengesellschaft (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Quirico, Marco See Samsung 
Electronics Co. Ltd. (Incorporated in 
the Republic of Korea)
Raines, Richard D See ExxonMobil 
Upstream Research Company 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Ramachandran, Ram See Fisher-
Rosemount Systems, Inc (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)
Rawlings, David See Architectural & 
Metal Systems Limited (Incorporated 
in Ireland)
Reichert, Dirk-Stefan See Dräger 
Medical AG & Co.KGaA 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)
Renton, Julian E See Nott, Peter T M
Rhenius, Volker See Sennheiser 
Electronic GmbH & Co KG 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)
Robert Bosch GmbH (Incorporated in 
the Federal Republic of Germany)  
(Bergner, Joao J)
N0T GB2428561
Roberts, Andrew See Motorola, Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Roscoe, Keith See Whirlwind 
Technologies Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)
Rübenach, Bernhard See Trützschler 
GmbH & Co. KG (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Russell, Peter G F See Wecomm 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Saikia, Dharmendra See Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research 
(Incorporated in India)
Sakusabe, Kenichi See Sony 
Corporation (Incorporated in Japan)
Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. 
(Incorporated in the Republic of 
Korea)  (Dimitrakoudis, Alex)  
(Quirico, Marco)  (Scagnol, Mauro)
N0T GB2432280
Sato, Kiyoshi See Alps Electric Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Scagnol, Mauro See Samsung 
Electronics Co. Ltd. (Incorporated in 
the Republic of Korea)
Schachar, Aviv See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Scharmer, Ernst-Günther See Dräger 
Medical AG & Co.KGaA 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)
Schleiss, Duncan See Fisher-
Rosemount Systems, Inc (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)
Schlumberger Holdings Limited 
(Incorporated in the British Virgin 
Islands)  (Booker, John A)  (Freer, 
John)
N0T GB2416097
Schremp, Donald J See Agilent 
Technologies, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Seigel, Brian See Lear Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Sennheiser Electronic GmbH & Co 
KG (Incorporated in the Federal 
Republic of Germany)  (Gleissner, 
Achim)  (Meyer, Rolf)  (Oliva, Nils)  
(Rhenius, Volker) N0T GB2434051
Sensors & Software Inc (Incorporated 
in Canada)  (Annan, Alexander P)  
(Cosway, Steve)
H4D GB2421651
Shasany, Ajit K See Council of Scientific 
and Industrial Research (Incorporated 
in India)
Shin Tai Spurt Water of the Garden 
Tools Co Ltd (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)  (Chen, Chin-Yuan)
N0T GB2433304
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 
of Germany)  (Proctor, Toby K)  
(Wimmer, Markus)
N0T H4L GB2431828
silverlit Toys inc  (Von de Rostyne, 
Alexander J M)
N0T GB2433214
Simmonsigns Limited (Incorporated in 
the United Kingdom)  (Grice, Paul)  
(Tudor, Mark)
N0T GB2436026
Simon, Glenn C See Hewlett-Packard 
Development Company, L.P.
Skraparlis, Dimitrios See Toshiba 
Research Europe Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Smallwood, Dale See Lear Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Snell & Wilcox Limited (Incorporated 





Sony Corporation (Incorporated in 
Japan)  (Mouri, Masaya)  (Sakusabe, 
Kenichi)
N0T GB2429885
Spivey, Paul T See Lexmark 
International, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Srivastava, Santosh K See Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research 
(Incorporated in India)
Stern, Shani See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Stites, John T See Nike International Ltd 
(Incorporated in USA - Oregon)
Storey, David See British Gas Services 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Sturrock, Oliver See Wecomm Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Tan, Steven C L See Wecomm Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Tanimoto, Mitsune See Kringle Pharma 
Inc (Incorporated in Japan)
Tatham, Paul R G 
N0T GB2421359
Tavares, Gary G See Nike International 
Ltd (Incorporated in USA - Oregon)
Thomas, Howard J See Motorola Inc 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Thorsman & Co AB (Incorporated in 
Sweden)  (Eriksson, Staffan)
N0T GB2411054
Tiruppadiripuliyur, Ranganathan S 
K See Council of Scientific and 
Industrial Research (Incorporated in 
India)
Toshiba Research Europe Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Skraparlis, Dimitrios)
N0T GB2419788
Treece, Harold See Enventure Global 
Technology (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Trützschler GmbH & Co. KG 
(Incorporated in the Federal Republic 




Tseng, I-Ming See King Slide Works Co 
Ltd (Incorporated in Taiwan)
Tsuji, Masatoshi See Optex Co., Ltd 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Tudor, Mark See Simmonsigns Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Tudor, Michael J See University of 
Southampton (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Turker, Ahmet See Dräger Medical AG 
& Co.KGaA (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
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University of Southampton 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Beeby, Stephen P)  (Harris, Nicholas 
R)  (Tudor, Michael J)  (White, Neil 
M)
N0T GB2412501
Veine, Eric See Lear Corporation 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Verma, Subash C See Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research 
(Incorporated in India)
Vold, Gisie See Weatherford/Lamb Inc. 
(Incorporated in USA - Delaware)
Von de Rostyne, Alexander J M See 
silverlit Toys inc
Waldeck, Melissa M See Lexmark 
International, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Wang, Chun-Chiang See King Slide 
Works Co Ltd (Incorporated in 
Taiwan)
Wang, Wei-Sheng See King Slide Works 
Co Ltd (Incorporated in Taiwan)
Warriner, Michael G See Orbis 
Property Protection Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)
Watanabe, Mitsuhiro See Mitsui 
Mining & Smelting Co., Ltd. 
(Incorporated in Japan)
Watson, Brock W See Enventure Global 
Technology (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Weatherford/Lamb Inc. (Incorporated 
in USA - Delaware)  (Constantine, 
Jesse J)  (Foster, Mike)  (Vold, Gisie)
N0T GB2412673
Weaver, Sean T See Lexmark 
International, Inc. (Incorporated in 
USA - Delaware)
Wecomm Limited (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)  (Russell, Peter G F)  
(Sturrock, Oliver)  (Tan, Steven C L)  
(Wentford, Timothy J)
N0T GB2417389
Wentford, Timothy J See Wecomm 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Whirlwind Technologies Limited 
(Incorporated in the United Kingdom)  
(Roscoe, Keith)
N0T GB2429504
White, Neil M See University of 
Southampton (Incorporated in the 
United Kingdom)
Williamson, Matthew M See Hewlett-
Packard Development Company, L.P.
Wilson, Jeffrey See Intellprop Limited 
(Incorporated in the Channel Islands)
Wimmer, Markus See Siemens 
Aktiengesellschaft (Incorporated in the 
Federal Republic of Germany)
Woodhouse, Sheldon J See ARM 
Limited (Incorporated in the United 
Kingdom)
Yazawa, Hisayuki See Alps Electric Co 
Ltd (Incorporated in Japan)
Yetukuri, Nagarjun See Lear 
Corporation (Incorporated in USA - 
Delaware)
Yoo, Jae-Woong See Youtech Co Ltd 
(Incorporated in the Republic of 
Korea)
Youtech Co Ltd (Incorporated in the 
Republic of Korea)  (Yoo, Jae-Woong)
N0T GB2428154
Ziosoft, Inc. (Incorporated in Japan)  
(Matsumoto, Kazuhiko)
N0T GB2427811
There follows an example of an entry for this index.
(11) EP0237366 (21) EP87400116.77 (26) NOT ENGLISH
(73) Jouveinal SA
European Patents granted 
This index lists, in ascending publication number order, European patents designating the United Kingdom as a Contracting State,
which have been granted under Article 97 of the European Patent Convention as of the date of the EPO Bulletin mentioned above. For
each entry in this index, the first item is the publication number of the European application and the second item is the application
number. The item (NOT ENGLISH) is used to indicate when the language of publication is French or German, and the last item is the
name(s) of the proprietor(s). For patents having a publication language of French or German, an English translation must be filed if the
patent is to continue to be effective in the UK.




Daiichi Sankyo Company, Limited 
EP0732754 EP96104051.6
TOYODA GOSEI CO., LTD. 
EP0781195 EP95931843.7
Stowe Woodward, L.L.C. 
EP0786264 EP97105021.6
THE GENERAL HOSPITAL CORPORATION 
EP0799823 EP97302245.2
Daiichi Sankyo Company, Limited 
EP0803823 EP97302742.8




LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION 
EP0829988 EP97115777.1




Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi Energia S.r.l. 
EP0854574 EP98100648.9  NOT ENGLISH
SGS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS GMBH 
EP0864941 EP97200779.3
Punch Graphix International N.V. 
EP0866381 EP98200361.8




YEDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD. 
EP0895424 EP98114308.4
Victor Company of Japan, Ltd. 
EP0896442 EP97950400.8
NTT MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK INC. 
EP0898618 EP97924928.1
Novozymes A/S 
EP0903425 EP98402268.1  NOT ENGLISH
ARKEMA FRANCE 
EP0905902 EP98113434.9




Hoya Kabushiki Kaisha 
EP0916929 EP98203683.2
CNH Belgium N.V. 
EP0918061 EP98122067.6
ORIENT CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD. 
OSAKA MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT 
Grants mentioned in EPO Bulletin No 07/44 dated 31 October 2007
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EP0923047 EP98931083.4
Rohm Co., Ltd. 
EP0932662 EP97941705.2
GENENCOR INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
EP0942965 EP97953733.9  NOT ENGLISH




Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited 
EP0956362 EP97926713.5
MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING 
COMPANY 
EP0957447 EP99109615.7
SEIKO EPSON CORPORATION 
EP0961499 EP98900739.8
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation 
EP0963875 EP99111369.7
Asahi Kasei Kabushiki Kaisha 
EP0965108 EP98920476.3  NOT ENGLISH




MERCK PATENT GmbH 
EP0978184 EP97952269.5
Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
EP0978745 EP99420158.0  NOT ENGLISH
POUYET S.A. 
EP0980138 EP99900334.6
Epson Toyocom Corporation 
EP0981222 EP99306377.5
International Business Machines Corporation 
EP0985309 EP98916877.8
Hewlett-Packard Company    _A Delaware Corporation 
EP0986841 EP98928844.4
Swenco Products, Inc. 
EP0989826 EP98930294.8




LG ELECTRONICS INC 
EP0997531 EP99914755.6




University of Saskatchewan, The 
EP1000523 EP98945026.7  NOT ENGLISH
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1001464 EP99112077.5  NOT ENGLISH
Ericsson AB 
EP1008865 EP99309824.3
Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 
EP1011034 EP99204098.0
Eastman Kodak Company 
EP1011707 EP98945936.7
University of Medicine and Dentistry _of New Jersey, The 
PINTER, Abraham 
EP1012173 EP98930433.2
LUDWIG INSTITUTE FOR CANCER RESEARCH 
EP1012189 EP98941152.5
Metabolic Pharmaceuticals Ltd. 
EP1012320 EP98948143.7
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF 
MEDICINE 
EP1028124 EP99307066.3
Isis Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
EP1028481 EP00102792.9
MURATA MANUFACTURING CO., LTD. 
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EP1030470 EP00301028.7
Lucent Technologies Inc. 
EP1041852 EP00106032.6
NEC Corporation 
EP1046108 EP99970483.6  NOT ENGLISH
CP8 Technologies 
EP1048307 EP00202019.6
TORAY INDUSTRIES, INC. 
EP1048456 EP00301136.8






SAPPORO BREWERIES LTD. 
EP1056289 EP00304383.3
SHARP KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1058293 EP00111147.5  NOT ENGLISH
SEZ AG 
EP1060622 EP99908023.7
Telia AB (publ) 
EP1061527 EP00106932.7
Infineon Technologies North America Corp. 
EP1063227 EP99939190.7
Japan Science and Technology Agency 
EP1067214 EP00900812.9




Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha 
EP1070211 EP00904356.3
Isotech of Illinois, Inc. 
Steinert, William L 




CANON KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1075988 EP00112245.6
TRW Automotive U.S. LLC 
TRW VEHICLE SAFETY SYSTEMS INC. 
EP1076788 EP99916284.5
Alfa Laval Inc. 
EP1078004 EP99932626.7  NOT ENGLISH
Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum Stiftung des öffentlichen 
Rechts 
EP1078079 EP99922950.3
Regents of the University of California, The 
EP1079504 EP00118529.7
HONDA GIKEN KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1079550 EP99917116.8
Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha 





THE BOC GROUP, INC. 
EP1081605 EP00116356.7  NOT ENGLISH
Mindlab GmbH 
EP1082176 EP00923072.3





EP1099464 EP00403038.3  NOT ENGLISH
Institut Français du Pétrole 
EP1102749 EP99938237.7  NOT ENGLISH
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
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EP1104489 EP99936724.6  NOT ENGLISH
Proteus S.A. 
EP1104869 EP00126316.9
ICHIKOH INDUSTRIES LIMITED 





Siemens Communications, Inc. 
EP1108270 EP99938974.5
3M Innovative Properties Company 
EP1111974 EP00127521.3  NOT ENGLISH
Grundig Multimedia B.V. 
EP1113842 EP99948275.5
UAB RESEARCH FOUNDATION 





Monsanto Technology LLC 
EP1126051 EP00912672.3
Galan Int, S.L. 
EP1126151 EP01100319.1  NOT ENGLISH
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1128428 EP01104254.6  NOT ENGLISH
Qimonda AG 
EP1128777 EP99957553.3
Nobel Biocare AB 
EP1131422 EP99958044.2  NOT ENGLISH
Reutter, Werner Prof. Dr. 
EP1133086 EP01301718.1
Lucent Technologies Inc. 
EP1135934 EP99965061.7
MICROSOFT CORPORATION 
EP1136259 EP01105517.5  NOT ENGLISH
Advanced Sensing Devices GmbH 
EP1140198 EP00902481.1
Alchemia Oncology Pty Limited 
EP1141463 EP99960389.7








Elan Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
Wyeth 
EP1145696 EP00929890.2





Hintermister, William L 
EP1151388 EP00902418.3
ANALOG DEVICES, INC. 
EP1153013 EP00915719.9
ELI LILLY AND COMPANY 
EP1153665 EP00307888.8




SHARP KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1155488 EP00900594.3  NOT ENGLISH
Schneider Electric Industries SAS 
EP1155653 EP01104768.5  NOT ENGLISH
AEG Hausgeräte GmbH 
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EP1158931 EP00914792.7
Boston Scientific Limited 
EP1159797 EP00903743.3  NOT ENGLISH
Gemplus 
EP1160249 EP01113237.0  NOT ENGLISH
MERCK PATENT GmbH 
EP1160979 EP01113707.2
Texas Instruments Inc. 
EP1163838 EP01113498.8  NOT ENGLISH
Deere & Company 
EP1163912 EP00908055.7
TAKARA BIO INC. 
EP1164301 EP01114133.0
GE Transportation Systems S.p.A. 
EP1164822 EP01305150.3
Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 
EP1164935 EP00922446.0  NOT ENGLISH





EP1169161 EP00993820.0  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
EP1171715 EP00912645.9  NOT ENGLISH
HYDAC Technology GmbH 
EP1171870 EP00923633.2
QUALCOMM Incorporated 
EP1172026 EP00985334.2  NOT ENGLISH
Valeo Systemes de Controle Moteur 
EP1172393 EP00981759.4
DAICEL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, Ltd. 
EP1172654 EP00114788.3
Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum Stiftung des öffentlichen 
Rechts 
MOR RESEARCH APPLICATIONS LTD. 
EP1175025 EP01902741.6
NTT DoCoMo, Inc. 
EP1177312 EP00928535.4
Genetics Institute, LLC 
EP1177471 EP00909836.9
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson (publ) 
EP1178301 EP00909637.1
JFE Steel Corporation 
EP1178994 EP00924987.1
Vital Health Sciences Pty Ltd. 
EP1180178 EP00921497.4
KOHLER CO. 
EP1182077 EP01117014.9  NOT ENGLISH
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1182217 EP01120081.3
NIPPON SHOKUBAI CO., LTD. 
EP1183346 EP00932712.3
NEW ENGLAND BIOLABS, INC. 
Boston Biomedical Research Institute 
EP1188659 EP01122154.6
HONDA GIKEN KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1188894 EP00650130.8
Kenny, Simon J 
EP1190679 EP01120369.2  NOT ENGLISH
Carl-Zeiss-Stiftung trading as Carl Zeiss 
EP1191342 EP01122192.6  NOT ENGLISH




ABB Technology Ltd 
EP1193379 EP01308088.2
Goodrich Control Systems Limited 
EP1193904 EP01117538.7
Siemens S.p.A. 
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EP1194027 EP01308137.7
Sumitomo Wiring Systems, Ltd. 
EP1196186 EP00947204.4
Genentech, Inc. 
EP1198898 EP00945900.9  NOT ENGLISH
Siemens Schweiz AG 
EP1202332 EP01121388.1  NOT ENGLISH
Qimonda AG 
EP1202978 EP00949340.4  NOT ENGLISH
Bayer CropScience AG 
EP1203505 EP00958149.7  NOT ENGLISH
NOKIA SIEMENS NETWORKS GMBH & CO. KG 
EP1204376 EP00948626.7
Power Medical Interventions, Inc. 
EP1206613 EP00947672.2
Kriticos, Stephen C 
EP1207657 EP00310290.2
Lucent Technologies Inc. 
EP1208979 EP01118667.3  NOT ENGLISH
MAN Roland Druckmaschinen AG 
EP1211496 EP01310063.1
Nagano Keiki Co., Ltd. 
EP1212085 EP00956004.6
INEX Pharmaceuticals Corp. 
EP1214054 EP00967781.6
GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals S.A. 
EP1215379 EP01129275.2




Cisco Systems (Sweden) AB 
EP1218337 EP00961864.6





HONDA GIKEN KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1219901 EP01129126.7  NOT ENGLISH
BSH Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH 
EP1220707 EP00963822.2




Nokia Siemens Networks Oy 
EP1229322 EP02001815.6
HORIBA, LTD. 




EP1231434 EP02001639.0  NOT ENGLISH
Ahmad, Mazouri Dipl.-Ing. (FH) 
EP1232657 EP00987101.3  NOT ENGLISH
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1232725 EP02290368.6  NOT ENGLISH
COMMISSARIAT A L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE 
EP1233439 EP01947979.9
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. 
EP1236174 EP99963336.5  NOT ENGLISH





JOHNSON ELECTRIC S.A. 
EP1238851 EP01000461.2
Ford Global Technologies, LLC. 
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EP1241373 EP02290374.4  NOT ENGLISH
Barnes Group Switzerland GmbH 
EP1241617 EP02005469.8
Yuyama Mfg. Co., Ltd. 
EP1242426 EP00980679.5
Merck & Co., Inc. 
EP1244715 EP00991868.1






Sony Deutschland GmbH 
EP1250893 EP02252310.4
Carl Zeiss Meditec AG 
EP1251927 EP00976862.3
DONALDSON COMPANY, INC. 
EP1252633 EP01908714.7
Hong Kong University of Science & Technology, The 
EP1254545 EP01903538.5
Nortel Networks Limited 
EP1254717 EP02253016.6
Dalsa Semiconductor Inc. 
EP1255611 EP00900046.4
Patent Applied Technology 
EP1255838 EP01906510.1
Temasek Life Sciences Laboratory Limited 
EP1256097 EP01904150.8
Mineral Lassen LLC 
EP1257368 EP01905723.1  NOT ENGLISH
BASF Coatings AG 
EP1257809 EP01919300.2  NOT ENGLISH
Graffinity Pharmaceutical Design GmbH 
EP1258328 EP02009838.0  NOT ENGLISH
Michael Weinig Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1258472 EP02253203.0
ROHM AND HAAS COMPANY 
EP1259271 EP01909907.6  NOT ENGLISH
Ceravic 
EP1259626 EP01914501.0
LUDWIG INSTITUTE FOR CANCER RESEARCH 
Licentia OY 
EP1260278 EP02291277.8
Nippon Paint Co., Ltd. 
EP1260327 EP02100418.9  NOT ENGLISH
Kuchler, Fritz 
EP1266107 EP01957605.7
Hume, James M 
EP1266555 EP02017577.4
CNH Canada Ltd. 
EP1266587 EP01304986.1
Kabushiki Kaisha Tokai Rika Denki Seisakusho 
EP1267021 EP01401533.3




SVENSKA ROTOR MASKINER AB 
EP1269143 EP00967684.2  NOT ENGLISH
P.A.L.M. Microlaser Technologies AG 
EP1269346 EP01924134.8
Jaber Associates, L.L.C. 
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EP1270228 EP02254279.9
Hewlett-Packard Company 
EP1270583 EP02013630.5  NOT ENGLISH
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
EP1270998 EP02013324.5






ODS Properties, Inc. 
EP1278334 EP02254695.6
CANON KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1278569 EP01928171.6
Aerogen (Ireland) Limited 
EP1279305 EP01928502.2




Sandvik Intellectual Property AB 
EP1280943 EP02704886.7  NOT ENGLISH
ETUDES ET CONSTRUCTIONS MECANIQUES 
EP1283274 EP01120859.2  NOT ENGLISH









EP1288909 EP02016291.3  NOT ENGLISH
Delphi Technologies, Inc. 
EP1288933 EP02255657.5
Ricoh Company Ltd. 
EP1289208 EP02078112.6
Roke Manor Research Limited 
EP1289993 EP01941972.0
VERTEX PHARMACEUTICALS INCORPORATED 
EP1290327 EP01934744.2
Scania CV AB 
EP1290452 EP01939753.8




THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 







Chesham Chemicals Limited 
EP1295389 EP01949584.5  NOT ENGLISH
CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE 
SCIENTIFIQUE (CNRS) 
EP1296315 EP02021453.2
Ricoh Company, Ltd. 
EP1296342 EP02356177.2  NOT ENGLISH
Ferraz Shawmut 
EP1296449 EP01122979.6
Sony Deutschland GmbH 
Sony Corporation 
EP1296464 EP01308075.9
Lucent Technologies Inc. 
EP1297855 EP01122660.2
DAINIPPON INK AND CHEMICALS, INC. 
Toyo Boseki Kabushiki Kaisha 
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EP1297990 EP02256199.7
NISSAN MOTOR COMPANY, LIMITED 
EP1299194 EP01962787.6  NOT ENGLISH




Nara Machinery Co., Ltd. 
EP1300312 EP02450183.5  NOT ENGLISH
Franz Plasser Bahnbaumaschinen-Industriegesellschaft m.b.H. 
EP1300965 EP02354137.8  NOT ENGLISH
Schneider Electric Industries SA 
EP1303404 EP01964839.3  NOT ENGLISH




Cryovascular Systems, Inc. 
EP1307083 EP01943886.0
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
EP1309598 EP01925207.1
Fluorotechnics Pty Limited 
EP1310525 EP02733251.9
Mitsui Mining & Smelting Co., Ltd. 
EP1310586 EP02254732.7
Albany International Techniweave, Inc. 
EP1311752 EP01947416.2  NOT ENGLISH
Dr. Ing. H.C.F. Porsche Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1312591 EP01126970.1  NOT ENGLISH
Unifrax GmbH 
EP1312808 EP02257867.8
Nuovo Pignone Holding S.P.A. 
EP1314038 EP01967307.8  NOT ENGLISH




AP Pharma, Inc. 
EP1316485 EP02025307.6  NOT ENGLISH
Hella KGaA Hueck & Co. 
EP1317237 EP01971561.4
Random Products Trust 
EP1318980 EP01960717.5
Novartis AG 
EP1319104 EP01969862.0  NOT ENGLISH
Arjowiggins Security 
EP1319253 EP01976231.9  NOT ENGLISH
Infineon Technologies AG 





DAINIPPON INK AND CHEMICALS, INC. 
EP1324446 EP02258868.5




Elekta AB (publ) 
EP1329382 EP03250178.5
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION 
EP1331342 EP02258856.0
ITW Limited 




EP1332919 EP03001418.7  NOT ENGLISH
BOS GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1332928 EP03002529.0
KEY SAFETY SYSTEMS, INC. 
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EP1333360 EP03250330.2
Pace Micro Technology PLC 





Kanto Kagaku Kabushiki Kaisha 
NEC Electronics Corporation 
EP1336734 EP03001799.0
TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1338075 EP01999034.0
Honeywell International Inc. 
EP1339280 EP01983709.5
Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust, The 
EP1340532 EP03251245.1
AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS, INC. 
EP1340966 EP03009149.0
MTS SYSTEMS CORPORATION 
EP1342308 EP01983111.4
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. 
EP1344001 EP01272002.5  NOT ENGLISH
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1347348 EP03251766.6
Kabushiki Kaisha Toshiba 
EP1347409 EP03251814.4
Oxley Developments Company Limited 
EP1347454 EP03012296.4
PIONEER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 
EP1349145 EP03251975.3
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 
EP1350697 EP03010244.6
TK Holdings, Inc. 
EP1351362 EP03006902.5
Tsubakimoto Chain Co. 
EP1352896 EP03013990.1
AstraZeneca AB 
EP1353381 EP03100971.5  NOT ENGLISH
COMMISSARIAT A L’ENERGIE ATOMIQUE 
EP1354574 EP03006692.2  NOT ENGLISH
Salomon S.A. 
EP1355419 EP03008490.9
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
EP1356619 EP02706622.4  NOT ENGLISH
NOKIA SIEMENS NETWORKS GMBH & CO. KG 
EP1358018 EP01273719.3  NOT ENGLISH
Ferro GmbH 
EP1358830 EP03014261.6
OTTER CONTROLS LIMITED 
EP1361117 EP02010559.9  NOT ENGLISH
Goodrich Lighting Systems GmbH 
EP1362854 EP02700711.1
Teijin Pharma Limited 
EP1362915 EP01906247.0
National Institute of Agrobiological Sciences 
Kamimura, Manabu 




EP1368301 EP02716805.3  NOT ENGLISH
Bayer HealthCare AG 
EP1368421 EP02710706.9
Styrophen International Pty. Ltd. 
EP1368460 EP01961632.5
Visigen Biotechnologies, Inc. 
EP1368565 EP02711618.5
Volvo Lastvagnar AB 
EP1369539 EP03005865.5  NOT ENGLISH
Heraklith GmbH 
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EP1369880 EP03012626.2  NOT ENGLISH
EPCOS AG 
EP1369881 EP03012625.4  NOT ENGLISH
EPCOS AG 




Dwyer, Robert Charles 
EP1371983 EP03012945.6
Canon Kabushiki Kaisha 
EP1372691 EP02757916.8
THE UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI 
EP1373681 EP01963618.2
SANDAMIX AS 
EP1374505 EP02757713.9  NOT ENGLISH
Infineon Technologies AG 
EP1375109 EP03014304.4
SUMITOMO RUBBER INDUSTRIES LIMITED 
EP1375382 EP03076942.6






International Waterjet Parts, Inc. 
EP1382367 EP01926067.8
KABUSHIKIKAISHA IGAKI IRYO SEKKEI 
EP1384255 EP02740548.9  NOT ENGLISH





EP1386619 EP03010245.3  NOT ENGLISH
Arzneimittel GmbH _Apotheker Vetter & Co. Ravensburg 
EP1386997 EP03017373.6
LG ELECTRONICS INC. 
EP1387059 EP03014997.5  NOT ENGLISH
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1387104 EP03016372.9  NOT ENGLISH
ZF Sachs AG 
EP1387637 EP02722575.4




Seiko Epson Corporation 
EP1390236 EP02736616.0
AUTOLIV ASP, INC. 
EP1390342 EP02771709.9
Nihon Nohyaku Co., Ltd. 
EP1390522 EP02771845.1
BIO-RAD LABORATORIES, INC. 
EP1390817 EP01948086.2
LG ELECTRONICS INC. 
EP1391304 EP03018713.2
SEIKO EPSON CORPORATION 
EP1391470 EP02018007.1
GUN EI CHEMICAL INDUSTRY CO., LTD. 
EP1391637 EP03018857.7  NOT ENGLISH
IMS Gear GmbH 
EP1391899 EP03017324.9  NOT ENGLISH
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH 
EP1392665 EP02738123.5
Glaxo Group Limited 
EP1395981 EP02743323.4  NOT ENGLISH
Wavecom 
EP1396718 EP03103259.2  NOT ENGLISH
METTLER-TOLEDO AG 
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EP1396990 EP03102574.5  NOT ENGLISH
Siemens Enterprise Communications GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1397583 EP02734937.2
Canadian Hydrogen Energy Company Ltd. 
EP1398820 EP03291995.3
MITSUBISHI HEAVY INDUSTRIES, LTD. 
EP1399525 EP02745516.1  NOT ENGLISH
Rhodia Electronics and Catalysis 
Le Roux, Olivier 
Le Mercier, Thierry 
EP1399567 EP02726650.1
E.I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS AND COMPANY 
EP1399624 EP02754702.5
Ciba Specialty Chemicals Water Treatments Limited 
EP1399680 EP02704651.5  NOT ENGLISH
GEP Umwelttechnik GmbH 
EP1399784 EP02730452.6
Parametric Optimization Solutions Ltd. 
EP1400864 EP03021141.1
Ricoh Company, Ltd. 
EP1402649 EP01950101.4




HONDA GIKEN KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1404331 EP02744835.6
Penwest Pharmaceuticals Co. 
EP1405436 EP02729910.6  NOT ENGLISH
Infineon Technologies AG 
EP1405979 EP02405853.9  NOT ENGLISH
HAWA AG 
EP1406818 EP02752396.8
Melrose, David M 
EP1407693 EP03021280.7  NOT ENGLISH
Dauphin Entwicklungs- u. Beteiligungs GmbH 
EP1409222 EP01913432.9
HUSKY INJECTION MOLDING SYSTEMS LTD. 
EP1410521 EP01944948.7  NOT ENGLISH
Systemonic AG 
EP1410576 EP01900435.7  NOT ENGLISH
NOKIA SIEMENS NETWORKS GMBH & CO. KG 
EP1410593 EP02707386.5
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson (publ) 
EP1410673 EP02735084.2  NOT ENGLISH
Infineon Technologies AG 
EP1411044 EP04001128.0
Emerald Polymer Additives, LLC 
EP1411216 EP03021121.3  NOT ENGLISH
DaimlerChrysler AG 
EP1412289 EP02763225.6
Chevron U.S.A. Inc. 
EP1412445 EP02759157.7
Clariant Finance (BVI) Limited 
EP1412456 EP02731986.2
BP Corporation North America Inc. 
EP1413317 EP03251978.7
ETHICON INC. 
EP1416846 EP02794760.5  NOT ENGLISH
Eberhard-Karls-Universität Tübingen Universitätsklinikum 
EP1417665 EP02751435.5
Compass Maps Limited 
EP1419686 EP03256528.5
Husqvarna UK Limited 
EP1420622 EP02257851.2
Saint Song Corporation 
EP1420801 EP02758008.3
THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
EP1421622 EP02796331.3  NOT ENGLISH
E2V SEMICONDUCTORS 
EP1421810 EP02759961.2
Research In Motion Limited 
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EP1425417 EP02760329.9  NOT ENGLISH
Clondiag Chip Technologies GmbH 
EP1425494 EP02759320.1
Mullins, Albert A 
EP1425974 EP01982067.9
Xu, Jiying 




Editoriale Friulana S.R.L. 
EP1429282 EP03027231.4  NOT ENGLISH
Deutsche Telekom AG 
EP1429738 EP02783988.5
McNeil-PPC, INC. 
EP1430486 EP02776747.4  NOT ENGLISH
JPK Instruments AG 
EP1430999 EP04002949.8
ULTIMATE ABRASIVE SYSTEMS, L.L.C. 
EP1432360 EP02773337.7
Manoa Medical, Inc. 
EP1432861 EP02765934.1
BBA Nonwovens Simpsonville, Inc. 
EP1433729 EP02406144.2  NOT ENGLISH
WIFAG Maschinenfabrik AG 
EP1434003 EP03028042.4  NOT ENGLISH
UBB Magdeburg Kipper & Dr. Stegmann GbR 
EP1434930 EP02797556.4
TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1436565 EP02768179.0




JOHN ZINK COMPANY,L.L.C. 
EP1437565 EP02765493.8
HOSHIZAKI DENKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1438435 EP02797818.8
DATASCOPE INVESTMENT CORP. 





Kraft Foods R&D, Inc. 







F. HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE AG 
EP1448551 EP02772689.2
OSI Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
Pfizer, Inc. 
EP1448611 EP02802658.1




G.D SOCIETÀ PER AZIONI 
EP1455587 EP02783090.0
Unilever Plc 
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EP1455831 EP02792102.2
Pantarhei Bioscience B.V. 
EP1456539 EP02782831.8  NOT ENGLISH
KNF FLODOS AG 
EP1456914 EP01274757.2
Safety Quick Light Ltd. 
EP1457225 EP04251415.8
Biosense Webster, Inc. 
EP1457611 EP04004638.5  NOT ENGLISH
Bayer MaterialScience AG 
EP1459910 EP02790765.8
Sumitomo Rubber Industries, Ltd. 
EP1460902 EP02781428.4
C & C Systems Limited 
EP1461281 EP02792491.9
THE GATES CORPORATION 
EP1461977 EP02803419.7
TeliaSonera Finland Oyj 
EP1462501 EP03257906.2
ROHM AND HAAS COMPANY 
EP1468487 EP03708839.0
Skyworks Solutions, Inc. 
EP1468820 EP03425173.6
COOPBOX Eastern sro 
EP1469941 EP03700841.4
THE UNIVERSITY OF READING 
EP1470143 EP03734605.3  NOT ENGLISH
Morphochem Aktiengesellschaft Für Kombinatorische    _Chemie 
EP1470978 EP04003778.0  NOT ENGLISH
Continental Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1472764 EP03707358.2
CEYX TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
Sanchez Olea, Jorge 
EP1472783 EP03714719.6  NOT ENGLISH




SHELL INTERNATIONALE RESEARCH MAATSCHAPPIJ 
B.V. 
EP1476372 EP03706623.0
G.D SOCIETÀ PER AZIONI 
EP1477124 EP04252487.6
C.H. Medical Limited 
EP1478222 EP03743088.1
REKORDVERKEN SWEDEN AB 
EP1479052 EP03742900.8
Mastercard Europe SPRL 
EP1481588 EP03257976.5
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 
EP1481974 EP04020713.6  NOT ENGLISH
OXEA Deutschland GmbH 
EP1482104 EP03076651.3  NOT ENGLISH
Antoine, Marc 




EP1485431 EP03725298.8  NOT ENGLISH
COMMISSARIAT A L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE 
EP1486252 EP04102227.8
C.R.F. Società Consortile per Azioni 
EP1487906 EP03704498.9  NOT ENGLISH
BLANCO GmbH + Co KG 
EP1489277 EP03712833.7
IBIDEN CO., LTD. 
EP1490227 EP03712045.8
Lamberti Spa 
EP1490643 EP03711701.7  NOT ENGLISH
CARACAL INTERNATIONAL L.L.C. 
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EP1490959 EP03712613.3
Commergy Technologies Limited 
EP1492654 EP03719012.1
NIJMAN WOOD MODIFICATION TRADING COMPANY 
LTD. 
EP1493350 EP04291330.1  NOT ENGLISH
L’OREAL 
EP1493647 EP03425408.6
Key Safety Systems, Inc. 
EP1495255 EP03745364.4




Gamesa Innovation & Technology, S.L. Unipersonal 
EP1499409 EP03747453.3
SHELL INTERNATIONALE RESEARCH MAATSCHAPPIJ 
B.V. 
EP1500042 EP03727816.5
Mineral Lassen LLC 
EP1501586 EP03722019.1
Cardinal Health 303, Inc. 





ROHM AND HAAS COMPANY 




EP1508476 EP04019242.9  NOT ENGLISH
AUDI AG 
EP1508634 EP04016916.1  NOT ENGLISH
Reifenhäuser GmbH & Co. KG Maschinenfabrik 
EP1509606 EP03735524.5




Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. 
EP1510927 EP04255101.0
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. 
EP1511650 EP03736821.4
Intier Automotive Inc. 
EP1512028 EP03755454.0
SiRF Technology, Inc. 
EP1512402 EP02733432.5
THE KITASATO INSTITUTE 
EP1512849 EP04021165.8
TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
DENSO CORPORATION 
EP1512981 EP03405641.6  NOT ENGLISH
ABB RESEARCH LTD. 
EP1513279 EP03405655.6
ABB RESEARCH LTD. 
EP1513385 EP03255466.9
Excel Cell Electronic Co., Ltd. 
EP1513447 EP03734337.3
Facet Technologies, LLC 
EP1514479 EP04255535.9
Mars, Inc. 
EP1515410 EP04020706.0  NOT ENGLISH
komax Holding AG 
EP1515905 EP03725152.7  NOT ENGLISH
OPTIMA filling and packaging machines GmbH 
EP1515930 EP03762008.5
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company 
EP1516832 EP03020517.3  NOT ENGLISH
Westfalia Logistics Technologies GmbH & Co. KG 
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E.I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS AND COMPANY 
EP1518551 EP04255750.4
McNEIL-PPC, INC. 
EP1518653 EP04104630.1  NOT ENGLISH
THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY 
EP1519535 EP04255373.5
Avaya Technology Corp. 
EP1519614 EP04255625.8
Lucent Technologies Inc. 
EP1519829 EP03730056.3  NOT ENGLISH
DaimlerChrysler AG 
EP1521951 EP03755605.7  NOT ENGLISH
FGP INSTRUMENTATION 
EP1523862 EP03738406.2




E.I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS AND COMPANY 
EP1527112 EP03784816.5
ExxonMobil Chemical Patents, Inc. 
EP1527379 EP03771423.5









EP1530807 EP03792108.7  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
EP1531030 EP04256976.4
Knowledge & Merchandising, Inc. Limited 
EP1531964 EP03792400.8  NOT ENGLISH
BSH Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH 
EP1533099 EP05004302.5  NOT ENGLISH




CANON KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1534458 EP03793459.3  NOT ENGLISH
Fronius International GmbH 
EP1534678 EP03771076.1
Nabriva Therapeutics Forschungs GmbH 
EP1535432 EP03792916.3
Telia AB (publ) 
EP1536015 EP04000943.3
Bavarian Nordic A/S 
EP1536765 EP03795439.3




Pharmacia & Upjohn Company LLC 
EP1540131 EP03755808.7






TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1542404 EP04257564.7
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. 
EP1542863 EP03769310.8
Adler Plastic S.p.A. 
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EP1543502 EP03773796.2  NOT ENGLISH
Thales 
EP1543889 EP04027505.9  NOT ENGLISH
BHT Hygienetechnik GmbH 
EP1544429 EP03795315.5
TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1545290 EP03769316.5  NOT ENGLISH




Solvay Advanced Polymers, L.L.C. 
EP1546599 EP03797380.7
B-Tech International Limited 
EP1547200 EP03751941.0




G.D Societa' per Azioni 
EP1547863 EP04029704.6
ICHIKOH INDUSTRIES, LTD. 
EP1547939 EP03798545.4
Yoshino Kogyosho Co., Ltd. 
EP1547951 EP04257141.4
Tokyo Kikai Seisakusho, Ltd. 
EP1548117 EP05002479.3
Monsanto UK Ltd. 
EP1548874 EP04016127.5  NOT ENGLISH
Kathrein-Werke KG 
EP1548888 EP04106816.4
Tyco Electronics AMP K.K. 
EP1550635 EP04258197.5
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. 
EP1550820 EP05005212.5  NOT ENGLISH







ANALOG DEVICES, INC. 
EP1552872 EP05000241.9
AAF-McQuay Inc. 
EP1553286 EP04106517.8  NOT ENGLISH
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1553324 EP05300018.8  NOT ENGLISH
SNECMA 











DOW CORNING CORPORATION 
EP1559225 EP02761783.6
Honeywell, Inc. 
EP1559263 EP03809699.6  NOT ENGLISH
Deutsche Telekom AG 
EP1563915 EP05300118.6  NOT ENGLISH
Renault s.a.s. 
EP1566258 EP05000444.9  NOT ENGLISH
SIG Technology Ltd. 
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EP1566578 EP05002836.4
TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1566695 EP05010345.6
ASML Netherlands B.V. 
EP1567807 EP03786028.5  NOT ENGLISH
SEB S.A. 
EP1568388 EP05010294.6  NOT ENGLISH
Tecpharma Licensing AG 
EP1568438 EP05101186.4
YAMAZAKI MAZAK KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
EP1568525 EP04004476.0  NOT ENGLISH
DBK David + Baader GmbH 
EP1572612 EP03780146.1
Syngenta Participations AG 
EP1574233 EP04015003.9




Casio Computer Co., Ltd. 
EP1576883 EP05102012.1
Machinefabriek Geurtsen Deventer B.V. 
EP1576901 EP05290439.8  NOT ENGLISH
L’OREAL 
EP1576982 EP05101755.6





EP1578537 EP03813892.1  NOT ENGLISH
REXAM DISPENSING SYSTEMS S.A.S.U. 
EP1578985 EP02790638.7
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research 
EP1579281 EP03783003.1
Marine Cybernetics AS 
EP1579923 EP05004287.8
Yoshino Kogyosho Co., Ltd. 
EP1580231 EP05006510.1  NOT ENGLISH
Kometra Kunststoff-Modifikatoren und Additiv GmbH 






Teco Image System Co., Ltd. 
EP1583798 EP03799991.9
EASTMAN CHEMICAL COMPANY 
EP1584384 EP05004494.0  NOT ENGLISH
Sundwig GmbH. 
EP1586406 EP04014434.7
EO Technics Co.,Ltd. 
EP1587117 EP04008790.0  NOT ENGLISH
Delphi Technologies, Inc. 
EP1589084 EP05006415.3
Nitto Denko Corporation 
EP1589469 EP05005753.8






Showa Denko K.K. 
EP1590587 EP03815769.9
Snap-Tite Technologies, Inc. 
EP1590592 EP04707243.4
UPONOR INNOVATION AB 
EP1591202 EP05009235.2
Makita Corporation 
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EP1591758 EP05102667.2  NOT ENGLISH
Moeller GmbH 
EP1592319 EP04707247.5  NOT ENGLISH
L’OREAL 
EP1592736 EP03796773.4
3M Innovative Properties Company 
EP1593479 EP05005346.1
Orient Chemical Industries, Ltd. 
EP1594598 EP03799707.9  NOT ENGLISH
L'AIR LIQUIDE, Société Anonyme pour l'Etude _et l'Exploitation 
des Procédés 
Georges Claude 
Institut National Polytechnique de Toulouse SRDI 
EP1594820 EP04702327.0
UREA CASALE S.A. 
EP1595086 EP03769023.7  NOT ENGLISH
MAGNA Drivetrain AG & Co KG 
EP1595673 EP05103748.9  NOT ENGLISH
Société de Technologie MICHELIN 
MICHELIN Recherche et Technique S.A. 
EP1596216 EP05010308.4
Seiko Epson Corporation 
EP1598399 EP05010636.8
Tohcello Co., Ltd. 
EP1598566 EP05251679.6
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION 
EP1598713 EP05104201.8
Xerox Corporation 
EP1599387 EP04717043.6  NOT ENGLISH
Siedlaczek, Udo 
EP1599396 EP04715882.9  NOT ENGLISH
Conteyor Multibag Systems N.V. 
EP1599749 EP04701464.2
3M Innovative Properties Company 
EP1600052 EP05009622.1  NOT ENGLISH
Kverneland Group Gottmadingen GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1600595 EP05004637.4  NOT ENGLISH
Lämmermann, Gerd 
EP1600653 EP05011089.9  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GmbH 
EP1601150 EP05253182.9
NTT DoCoMo, Inc. 





Baby Dan A/S 
EP1602167 EP04718899.0
DET International Holding Limited 
EP1602690 EP04718738.0
Mitsubishi Rayon Co., Ltd. 
EP1603001 EP05015338.6
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
EP1603263 EP04291411.9
Freescale Semiconductor Inc. 
Dibcom 
EP1603351 EP05104318.0  NOT ENGLISH
Alcatel Lucent 
EP1603989 EP04718647.3  NOT ENGLISH
Stowe Woodward F & E GmbH 
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der angewandten 
Forschung e.V. 
EP1604436 EP04718982.4








3M Innovative Properties Company 
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EP1611934 EP05291325.8  NOT ENGLISH
FILTRAUTO 
EP1612432 EP05104993.0  NOT ENGLISH
Newfrey LLC 
EP1612560 EP04015573.1
F. HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE AG 
EP1613428 EP04758661.5








Pacific Industrial Co., Ltd. 
EP1616921 EP04103389.5
Agfa Graphics N.V. 
EP1617302 EP05015210.7
Seiko Epson Corporation 
EP1617425 EP05253811.3








EP1619236 EP05014281.9  NOT ENGLISH
Westfalia Separator AG 
EP1620196 EP04726694.5




INTERDIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION 
EP1621148 EP05254666.0
Cordis Neurovascular, Inc. 
EP1621394 EP05008569.5  NOT ENGLISH
HS Products Engineering GmbH 
EP1621417 EP05076458.8
Delphi Korea Corporation 
EP1621570 EP05016294.0
National Starch and Chemical Investment Holding Corporation 
EP1622990 EP04741545.0
HUNTSMAN INTERNATIONAL LLC 
EP1623389 EP04731908.2  NOT ENGLISH
SkiData AG 
EP1623557 EP04752323.8
Cisco Technology, Inc. 
EP1623810 EP05015062.2  NOT ENGLISH
Otto Männer Innovation GmbH 
EP1624399 EP05021634.0
Validity Sensors Inc. 
EP1625987 EP05015280.0  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GmbH 
EP1626058 EP05018357.3
Genentech, Inc. 
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EP1626382 EP05022999.6
American Calcar Inc. 
EP1627007 EP04753141.3




Airbus Deutschland GmbH 
EP1629335 EP04753799.8
ROBERTSHAW CONTROLS COMPANY 
EP1629762 EP05017759.1  NOT ENGLISH
Electrostar Schöttle GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1629913 EP04020104.8  NOT ENGLISH
Graf, Ernst 
EP1629935 EP05107480.5  NOT ENGLISH
ALSTOM Technology Ltd 
EP1630179 EP05016805.3
ASAHI GLASS COMPANY LTD. 
EP1630523 EP05022998.8
American Calcar Inc. 
EP1630719 EP05018544.6
Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha 





EP1632434 EP05300702.7  NOT ENGLISH
Papeteries et Cartonneries Lacaux Freres SA 
EP1632527 EP05016341.9
SUMITOMO RUBBER INDUSTRIES, LTD. 
EP1634259 EP04755458.9
Honeywell International Inc. 
EP1634281 EP04736764.4
XYRATEX TECHNOLOGY LIMITED 
EP1634900 EP05255293.2
Rohm and Haas Company 
EP1634928 EP05255650.3
SHIN-ETSU CHEMICAL CO., LTD. 
EP1635167 EP04021958.6  NOT ENGLISH




F. HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE AG 
EP1636859 EP05726210.7  NOT ENGLISH
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1637386 EP04022007.1  NOT ENGLISH
DaimlerChrysler AG 
EP1637670 EP04022123.6  NOT ENGLISH
HALFEN GmbH 
EP1637931 EP05255472.2
ASML Netherlands B.V. 
EP1638037 EP05077796.0
Activcard Ireland, Limited 
EP1638249 EP05108325.1
TeliaSonera Finland Oyj 
EP1638853 EP04767424.7  NOT ENGLISH
Alcan Packaging Capsules 
EP1640146 EP05018144.5  NOT ENGLISH
BOBST S.A. 
EP1640154 EP05077627.7
Dupont Teijin Films U.S. Limited Partnership 
EP1641148 EP04090375.9  NOT ENGLISH
Infineon Technologies AG 
EP1641154 EP04104606.1
Research In Motion Limited 
EP1641564 EP03817332.4  NOT ENGLISH
november Aktiengesellschaft Gesellschaft für Molekulare Medizin 
EP1642901 EP05106836.9
Pfizer Products Inc. 
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Lucent Technologies Inc. 
EP1643298 EP05256112.3
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 
EP1643525 EP04405612.5  NOT ENGLISH
ABB Schweiz AG 
EP1643665 EP04255949.2
Lucent Technologies Inc. 
EP1643700 EP05255912.7
Lucent Technologies Inc. 
EP1643704 EP04023342.1
Sony Deutschland GmbH 
EP1644380 EP04777042.5
HARBOR BRANCH OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION, 
INC. 
EP1645016 EP04740950.3  NOT ENGLISH
Leopold Kostal GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1645203 EP05006362.7  NOT ENGLISH







EP1649174 EP04763367.2  NOT ENGLISH
fischerwerke Artur Fischer GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1649278 EP04801965.7
PDA Security Solutions, Inc. 
EP1649715 EP03817937.0
NTT DoCoMo INC. 
EP1649995 EP05019732.6  NOT ENGLISH
Harburg-Freudenberger Maschinenbau GmbH 
EP1651472 EP04732067.6
AUTOLIV DEVELOPMENT AB 
EP1652161 EP04738894.7  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
EP1656268 EP04762645.2  NOT ENGLISH
ZF FRIEDRICHSHAFEN AG 
EP1656509 EP04736174.6  NOT ENGLISH
GKN Driveline Deutschland GmbH 
EP1657113 EP06001366.1  NOT ENGLISH
Webasto AG 
EP1657180 EP05291908.1  NOT ENGLISH
Smurfit Lembacel 
EP1657324 EP04026653.8
ATOTECH Deutschland GmbH 
EP1657360 EP04027230.4  NOT ENGLISH
Hueck Folien Ges.m.b.H 
EP1657474 EP04026660.3  NOT ENGLISH
Viking GmbH 
EP1658608 EP04769805.5
Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 
EP1658694 EP04786277.6  NOT ENGLISH
FRANCE TELECOM 
EP1660336 EP04764368.9  NOT ENGLISH
Georg Fischer Verkehrstechnik GmbH 
EP1660347 EP04782941.1
L & P Property Management Company 
EP1660595 EP04788592.6
E.I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS AND COMPANY 




EP1663444 EP04764636.9  NOT ENGLISH
E. Begerow GmbH & Co. 
EP1663945 EP04764836.5  NOT ENGLISH
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
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EP1663955 EP04820833.4  NOT ENGLISH
Degussa GmbH 
EP1664357 EP04761908.5  NOT ENGLISH
PEWAG AUSTRIA GmbH 
Swiss Steel AG 
EP1664477 EP04775061.7
National Oilwell Norway AS 
EP1664813 EP04762679.1  NOT ENGLISH
Infineon Technologies AG 
EP1665914 EP04765410.8  NOT ENGLISH
Endress + Hauser GmbH + Co.KG. 
EP1665989 EP05256053.9
ETHICON ENDO-SURGERY, INC. 
EP1666112 EP05251427.0




VICTOR COMPANY OF JAPAN, LTD. 
EP1667127 EP06004924.4
VICTOR COMPANY OF JAPAN, LTD. 
EP1668088 EP04779895.4
3M Innovative Properties Company 
EP1668102 EP04761944.0
Givaudan SA 
EP1668778 EP04786878.1  NOT ENGLISH
Infineon Technologies AG 
EP1669792 EP06003529.2
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 
EP1669914 EP04257308.9
Research In Motion Limited 
EP1671029 EP04762588.4  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 











Scanvaegt International A/S 
Choai, Orley d S 
EP1674006 EP04030254.9  NOT ENGLISH
MobileService GmbH 
EP1674355 EP05257802.8
Kabushiki Kaisha Tokai Rika Denki Seisakusho 
EP1676748 EP05028473.6






Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 
EP1680446 EP04818758.7
Pevion Biotech Ltd. 
EP1680889 EP04783775.2
Macrovision Corporation 
EP1681022 EP06004890.7  NOT ENGLISH




Perstorp Specialty Chemicals AB 
EP1682649 EP04765165.8  NOT ENGLISH
Henkel Kommanditgesellschaft auf Aktien 
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EP1683198 EP04799717.6
Casio Computer Co., Ltd. 
EP1684392 EP05257428.2
RAYTHEON COMPANY 
EP1684948 EP04797238.5  NOT ENGLISH
VON ARX AG Maschinenfabrik 
EP1685804 EP06100921.3
Inion Oy 
EP1686684 EP06000344.9  NOT ENGLISH
Diehl BGT Defence GmbH & Co.KG 
EP1686732 EP05001799.5  NOT ENGLISH
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1687093 EP04802732.0  NOT ENGLISH
EcoEnergy Gesellschaft für Energie- und _Umwelttechnik mbH 
EP1687507 EP04808849.6
V-Tech AS 
EP1687542 EP04802785.8  NOT ENGLISH




International Business Machines Corporation 
EP1689517 EP04765330.8  NOT ENGLISH
Poromedia Gmbh 
EP1689617 EP04765450.4  NOT ENGLISH
AKsys GmbH 
EP1692661 EP04799156.7
Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 
EP1692981 EP05405708.8  NOT ENGLISH
Visplay International AG 





CYTEC SURFACE SPECIALTIES, S.A. 
EP1697593 EP04805506.5  NOT ENGLISH
LOHR INDUSTRIE 
EP1697929 EP05715289.4  NOT ENGLISH




EP1699575 EP04803686.7  NOT ENGLISH
SMS Demag AG 
EP1699855 EP04803795.6
DSM IP Assets B.V. 
EP1699955 EP04815105.4
E.I.Du pont de nemours and company 
EP1700583 EP06101084.9
Cranc Solutions, S.L. 
EP1703118 EP06100010.5  NOT ENGLISH
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 
EP1703596 EP06005600.9  NOT ENGLISH
Hirschmann Automotive GmbH 
EP1704779 EP06014477.1
S.C. JOHNSON & SON, INC. 
EP1705971 EP06013130.7
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
EP1706524 EP05700900.3  NOT ENGLISH
Rennebeck, Klaus Dr. 
Scheller, Albert Dr. 
EP1706605 EP04816403.2  NOT ENGLISH
Saint-Gobain Centre de Recherches et d'Etudes Européen 
EP1708963 EP04803902.8  NOT ENGLISH
MERCK PATENT GmbH 
EP1709334 EP05700985.4  NOT ENGLISH
HYDAC TECHNOLOGY GMBH 
EP1709850 EP04802934.2  NOT ENGLISH
Conti Temic Microelectronic GmbH 
EP1710767 EP06356036.1  NOT ENGLISH
Neavia Technologies 
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EP1712051 EP05705538.6
IBIQUITY DIGITAL CORPORATION 
EP1712103 EP04714705.3




EP1713616 EP05707082.3  NOT ENGLISH
Ex-Cell-O GmbH 
EP1714538 EP05008943.2  NOT ENGLISH
Müthing GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1714672 EP06006091.0  NOT ENGLISH
BIOTRONIK CRM Patent AG 
EP1714735 EP06004016.9  NOT ENGLISH
TTS Tooltechnic Systems AG & Co. KG 
EP1715412 EP05103043.5




IMI VISION LIMITED 
EP1716273 EP05707477.5  NOT ENGLISH
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der angewandten 
Forschung e.V. 
EP1718467 EP05723178.9
Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 
EP1719091 EP05752457.1
Gebert, Rüdiger H 
EP1725476 EP04744171.2
Intelligent Packaging Systems Group S.A. 
EP1726807 EP06009583.3
HONDA MOTOR CO., Ltd. 
EP1726988 EP06010635.8
Seiko Epson Corporation 
EP1727261 EP05104339.6  NOT ENGLISH
ebm-papst Mulfingen GmbH & Co.KG 
EP1727539 EP05728686.6  NOT ENGLISH
SCHWARZ PHARMA AG 
EP1727970 EP05715936.0  NOT ENGLISH
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1727971 EP05731749.7  NOT ENGLISH
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1728978 EP05112792.6
C.R.F. Società Consortile per Azioni 
EP1728979 EP05112799.1
C.R.F. Società Consortile per Azioni 
EP1729894 EP05736036.4
Secretary of State for Defence, The 
EP1733154 EP05733104.3
THE GATES CORPORATION 
EP1733404 EP05717152.2
ITT Manufacturing ENTERPRISES, Inc. 
EP1734232 EP05112784.3
C.R.F. Società Consortile per Azioni 
EP1734245 EP05013061.6  NOT ENGLISH
REINZ-DICHTUNGS-GMBH 
EP1735585 EP05729848.1
MARPOSS SOCIETA' PER AZIONI 
EP1737007 EP05013266.1  NOT ENGLISH
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft 
EP1738457 EP04802991.2  NOT ENGLISH
APEX ENERGY TETEROW GMBH 
EP1738975 EP06018564.2
ASHIMORI INDUSTRY CO., LTD. 
EP1739291 EP06300552.4  NOT ENGLISH
PEUGEOT CITROËN AUTOMOBILES S.A. 
EP1739789 EP06101720.8




Pirelli & C. S.p.A. 
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EP1741252 EP05729829.1  NOT ENGLISH
NOKIA SIEMENS NETWORKS GMBH & CO. KG 
EP1741608 EP05300553.4  NOT ENGLISH
Delphi Technologies, Inc. 
EP1742696 EP05732401.4  NOT ENGLISH
MeadWestvaco Calmar GmbH 
EP1743324 EP05744658.5  NOT ENGLISH
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der angewandten 
Forschung e.V. 
EP1743738 EP05015013.5  NOT ENGLISH
Puhla, Harald 
EP1744653 EP05733284.3  NOT ENGLISH
Domteknika S.A. 







Honeywell International Inc. 
EP1751951 EP05736769.0
Surf Communication Solutions, Ltd. 
EP1752556 EP05016738.6  NOT ENGLISH
Applied Materials GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1753813 EP05750942.4





EP1756049 EP05747892.7  NOT ENGLISH
Sanofi-Aventis Deutschland GmbH 
EP1756236 EP05744583.5  NOT ENGLISH
Henkel Kommanditgesellschaft auf Aktien 
EP1756917 EP05782482.3  NOT ENGLISH
SOCIETE COMPAGNIE DEUTSCH 
EP1761346 EP05700942.5  NOT ENGLISH
SMS Demag Aktiengesellschaft 
GMT-Gesellschaft für Metallurgische Technologie- _und 
Softwareentwicklung 
mbH 
Ilsenburger Grobblech GmbH 
EP1761600 EP05716283.6
Basell Poliolefine Italia S.r.l. 
EP1763543 EP05753577.5  NOT ENGLISH
Wacker Polymer Systems GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1763689 EP05753052.9
Merck Patent GmbH 
EP1765749 EP05746608.8
ExxonMobil Chemical Patents Inc. 
EP1765751 EP05759413.7  NOT ENGLISH
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
EP1765945 EP05746785.4
Valspar Sourcing, Inc. 
EP1765949 EP05748670.6
Unilever Plc 
EP1766179 EP05754525.3  NOT ENGLISH
Halliburton Energy Services N.V. 
EP1766810 EP05771252.3
ATC Technologies, LLC 
EP1767726 EP06018714.3  NOT ENGLISH
Heinrich Strunz GmbH 
EP1767787 EP05020868.5  NOT ENGLISH
Grundfos Management A/S 
EP1768834 EP05773471.7
BAUSCH & LOMB INCORPORATED 
EP1771180 EP05763728.2
Galderma S.A. 
EP1771643 EP05773107.7  NOT ENGLISH
Hengst GmbH & Co. KG 
Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft 
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EP1773413 EP05763890.0
S.C.Johnson & Son, Inc 
EP1778554 EP05789952.8  NOT ENGLISH
Tonnellerie Baron 





INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES 
CORPORATION 
EP1783356 EP05256792.2
Delphi Technologies, Inc. 
EP1785611 EP06124080.0
BRP-Rotax GmbH & Co. KG 
EP1786678 EP05784813.7  NOT ENGLISH




BROTHER KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
This index lists European Patents designating the United Kingdom as a Contracting State, for which a translation has been filed under
Section 77(6)(a). The entries are arranged in blocks in order of date on which the filing of the translation was entered in the Register.
Within each block, the entries are arranged in ascending publication number order with the application number, the date on which grant
took effect in the UK, and the name of the proprietor given against each publication number. 
There follows an example of an entry in the index.
(Date of entry in Register) 15 DEC 1989
(11) EP0145872 (21) EP84111927.4
(Effective date of UK grant) 20 Dec 1989
(73) Black and Decker Overseas AG
Translations filed: European Patents 
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04 OCT 2007
EP0953160 EP98954532.2 18 Jul 2007
ESSILOR INTERNATIONAL (COMPAGNIE GENERALE 
D’OPTIQUE)
EP0958867 EP99109588.6 27 Jun 2007
SMS Demag AG
HYLSA, S.A. de C.V.
EP1019518 EP99926413.8 04 Jan 2006
FrankGen Biotechnologie AG
EP1036595 EP00105626.6 18 Jul 2007
SCHLEICHER & Co. INTERNATIONAL 
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
EP1058302 EP00410055.8 25 Jul 2007
STMicroelectronics S.A.
EP1074393 EP00402209.1 25 Jul 2007
NEOPOST TECHNOLOGIES
EP1098267 EP00403014.4 11 Jul 2007
SAGEM Défense Sécurité
EP1134105 EP01105763.5 12 Sep 2007
Webasto AG
EP1182237 EP01119320.8 27 Jun 2007
J.S. STAEDTLER GMBH & CO
EP1222098 EP00967900.2 29 Aug 2007
Lucas Varity GmbH
EP1238327 EP00988945.2 22 Aug 2007
Thomson Licensing
EP1258558 EP02010033.5 25 Jul 2007
TREFILEUROPE
EP1267731 EP01915384.0 27 Jun 2007
Joist, Alexander
EP1306202 EP02022809.4 26 Sep 2007
VERITAS AG
EP1334616 EP01983719.4 11 Apr 2007
Nagracard S.A.
EP1356488 EP02700161.9 01 Aug 2007
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
EP1357857 EP01994565.8 23 May 2007
Cardiatis Société Anonyme
F.R.I.D. R&D Benelux Sprl
EP1375885 EP03291414.5 01 Aug 2007
Renault s.a.s.
EP1386189 EP02732704.8 11 Jul 2007
Evotec AG
EP1388174 EP02738274.6 25 Jul 2007
STMicroelectronics S.A.
EP1400691 EP03405652.3 18 Jul 2007
Ismatec SA, Laboratoriumstechnik
EP1444291 EP02782904.3 27 Jun 2007
J. Rettenmaier & Söhne GmbH + Co. KG
Henkel KGaA
EP1448781 EP02796502.9 18 Jul 2007
Deml, Ludwig
EP1468183 EP03731618.9 15 Aug 2007
MAN B & W Diesel A/S
EP1481916 EP04291116.4 18 Jul 2007
L'OREAL
EP1494501 EP04015421.3 27 Jun 2007
Wisycom Srl
EP1516544 EP04090361.9 27 Jun 2007
Hauni Maschinenbau AG
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EP1516546 EP04090356.9 27 Jun 2007
Hauni Maschinenbau AG
EP1522448 EP04292177.5 04 Jul 2007
Peugeot Citroen Automobiles S.A.
EP1532874 EP04026532.4 29 Aug 2007
Hauni Maschinenbau AG
EP1548903 EP04028812.8 19 Sep 2007
komax Holding AG
EP1550569 EP04030273.9 25 Jul 2007
Airbus Deutschland GmbH
EP1559376 EP04030803.3 22 Aug 2007
Synthes GmbH
EP1574365 EP05004788.5 29 Aug 2007
HÜBNER GmbH
EP1625429 EP04739276.6 15 Aug 2007
Preh GmbH
EP1632446 EP05018337.5 27 Jun 2007
Zeppelin Silos & Systems GmbH
EP1658356 EP04734666.3 18 Jul 2007
Clariant Produkte (Deutschland) GmbH
EP1659240 EP05023403.8 18 Jul 2007
Marantec Antriebs- und Steuerungstechnik GmbH & Co. KG.
EP1661850 EP05292510.4 13 Jun 2007
STMICROELECTRONICS SA
COMMISSARIAT A L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE
EP1672689 EP05112235.6 25 Jul 2007
STMicroelectronics ( Crolles 2) SAS
EP1688226 EP06002504.6 26 Sep 2007
Mishina, Alla V
EP1694597 EP04805699.8 15 Aug 2007
COMMISSARIAT A L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE
EP1709235 EP05798610.1 12 Sep 2007
SEB SA
EP1723402 EP05729617.0 18 Jul 2007
X-FAB Semiconductor Foundries AG
EP1735135 EP05732867.6 18 Jul 2007
Allibert Equipement
EP1776570 EP05776706.3 19 Sep 2007
Leopold Kostal Gmbh & Co.KG
05 OCT 2007
EP0844771 EP97117098.0 25 Jul 2007
IPCom GmbH & Co. KG
EP0923130 EP98403144.3 11 Jul 2007
ELA MEDICAL (Société anonyme)
EP0995398 EP99203405.8 01 Aug 2007
Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V.
EP1086509 EP99907284.6 18 Jul 2007
IPCom GmbH & Co. KG
EP1183549 EP00931313.1 19 Sep 2007
ONERA (Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches 
Aérospatiales)
EP1234361 EP00945608.8 22 Aug 2007
EPCOS AG
EP1440141 EP02785254.0 01 Aug 2007
Henkel Kommanditgesellschaft auf Aktien
EP1559402 EP05000097.5 15 Aug 2007
Wella Aktiengesellschaft
EP1579515 EP03814439.0 18 Jul 2007
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH
EP1616256 EP04725394.3 04 Jul 2007
GEMPLUS
EP1618160 EP04726469.2 25 Jul 2007
Clariant Produkte (Deutschland) GmbH
EP1667944 EP04786367.5 25 Jul 2007
Saint-Gobain Centre de Recherches et d'Etudes Européen
EP1720933 EP05715388.4 22 Aug 2007
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
08 OCT 2007
EP0843443 EP97117363.8 11 Jul 2007
Harman Becker Automotive Systems GmbH
SMSC Europe GmbH
EP0860168 EP98102196.7 08 Aug 2007
Bayer HealthCare AG
Translations filed: European Patents - cont
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EP0895609 EP98904215.5 18 Jul 2007
ESSILOR INTERNATIONAL (Compagnie Générale 
d'Optique)
EP0957210 EP99401139.3 11 Jul 2007
POCLAIN HYDRAULICS INDUSTRIE
EP0972361 EP98914816.8 22 Aug 2007
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
EP1063632 EP99112092.4 04 Jul 2007
ASULAB S.A.
EP1142863 EP01108302.9 01 Aug 2007
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
EP1172802 EP01115523.1 08 Aug 2007
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
EP1231440 EP01129565.6 18 Jul 2007
Air Liquide AGS GmbH
EP1247647 EP02405261.5 04 Jul 2007
Teca-Print AG
EP1281395 EP02291582.1 18 Jul 2007
L'OREAL
EP1295859 EP02450176.9 04 Jul 2007
Vujasin, Nikola
EP1300990 EP01123257.6 08 Aug 2007
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
EP1312406 EP02292754.5 08 Aug 2007
CECA S.A.
EP1316188 EP01969660.8 08 Aug 2007
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
EP1327478 EP03000259.6 29 Aug 2007
AERO PUMP GMBH _Zerstäuberpumpen
EP1340103 EP01999835.0 04 Jul 2007
Poseidon
EP1347039 EP02006099.2 08 Aug 2007
Chemische Fabrik Dr. Weigert GmbH & Co. KG.
EP1351824 EP01989534.1 18 Jul 2007
Henkel Kommanditgesellschaft auf Aktien
EP1356213 EP01994818.1 08 Aug 2007
Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft
EP1367164 EP03011868.1 05 Sep 2007
KARL MAYER TEXTILMASCHINENFABRIK GmbH
EP1374706 EP03005286.4 29 Aug 2007
Hauni Maschinenbau AG
EP1377701 EP02730046.6 18 Jul 2007
Huyck. Wangner Germany GmbH
EP1426099 EP03405865.1 12 Sep 2007
Sulzer Mixpac AG








EP1465293 EP04005083.3 05 Sep 2007
Coninvers _Elektrotechnische Bauelemente GmbH
EP1468330 EP03755565.3 08 Aug 2007
Röhm GmbH
EP1473381 EP04354017.8 18 Jul 2007
Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique
EP1474312 EP03734675.6 08 Aug 2007
Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft
Fitzke Werbetechnik
EP1475376 EP03292979.6 18 Jul 2007
L'OREAL
EP1479744 EP04008707.4 01 Aug 2007
BASF Aktiengesellschaft
EP1500787 EP04103337.4 12 Sep 2007
SNECMA
EP1509147 EP03727236.6 15 Aug 2007
Metz-Stavenhagen, Peter
EP1511886 EP03755084.5 25 Jul 2007
Zimmer Aktiengesellschaft
EP1514815 EP04292179.1 04 Jul 2007
ARIES PACKAGING
EP1559605 EP05000273.2 15 Aug 2007
Gerdes GmbH
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EP1564141 EP05101013.0 01 Aug 2007
AIRBUS FRANCE
EP1588801 EP05004133.4 01 Aug 2007
Sonplas GmbH
EP1591558 EP05354017.5 11 Jul 2007
Commissariat A L’Energie Atomique
EP1607492 EP04013028.8 12 Sep 2007
Applied Materials GmbH & Co. KG
EP1608304 EP04722506.5 04 Jul 2007
Haslauer, Paul
EP1611392 EP04725328.1 01 Aug 2007
MTU FRIEDRICHSHAFEN GMBH
EP1627774 EP04017762.8 12 Sep 2007
Joseph Voegele AG
EP1654388 EP04816095.6 27 Jun 2007
Epigenomics AG
EP1656404 EP04764218.6 01 Aug 2007
Construction Research & Technology GmbH
EP1664229 EP04765217.7 27 Jun 2007
Henkel Kommanditgesellschaft auf Aktien
EP1666071 EP06001042.8 15 Aug 2007
Bayer Schering Pharma Aktiengesellschaft
EP1680246 EP04765979.2 11 Jul 2007
MAHLE GMBH
EP1683227 EP04805391.2 15 Aug 2007
COMMISSARIAT A L’ENERGIE ATOMIQUE
EP1697482 EP04786251.1 04 Jul 2007
INSTITUT FRANCAIS DU PETROLE
Oleon N.V.
EP1700861 EP06110685.2 15 Aug 2007
Degussa GmbH
EP1703172 EP06004315.5 01 Aug 2007
ZF FRIEDRICHSHAFEN AG
EP1727864 EP05776314.6 25 Jul 2007
Eckart GmbH & Co. KG
EP1734045 EP06110837.9 15 Aug 2007
Degussa GmbH
EP1755942 EP05746629.4 22 Aug 2007
ALSTOM
09 OCT 2007
EP0750344 EP96108534.7 18 Jul 2007
Infineon Technologies AG
EP0869182 EP98101772.6 25 Jul 2007
Bayer CropScience AG
EP1014086 EP99403185.4 04 Jul 2007
Aerospatiale Matra
DASSAULT AVIATION
EP1079392 EP00117413.5 11 Jul 2007
Harman Becker Automotive Systems GmbH
EP1082844 EP99910288.2 01 Aug 2007
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
EP1206990 EP01125938.9 12 Sep 2007
Josef Albrecht Bohrfutterfabrik GmbH + Co
EP1272720 EP02715465.7 01 Aug 2007
EVVA-WERK Spezialerzeugung von Zylinder- und 
_Sicherheitsschlössern
Gesellschaft m.b.H. & Co. KG
EP1287109 EP01977961.0 04 Jul 2007
Henkel Kommanditgesellschaft auf Aktien
EP1302175 EP02018580.7 04 Jul 2007
Hermann, Werner
EP1302769 EP02022750.0 04 Jul 2007
Intermet Neunkirchen GmbH
EP1354129 EP02701206.1 26 Sep 2007
Senertec Kraft Wärme-Energiesysteme GmbH
EP1412241 EP02753888.3 01 Aug 2007
VAE EISENBAHNSYSTEME GMBH
VAE GmbH
EP1447335 EP04290180.1 25 Jul 2007
Packart
EP1476656 EP02792694.8 04 Jul 2007
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH
EP1477207 EP03291023.4 25 Jul 2007
EDAP S.A.
INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA SANTE ET DE LA 
RECHERCHE MEDICALE (INSERM)
Translations filed: European Patents - cont
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EP1478249 EP02806316.2 18 Jul 2007
Infineon Technologies AG
EP1555362 EP04030381.0 11 Jul 2007
MACC
EP1581415 EP03740079.3 11 Jul 2007
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH
EP1602529 EP05011560.9 04 Jul 2007
Frankia Pilote GmbH & Co. KG
EP1638117 EP04022217.6 15 Aug 2007
Voith Turbo Scharfenberg GmbH & Co. KG
EP1702090 EP04816453.7 26 Sep 2007
Coventya SAS
EP1711930 EP05714920.5 11 Jul 2007
Distec GmbH
EP1719686 EP05009976.1 29 Aug 2007
Voith Turbo Scharfenberg GmbH & Co. KG
EP1719743 EP06014573.7 08 Aug 2007
Wacker Polymer Systems GmbH & Co. KG
EP1731053 EP05012126.8 04 Jul 2007
Swatch Group Management Services AG, The
EP1816095 EP06002458.5 19 Sep 2007
IBAU Hamburg Ingenieurgesellschaft
10 OCT 2007
EP1006144 EP99120802.6 29 Aug 2007
Wacker Chemie AG
EP1069507 EP00401701.8 10 Oct 2007
BULL S.A.
EP1140907 EP00901535.5 11 Jul 2007
Abbott GmbH & Co. KG
EP1169626 EP00918863.2 10 Oct 2007
Campus Technologies AG
EP1188632 EP01119571.6 10 Oct 2007
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft
EP1191381 EP01122891.3 08 Aug 2007
Carl Zeiss Surgical GmbH
EP1193149 EP01120219.9 10 Oct 2007
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft
EP1213169 EP01126161.7 10 Oct 2007
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft
EP1222984 EP01128502.0 29 Aug 2007
Bilz   _Werkzeugfabrik GmbH & Co. KG
EP1236037 EP00954828.0 10 Oct 2007
Sensirion AG
EP1247956 EP02005206.4 08 Aug 2007
Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft
EP1252451 EP01900130.4 12 Sep 2007
KOMET GROUP Holding GmbH
EP1262679 EP01113338.6 10 Oct 2007
TMD Friction GmbH
EP1315461 EP01965249.4 08 Aug 2007
Karl Storz GmbH & Co. KG
EP1315594 EP01969240.9 11 Jul 2007
FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM JÜLICH GMBH
EP1319581 EP02025208.6 08 Aug 2007
Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft
EP1342055 EP01989044.1 15 Aug 2007
Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft
Traveltainer Beteiligungs GmbH
EP1342978 EP02027813.1 29 Aug 2007
EADS Deutschland GmbH
EP1358683 EP02701354.9 08 Aug 2007
UNIVERSITE PIERRE ET MARIE CURIE
EP1368111 EP02719664.1 10 Oct 2007
GKSS-FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM GEESTHACHT GMBH
EP1372608 EP02701145.1 10 Oct 2007
JAGOTEC AG
EP1373214 EP02716770.9 22 Aug 2007
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Max-Planck-Gesellschaft zur Förderung _der Wissenschaften e.V.
EP1378704 EP02450152.0 11 Jul 2007
KE-KELIT Kunststoffwerk Gesellschaft m.b.H.
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EP1380773 EP03015416.5 26 Sep 2007
AUDI AG
EP1396770 EP02018426.3 04 Jul 2007
Powitec Intelligent Technologies GmbH
EP1415924 EP03013765.7 10 Oct 2007
A & R Carton Bremen GmbH
EP1417374 EP02735370.5 08 Aug 2007
Armstrong DLW AG
EP1418908 EP02758431.7 26 Sep 2007
Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma GmbH & Co.KG
EP1429150 EP03104592.5 11 Jul 2007
Areva T&D SA
EP1440870 EP04000415.2 10 Oct 2007
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft
EP1447030 EP03029995.2 19 Sep 2007
Kobleder _Strickmode GmbH & Co.
EP1448815 EP02787396.7 01 Aug 2007
Leibniz-Institut für Polymerforschung Dresden e.V.
EP1459929 EP04003244.3 22 Aug 2007
AUDI AG
EP1469029 EP04008288.5 29 Aug 2007
Goldschmidt GmbH
EP1472148 EP03737342.0 18 Jul 2007
S2F Flexico
EP1478575 EP03704693.5 08 Aug 2007
ZF Lenksysteme GmbH
EP1487422 EP03711965.8 01 Aug 2007
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
EP1491602 EP04014240.8 15 Aug 2007
Wacker Chemie AG
EP1526930 EP03778235.6 04 Jul 2007
SMS Eumuco GmbH
EP1527073 EP03766162.6 22 Aug 2007
Bayer HealthCare AG
EP1536806 EP03761660.4 22 Aug 2007
INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE 
AGRONOMIQUE (INRA)
EP1537960 EP04292231.0 25 Jul 2007
SNECMA
EP1543753 EP04030018.8 12 Sep 2007
Airbus Deutschland GmbH
EP1551894 EP03750624.3 22 Aug 2007
Bayer MaterialScience AG
EP1561964 EP05001180.8 10 Oct 2007
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft
EP1563152 EP03779809.7 10 Oct 2007
Pauli + Sohn GmbH Metallwaren
EP1580402 EP05290663.3 18 Jul 2007
SNECMA
EP1596213 EP05016523.2 10 Oct 2007
DaimlerChrysler AG
EP1623074 EP04702711.5 10 Oct 2007
Franz Plasser Bahnbaumaschinen-Industriegesellschaft m.b.H.
EP1627776 EP05017316.0 10 Oct 2007
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft
EP1635026 EP05291806.7 10 Oct 2007
Peugeot Citroen Automobiles S.A.
EP1637584 EP05011858.7 11 Jul 2007
Infors AG
EP1642164 EP04766125.1 10 Oct 2007
Thomson Licensing
EP1654464 EP04739278.2 10 Oct 2007
HYDAC Technology GmbH
EP1656322 EP04763900.0 05 Sep 2007
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
EP1672788 EP04293040.4 05 Sep 2007
Thales Security Solutions & Services GmbH
EP1685198 EP04803193.4 02 May 2007
ECKART GmbH & Co. KG
EP1686448 EP06000091.6 29 Aug 2007
Fujitsu Siemens Computers GmbH
EP1688118 EP05002115.3 22 Aug 2007
IBFK GmbH International Biotechnological Future _Knowledge
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EP1695320 EP03819174.8 10 Oct 2007
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft
EP1695805 EP06000662.4 10 Oct 2007
Bayerische Motorenwerke Aktiengesellschaft
EP1703983 EP05700830.2 10 Oct 2007
Hermle Labortechnik GmbH
EP1704003 EP05700518.3 22 Aug 2007
Müller Weingarten AG
EP1711446 EP05717483.1 22 Aug 2007
Chryso S.A.S.
EP1719925 EP06008406.8 29 Aug 2007
CTS Fahrzeug-Dachsysteme GmbH
EP1721804 EP06009712.8 01 Aug 2007
Windhoff Bahn- und Anlagentechnik GmbH
EP1726114 EP06707376.7 10 Oct 2007
Rudershausen, Dr. R
EP1746053 EP05015617.3 10 Oct 2007
Wörner, Helmut
Unterhuber, Sebastian
EP1748921 EP05745104.9 10 Oct 2007
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft
EP1750471 EP06016227.8 10 Oct 2007
Sagem Communication S.A.
EP1754596 EP05018053.8 10 Oct 2007
Nordenia Deutschland Halle GmbH
Translations filed: Amended European 
Patents 
This index lists amended European Patents designating the
United Kingdom as a Contracting State, for which a translation
has been filed under Section 77(6)(b). Each entry comprises the
date on which the filing of the translation was entered in the
Register, the publication number, the application number, the
date of grant, and the name of the proprietor.
There follows an example of an entry for this index.
(Date of entry in Register) 24 DEC 1989
(11) EP0131027 (21) EP84900404.9 (45) 17 Dec 1986
(73) Smith and Company
EP1215503 EP01120937.6 09 Feb 2005
WILO AG
EP1224000 EP00974569.6 31 Mar 2004
Rexam Pharma La Verpilliere
EP1228709 EP01130061.3 26 May 2004
Hauni Maschinenbau AG
EP1373817 EP02759796.2 29 Sep 2004
Claudius Peters Technologies GmbH
Translations filed: Claims of European 
Applications 
This index lists, in ascending serial number order, applications for
European Patents designating the United Kingdom as a
Contracting State, for which a translation of claims has been filed
under Section 78(7).
NIL RETURN
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European Patents void 
This index lists European Patents designating the United
Kingdom as a Contracting State, which were published in French
or German and for which an English translation has not been filed
within the period prescribed by the Patents Rules. In accordance
with Section 77(7), they are therefore treated as always having
been void. The patents are listed in ascending publication number
order. Against each publication number is the corresponding
application number and the date of the European Bulletin in
which grant by the EPO was announced.
There follows an example of an entry in the index.
(11) EP0292381 (21) EP88401200.6 09 NOV 1994
 (Date of grant/
EPO Bulletin)
EP0086905 EP82200197.0 08 APR 1987
EP0103654 EP82108757.4 20 MAY 1987
EP0895091 EP98109310.7 04 APR 2007
EP0933196 EP98122404.1 04 APR 2007
EP0978719 EP98114779.6 04 APR 2007
EP1013836 EP99125289.1 04 APR 2007
EP1067360 EP00401903.0 04 APR 2007
EP1074768 EP00113311.5 04 APR 2007
EP1077315 EP00116127.2 04 APR 2007
EP1081017 EP00119022.2 04 APR 2007
EP1153087 EP00903569.2 04 APR 2007
EP1162325 EP01113328.7 04 APR 2007
EP1199330 EP01124505.7 04 APR 2007
EP1203523 EP01402844.3 04 APR 2007
EP1228197 EP00979719.2 04 APR 2007
EP1249192 EP02000742.3 04 APR 2007
EP1275472 EP02009445.4 04 APR 2007
EP1280959 EP01949297.4 04 APR 2007
EP1318296 EP02292853.5 04 APR 2007
EP1318297 EP02292854.3 04 APR 2007
EP1321197 EP02027916.2 04 APR 2007
EP1334953 EP02026809.0 04 APR 2007
EP1335691 EP01995532.7 04 APR 2007
EP1353007 EP03100914.5 04 APR 2007
EP1356202 EP02701229.3 04 APR 2007
EP1379737 EP02753711.7 04 APR 2007
EP1383675 EP02738210.0 04 APR 2007
EP1386833 EP03009303.3 04 APR 2007
EP1393286 EP02706620.8 04 APR 2007
EP1394496 EP03019732.1 04 APR 2007
EP1417582 EP02794621.9 04 APR 2007
EP1420111 EP03103723.7 04 APR 2007
EP1431659 EP03027803.0 04 APR 2007
EP1438516 EP02801929.7 04 APR 2007
EP1475486 EP04009412.0 04 APR 2007
EP1496213 EP04291630.4 04 APR 2007
EP1513672 EP03732489.4 04 APR 2007
EP1516408 EP03706259.3 04 APR 2007
EP1517781 EP03755953.1 04 APR 2007
EP1518003 EP03760620.9 04 APR 2007
EP1522755 EP04023274.6 04 APR 2007
EP1525072 EP03767733.3 04 APR 2007
EP1531011 EP04405694.3 04 APR 2007
EP1533156 EP05003293.7 04 APR 2007
EP1538108 EP04450205.2 04 APR 2007
EP1546525 EP03750448.7 04 APR 2007
EP1565695 EP03795821.2 04 APR 2007
EP1577651 EP05003389.3 04 APR 2007
EP1584312 EP04008553.2 04 APR 2007
EP1588461 EP04705766.6 04 APR 2007
EP1597319 EP04715272.3 04 APR 2007
EP1600611 EP05003705.0 04 APR 2007
EP1604562 EP05012279.5 04 APR 2007
EP1604788 EP04013565.9 04 APR 2007
EP1606156 EP04719935.1 04 APR 2007
EP1607569 EP05011353.9 04 APR 2007
EP1616906 EP05014672.9 04 APR 2007
EP1619120 EP05106381.6 04 APR 2007
EP1620650 EP04717129.3 04 APR 2007
EP1620653 EP03816864.7 04 APR 2007
EP1623820 EP05016500.0 04 APR 2007
EP1624975 EP04739225.3 04 APR 2007
EP1633243 EP04767277.9 04 APR 2007
EP1639214 EP04738849.1 04 APR 2007
EP1669157 EP04028956.3 04 APR 2007
EP1675310 EP04030366.1 04 APR 2007
EP1675779 EP04789978.6 04 APR 2007
EP1682873 EP04805326.8 04 APR 2007
EP1683394 EP04791288.6 04 APR 2007
EP1687161 EP04798896.9 04 APR 2007
EP1692527 EP04805528.9 04 APR 2007
EP1723944 EP05003253.1 04 APR 2007
European Patents revoked 
This index lists European Patents designating the United
Kingdom as a Contracting State which have been revoked by the
EPO under Article 102 of the European Patent Convention. The
index is arranged according to the date on which the patent was
revoked with the earliest date first. Each entry includes the above
date, the publication number, and the application number of the
revoked patent.
There follows an example of an entry in the index.
19 JUL 1989 (11) EP0049322 (21) EP81104288.6
(Date revoked by
the EPO)
18 APR 2007 EP0743017 EP96201318.1
25 APR 2007 EP1003563 EP98949194.9
03 MAY 2007 EP1030426 EP00201983.4
22 JUN 2007 EP0900940 EP98116576.4
25 JUN 2007 EP1359222 EP03075987.2
28 JUN 2007 EP1212013 EP00958813.8
03 JUL 2007 EP0918477 EP96939620.9
04 JUL 2007 EP0675650 EP94105194.8
05 JUL 2007 EP1192512 EP00945092.5
12 JUL 2007 EP1123458 EP99953818.4
23 JUL 2007 EP0753471 EP96110857.8
01 AUG 2007 EP1080479 EP99952131.3
This index lists European Patents designating the United Kingdom as a Contracting State, which have ceased through non-payment of
renewal fees. The entries are arranged in blocks according to the date of ceasing and in ascending publication number order within each
block.
European Patents ceased
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NIL RETURN
This index lists European Patents designating the United Kingdom as a Contracting State which have expired after termination of
20 years. The entries are arranged in blocks according to the date of expiry and in ascending publication number order within each
block.
European Patents expired 

















































































31 Aug 2007 - 11 Oct 2007 (Inclusive)
This index lists UK patents which have ceased through non-payment of renewal fees. The entries are arranged in blocks according to
the date of ceasing and in ascending publication number order within each block.
UK Patents ceased
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NIL RETURN
This index lists UK patents which have expired after termination of 20 years. The entries are arranged in blocks according to the date of
expiry and in ascending publication number order within each block.
UK Patents expired 
















6 Oct 2007 - 11 Oct 2007 (Inclusive)
Other Proceedings under the Patents Act 1977 
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Section 8
Determination before Grant of UK 
Entitlement
Reference under Section 8(1)
Reference filed
GB 0611364.1 TRACEY PILLING Trestles. Reference under 
Section 8(1) by Francis McGurk and Tony MacMahon, filed 
on 21 August 2007
Section 20A
Reinstatement of Applications
This list relates to requests to the reinstatement of patent
applications which have been refused, treated as refused or
withdrawn. The date included with each entry is the effective date
that the request was filed, withdrawn, refused or allowed.
Request for reinstatement allowed
GB2393532 GB0222239.6  RESEARCH AFFILIATES, LLC
Fundamental stock market index and index fund or funds
09 OCT 2007                       
Application to amend the specification of a 
patent (under Section 27 and Section 75)
Section 27 
Application(s) made for Amendment of Specification
The details of the amendments proposed, which may now be 
inspected at the Patent Office, will be advertised later (unless the 
application is abandoned); the application will then be open to 
opposition.  The date included in the entry is the date of filing of 
the application.
EP 1027543    FUTURE SEA TECHNOLOGIES INC. LOW 
HEAD PUMPING SYSTEM FOR FISH FARMS  
13 September 2007.
EP 1476813    TREK 2000 INTERNATIONAL LTD SYSTEM 
AND APPARATUS FOR ACCESSING AND 
TRANSPORTING ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS 
USING A PORTABLE STORAGE DEVICE  
31 August 2007.
EP 1613361    THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 
METHOD AND DEVICE FOR IMPROVED SCENT 
DELIVERY  18 September 2007.
GB 2394022    TECHNOLOGIES ALLIANCE,INC., THE Pipe 
handling apparatus for pick-up and lay-down machine  
29 September 2007.
GB 2418050    STEHLE, TARQUIN A Radio receiving intruder 
alarm, with mains fail detector using radio transmission  
30 August 2007.
Application to Amend the Specification of a patent 
now Open to Opposition
Section 27 amendments and Section 75 before the 
Comptroller  
If you intend to oppose the amendments filed under section 27
before the Comptroller, you must within two months of the
appearance of the advertisement, file two copies of Patents Form
15/77 giving the comptroller notice of opposition to the
amendments.  You also need to file two copies of a statement
setting out fully the facts of your case and the relief that you are
seeking. 
Section 75 before the Court
If you intend to oppose the amendments, filed under Section 75
before the court, you must within 14 days from the appearance
of this advertisement, file and serve on all parties and the
comptroller a notice opposing the application.  This must include
the grounds relied on.
Section 75
Section: 75 before the Court
Patent Number: EP0996905
Patent Court Action Number: HC-06-CO03912/ CO04227
Title of patent: System and method for 
synchronizing electronic mail 
across a network
International classification: G06F
Name of patent proprietor: VISTO CORPORATION
Patent proprietor(s address for: Taylor Wessing LLP, 
Carmelite 50 Victoria Service 
Embankment, Blackfriars 
London EC4Y 0DX
For a copy of these amendments please see our website




The date included in the entry is the effective date of the
amendment.
GB 2363131 CARDINAL CG COMPANY Soil - resistant 
coating for glass surfaces. Application to amend under Section 
27 filed on 26 February 2007 allowed on 9 October 2007
Other Proceedings - cont
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Section 28
Restoration of Ceased Patents
This list relates to applications for the restoration of ceased
patents. For further information contact +44 (0)1633 814788.
The date included with each entry is the effective date that the
application was filed, withdrawn, refused or allowed.
Application for restoration allowed
5 October 2007
EP 0986470    HELL GRAVURE SYSTEMS GMBH SIGNAL 
PROCESSING METHOD
Section 30
Transactions in Patents and Applications
This list relates to unpublished applications and shows changes to 
the applicant’s name or to the ownership of the application. For 

























Associated Instruments Repairs Limited
GB0715503.9
New Applicant (s)




Register of Patents etc.
Amendments to the Register in respect of changes of name or 
changes affecting rights. For further information contact              
+44 (0)1633 814630. 
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Section 46
Licences of Right 
Licence of Right Endorsement under Section 46(1)
The patents listed below have been endorsed Licences of Right in
the Register with effect from the dates specified. Annual fees on
these patents are payable at half the full rate and any person is
entitled as of right to a licence under any such patent.
Any person who claims that the proprietor or the patent is, or was
at the time of entry, precluded by a contract in which the claimant
is interested from granting licences under the patent may, within 2
months after the making of the relevant entry, apply to the
Comptroller for cancellation of the entry. For further information
contact +44 (0)1633 814656.
7 OCT 2007 EP0429306 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Data compaction system
7 OCT 2007 EP0435805 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Method of forming a search 
criteria and saving a search result
7 OCT 2007 EP0493156 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Fault isolation and bypass 
reconfiguration unit
7 OCT 2007 EP0493157 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Serial network topology 
generator
7 OCT 2007 EP0493888 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Personal computer with local 
memory expansion capability
7 OCT 2007 EP0546683 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Language neutral objects
7 OCT 2007 EP0597395 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Multiple graphical user 
interface on a single display
7 OCT 2007 EP0600611 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Super scalar computer system
7 OCT 2007 EP0602791 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Apparatus and method for 
booting a multiple processor system having a global/local 
memory architecture
7 OCT 2007 EP0604008 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Cryptography system
7 OCT 2007 EP0616713 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION METHOD AND SYSTEM 
FOR CREATING AND MAINTAINING MULTIPLE 
DOCUMENT VERSIONS IN A DATA PROCESSING 
SYSTEM LIBRARY.
7 OCT 2007 EP0620936 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION COLLABORATIVE 
WORKING IN A NETWORK
7 OCT 2007 EP0656580 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Method and system for 
automatic storage of an object within a container object within 
a graphical user interface within a data processing system
7 OCT 2007 EP0661819 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Data compression
7 OCT 2007 EP0708963 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION MAGNETIC TAPE 
CARTRIDGE WITH SECOND GENERATION LEADER 
BLOCK AND LEADER BLOCK PIN
7 OCT 2007 EP0713345 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Method and apparatus for 
direct communication in an TDMA radio communication 
system
7 OCT 2007 EP0743795 THOMSON MULTIMEDIA 
Transport packet stream encoder and method for operating the 
same
7 OCT 2007 EP0779583 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Method and apparatus for 
coherency reporting in a multiprocessing system
7 OCT 2007 EP0780774 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Logical address bus 
architecture for multiple processor systems
7 OCT 2007 EP0785548 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION A baseline correction circuit 
for PWM data readback systems
7 OCT 2007 EP0853412 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION System method for efficiently 
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7 OCT 2007 EP0926823 KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS 
ELECTRONICS N.V. Programmable circuit for the realisation 
of a digital filter
7 OCT 2007 EP0947086 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION DISTRIBUTED VOICE 
PROCESSING SYSTEM
7 OCT 2007 EP0995398 KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS 
ELECTRONICS N.V. X-ray examination apparatus
7 OCT 2007 EP1011050 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION A method and system for 
providing hot plug of adapter cards in an expanded slot 
environment
7 OCT 2007 EP1034626 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION METHOD AND 
APPARATUS FOR IMPROVED WIRELESS OPTICAL 
COMMUNICATION
7 OCT 2007 EP1057379 KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS 
ELECTRONICS N.V. A METHOD AND APPARATUS 
FOR LAMP CONTROL
7 OCT 2007 EP1066489 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION THERMOELECTRIC 
COOLING APPARATUS WITH DYNAMIC SWITCHING 
TO ISOLATE HEAT TRANSPORT MECHANISMS
7 OCT 2007 EP1097553 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION METHOD OF 
TRANSMITTING INFORMATION DATA FROM A 
SENDER TO A RECEIVER VIA A TRANSCODER
9 OCT 2007 EP1102074 MARCONI OPTICAL 
COMPONENTS LIMITED Probe for magnetic resonance 
imaging apparatus
7 OCT 2007 EP1132799 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Method and system for 
generating and using a virus free file certificate
7 OCT 2007 EP1232429 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
GUI WINDOWS
7 OCT 2007 EP1261554 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Method for fabricating 
SiON-waveguides
7 OCT 2007 EP1401153 PIONEER CORPORATION Status 
notification apparatus and method
7 OCT 2007 EP1427215 PIONEER CORPORATION Method 
and device for smoothing of image data
9 OCT 2007 EP1452395 PIONEER CORPORATION 
electronic equipment with detachable operational panel
9 OCT 2007 EP1483670 KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS 
ELECTRONICS N.V. TIMEBOX DRIVEN SCHEDULING 
OF SOFTWARE COMPONENTS IN HARD REAL-TIME 
SYSTEMS
7 OCT 2007 EP1490972 KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS 
ELECTRONICS N.V. OPTOELECTRONIC RECEIVER 
CIRCUIT FOR DIGITAL COMMUNICATION
7 OCT 2007 EP1507229 MF GROUP S.P.A. Process and 
machine for associating sensitive data and corresponding cards
7 OCT 2007 EP1564854 PIONEER CORPORATION 
Semiconductor light-emitting device and method for 
manufacturing the same
7 OCT 2007 EP1616339 KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS 
ELECTRONICS N.V. TRANSMISSION CABLE
7 OCT 2007 GB2308209 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Information handling system
7 OCT 2007 GB2321547 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION A SIMD capable 
microprocessor circuit
7 OCT 2007 GB2331166 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Database search engine
7 OCT 2007 GB2332543 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Asynchronous printing of 
web documents
7 OCT 2007 GB2332764 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Providing local printing on a 
thin client
7 OCT 2007 GB2333427 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Mapping web server objects 
to TCP/IP ports
7 OCT 2007 GB2343529 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Filtering incoming e-mail
7 OCT 2007 GB2344196 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Data processing 
apparatus,method and computer program with optimized key-
pointing operation for log record storage
7 OCT 2007 GB2346718 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Client server communication 
system and method
7 OCT 2007 GB2346994 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Input/output operations in an 
information processing system
7 OCT 2007 GB2347243 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Systems methods and 
computer program products for ordering objects 
corresponding to database operations that are performed on a 
relational database upon
7 OCT 2007 GB2348523 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Self-diagnosing and self-
correcting data entry components
7 OCT 2007 GB2358100 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Digital watermarks
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7 OCT 2007 GB2360421 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Transmission of geographic 
information to mobile devices
7 OCT 2007 GB2364408 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Web browser cookie 
management
7 OCT 2007 GB2364802 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Electronic document delivery 
and transforation system and method
7 OCT 2007 GB2369538 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Recovery following process or 
system failure
7 OCT 2007 GB2387066 MICROMUSE INC Method and 
system for predicting causes of network service outages using 
time  domain correlation
7 OCT 2007 GB2395809 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Metadata lock management 
in advanced function n-way shared storage controller systems
7 OCT 2007 GB2395810 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION Multi-requester detection of 
potential logical unit thrashing and preemptive application of 
preventive or ameliorative measures
7 OCT 2007 GB2404525 MICROMUSE INC Quantifying the 
effect of a service outage
Section 72
Claim for Revocation before the Court
Claim dismissed
EP 0301749 MONSANTO TECHNOLOGY LLC       
Particle-mediated transformation of soybean plants and lines. 
Claim for revocation lodged at the Patents Court on 28 April 
2006 dismissed. Patent revoked by EPO 3 May 2007           
(HC 06 C00585)
Appeal dismissed. Patent Revoked
EP 1366770 ALLERGAN, INC Use of the neurotoxic 
component of botulinum toxin for treating muscle-associated 
pain. Appeal lodged at the Court of Appeal on 20 November     
2006 dismissed by Order of the Court on 15 May 2007.     
(HC 05 C03711)
Patent(s) revoked by Court Order
The date included in the entry is the date on which the patent was 
revoked.
EP 1366770    ALLERGAN, INC. Use of the neurotoxic 
component of botulinum toxin for treating muscle-associated 
pain  10 November 2006.
Section 73
Revocation on the Comptroller’s Initiative
Specification amended under Section 73(2)
GB 2329840 JOHNSON & JOHNSON MEDICAL, INC 
Biopolymer sponge tubes. Specification amended under 
Section 73(2) on 5 October 2007
GB 2382225 KETTLE SOLUTIONS LIMITED Switch for 
water boiling appliance such as a kettle. Specification amended 
under Section 73(2) on 10 October 2007
GB 2412549 NEC CORPORATION Call device, call control 
system, call management system, and call control method. 
Specification amended under Section 73(2) on 5 October 
2007
Patent revoked under Section 73(2)
GB 2331523    THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR 
DEFENCE Vaccine production of the bacillus anthracis 
protective antigen. Patent revoked on 3 October 2007
GB 2403409 BAXTER INTERNATIONAL INC ET AL 
Methods for repairing and regenerating human duramater. 
Patent revoked on 5 October 2007
Sections 74A and 74B
Patent opinions
Details of Patent opinions (under section 74A) are not given in
this Journal, but are published on our website at:
http://www.ipo.uk/patent/p-other/p-object/p-object-opinion/
p-object-opinion-advert.htm
These web pages contain information on all requests for opinions
and their outcome (including where the request has been refused
or withdrawn). In addition, they give information generally on the
opinions process, including an explanation of the procedure for
filing observations on a request, and the deadline for doing so.
Details of any reviews of opinions (under section 74B) may also
be found there.
Section 89A (6)
Requests for publication of translation
Application Number: GB 0708028.6
Applicant(s) Name: Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
PCT Application Number: PCT/JP2005/016586
PCT Publication Number: WO 2007/029330
Application Number: GB 0716500.4
Applicant(s) Name: Kyrychenko, Olexandr I
PCT Application Number: PCT/UA2006/000005
PCT Publication Number: WO 2007/070019
Application Number: GB 0718309.8
Applicant(s) Name: Honda Motor Co., Ltd
PCT Application Number: PCT/JP2006/304299
PCT Publication Number: WO 2006/095699
Other Proceedings - cont
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Section 117
Correction of Errors in Patents and 
Applications
Request made for Correction of Error
In the event that the Comptroller requires notice of the proposed
correction to be advertised in accordance with Rule 91(3) then
details of the proposed correction will be advertised later.
EP 1261603 AVENTIS PHARMA S.A. Flavone derivatives, 
preparation method and use as medicines. Request for 
correction to the translation under Section 117 filed on 30 
May 2007
EP 1415234 INTEL COPORATION High density severlets 
utilizing high speed data bus. Request for correction under 
Section 117 filed on 30 July 2007
EP 1532263 SUNGENE GMBH & CO. KGAA Method for 
hydrolising carottenoids esters. Request for correction to the 
translation under Section 117 filed on 27 April 2007
Case decided by the Comptroller
Corrections Allowed
GB 2419077 AVON POLYMER PRODUCTS LIMITED 
Milking apparatus and method. Request for correction under 
Section 117 filed on 3 May 2007 allowed on 4 October 2007
GB 2421110 DRÄGER SAFETY AG & CO KGAA Fire 
training system. Request for correction under Section 117 filed 
on 23 May 2007 allowed on 4 October 2007
EP 1284737 EISAI CO., LTD Water soluble prodrugs of azole
compounds. Request for correction under Section 117 filed on
18 July 2007 allowed on 4 October 2007
EP 1490949 EBM-PAPST MULFINGEN GMBH & CO.KG 
Stator for electric motors having a winding interconnection 
assembly. Request for correction to the translation under 
Section 117 filed on 8 May 2007 allowed on 4 October 2007
EP 1493211 ERICSSON AB Optical amplifiers. Request for 
correction under Section 117 filed on 15 December 2007 
allowed on 9 October 2007
Appeal lodged
GB 0515579.1 RAJESH KAPUR Method for preserving access 
to system in case of disaster. Notice of Appeal against the 
decision of the comptroller dated 12 September 2007 lodged 
with the Patents Court on 26 September 2007 (Action No. 
CH2007APP0616)
GB 0516374.6 RAJESH KAPUR Method for preserving access 
to deleted and overwritten documents. Notice of Appeal 
against the decision of the comptroller dated 12 September 
2007 lodged with the Patents Court on 26 September 2007 
(Action No. CH2007APP0616)
GB 0516995.8 RAJESH KAPUR Method for retriving deleted 
documents. Notice of Appeal against the decision of the 
comptroller dated 12 September 2007 lodged with the Patents 
Court on 26 September 2007 (Action No. CH2007APP0616)
GB 0516997.4 RAJESH KAPUR Method for validating system 
changes by use of a replicated system as a system testbed. 
Notice of Appeal against the decision of the comptroller dated 
12 September 2007 lodged with the Patents Court on 26 
September 2007 (Action No. CH2007APP0616)
GB 0518016.1 RAJESH KAPUR Method for preserving access 
to system in case of disaster. Notice of Appeal against the 
decision of the comptroller dated 12 September 2007 lodged 
with the Patents Court on 26 September 2007 (Action No. 
CH2007APP0616)
GB 0519238.0 RAJESH KAPUR Method for retriving deleted 
documents. Notice of Appeal against the decision of the 
comptroller dated 12 September 2007 lodged with the Patents 
Court on 26 September 2007 (Action No. CH2007APP0616)
GB 0519365.1 RAJESH KAPUR Method for preserving access 
to deleted and overwritten documents by means of a system 
recycle bin. Notice of Appeal against the decision of the 
comptroller dated 12 September 2007 lodged with the Patents 
Court on 26 September 2007 (Action No. CH2007APP0616)
GB 0519463.4 RAJESH KAPUR Method and system for 
producing a data backup system of a primary system. Notice 
of Appeal against the decision of the comptroller dated 12 
September 2007 lodged with the Patents Court on 26 
September 2007 (Action No. CH2007APP0616)
Rule 110
Alteration of Time Limits
Extension Allowed
                                                                                             
EP 1019518     FRANKGEN BIOTECHNOLOGIE AG          
SELF-DELETING VECTORS FOR CANCER THERAPY            
Period(s) prescribed by Rule(s) Schedule 4 Para 2 extended 
under Rule 110(6) in accordance with the decision of the 
Comptroller dated 31 JUL 2007. The patent/application is 
reinstated subject to special terms for third party interests.        
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Proceedings under EC Regulations 1768/92 and 1610/96 
Supplementary Protection Certificates for
Medicinal Products and Plant Protection
Products, respectively
These entries include details of all proceedings relating to
Supplementary Protection Certificates. Applications for
Supplementary Protection Certificates are numbered in a single
yearly sequence commencing SPC/GB93/001 covering both
medicinal and plant protection products and the same number is
retained for the granted certificate. Proceedings are open to public
inspection but the granted certificate is not separately published.
The entries are grouped in categories according to the type of
proceedings. Within each category the entries are arranged in
alphabetical order according to the name of the applicant for, or
holder of, the certificate and provide the following information;
the name and address of the applicant or holder; the product in
respect of which the certificate has been applied for or granted; the
product type; ie. “Medicinal” or “Plant Protection”; the number
and date of the first authorisation under Directive 65/65/EEC or
Directive 81/851/EEC to place the product on the market as a
medicinal product in the United Kingdom or the number and date
of the first authorisation under Article 4 of Directive 91/414/EEC
or an equivalent provision of national law to place the product on
the market as a plant protection product in the United Kingdom;
where relevant, the country; number and date of the first
authorisation to place the product on the market in the European
Community; the number and title of the basic UK patent or
European patent (UK) which protects the product; and the
number of the application or certificate.
The entries will also state as appropriate: the filing date of the
application; the date of grant or rejection of the application; the
maximum period of the granted certificate; the effective period of
the certificate on entry into force; and the date of lapse or
invalidity of the certificate.
There follows three examples of entries under these proceedings.
The first relates to a new application for a certificate based on a
European patent designating the United Kingdom and having first
authorisation of the product in the United Kingdom. The second
example relates to a certificate granted based, once again, on a
European patent designating the United Kingdom but with the
first product authorisation in the EEC in Denmark. The third
refers to a certificate entering into force based on a United
Kingdom patent with first product authorisation in the EEC in
Belgium.
Example 1: Applications for Certificates Filed
(71) Ohmeda Pharmaceutical Products Division Inc.
110 Allen Road, Liberty Corner, NJ 07938 USA
(95) Product: 2-(D i f l u o r o m e t h o x y )-1 , 1 , 1 ,2-
tetrafluoroethane (“Desfluane”)
Product Type: Medicinal
(92) Authorised: UK 0022/0120 19 July 1993
(68) Patent No: EP(UK) 0285237 (54) 2-
(Difluoromethoxy)-1,1,1,2-
tetrafluoroethane as an anaesthetic
(21) SPC/GB93/175 (22) Lodged: 24 December 1993
Example 2: Certificates Granted
(73) Aktiebolaget Hassle
Karagatan 5,S-431 83 Molndal, Sweden
(95) Product: Felodipine
Product Type: Medicinal
(92) Authorised: UK 0017/0235-0236 15 November 1993
(93) DK 6499 21 January 1988
(68) Patent No: EP(UK) 0007293 (54) 2,6-dimethyl-4-(2,3-
dichlorophenyl)-1,4-dihydropyridine-3,5-
dicarboxylic acid-3-methyl ester-5-ethyl 
ester having hypotensive properties, process 
for its preparation and pharmaceutical 
preparations containing it.
(11) SPC/GB93/134  Date Granted: 14 January 1994
(94) Maximum period expires: 20 January 2003
Example 3: Certificates entered into force
(73) American Cyanamid Company
Burden Avenue, Township of Wayne, State of
NewJersey 06904, United States of America
(95) Product: Felbinac (4-biphenyl acetic acid)
Product Type: Medicinal
(92) Authorised: UK 0095/0119 28 October 1988
(93) BE 536 1S 91 F 7 21 June 1988
(68) Patent No: GB 1402691(54) Compositions of 4-
Biphenyl Acetic Acid
(11) SPC/GB93/151  
(24) Date entered into force  7 September 1993
(94) Effective period expires 6 September 1998
SPCs LODGED
Mallinckrodt Inc.
675 McDonnell Boulevard, Hazelwood, Missouri, 63042, 
United States of America
Product: Gadoversetamide (a chelate containing 
gadolinium and versetamide)
Product Type: Medicinal
Authorised: UK  EU/1/07/398/001 23 July 2007
UK  EU/1/07/398/002 23 July 2007
UK  EU/1/07/398/003 23 July 2007
UK  EU/1/07/398/004 23 July 2007
Patent: EP0425571, Novel magnetic resonance imaging
agents
SPC/GB07/052: Date Lodged: 26 September 2007
Schwarz Pharma AG
Alfred-Nobel-Strasse 10, D-40789 Monheim, Germany
Product: Fesoterodine and its salts with physiologically 
acceptable acids, including fumaric acid
Product Type: Medicinal
Authorised: UK  EU/1/07/386/001 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/002 20 April 2007
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UK  EU/1/07/386/003 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/004 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/005 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/006 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/007 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/008 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/009 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/010 20 April 2007
Patent: EP1077912, Novel derivatives of 3,3-
Diphenylpropylamines
SPC/GB07/053: Date Lodged: 03 October 2007
Pfizer Health AB
11287 Stockholm, Sweden
Product: Fesoterodine and its salts with physiologically 
acceptable acids, including fumaric acid
Product Type: Medicinal
Authorised: UK  EU/1/07/386/001 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/002 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/003 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/004 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/005 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/006 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/007 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/008 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/009 20 April 2007
UK  EU/1/07/386/010 20 April 2007
Patent: EP1019358, 3,3-Diarylpropylamines, their use 
and preparation
SPC/GB07/054: Date Lodged: 03 October 2007
SPCs EXPIRED
Ferring International Center S.A.                                               
  Avenue de Rhodanie 60, CH-1007, Lausanne, Switzerland
Product: Quinagolide, having the chemical name (+/-) 1-
n-propyl-3alpha, diethylsulfamoylamino-6-
hydroxy-1,2,3,4,4aalpha-5,10,10abeta-
octahydro-benzo[g]quinoline, optionally in salt 
form, such as the hydrochloride salt          
                                                                                
Product Type:     Medicinal                                                          
Authorised: UK  0101/0380                     15 September 1994
UK  0101/0381                     15 September 1994
UK  0101/0382                     15 September 1994
UK  0101/0383                     15 September 1994
NL  16289                     29 June 1993
NL  16290                     29 June 1993
NL  16291                                      29 June 1993
Patent : EP0077754, Novel pharmaceutically active 
1,2,3,4,4a,5,10,10a-octahydrobenzo(g) 
quinoline derivatives
SPC/GB94/021:                               Date Expired: 05 October 2007
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Certificates of Registration issued
Week Ending 10 October 2007 
The details of designs in this list as well as previously registered
designs, are open to public inspection, details of which may be
inspected without provision of a copy, free of charge at the UK
Intellectual Property Office, Designs Registry, Newport, South
Wales NP10 8QQ or at the London Front Office at Harmsworth
House, 13-15 Bouverie St, London EC4Y 8DP.
Copies of the Designs Register entry and representations of the
registered design may be obtained from the date on which the
Certificate of Registration is issued (Grant Date), on payment of a
fee of £5. Photographic copies, where reproduction is from a large
or coloured specimen or a photograph that will not effectively
photocopy, may be obtainable exceptionally at market price.
Alternatively the Register of Designs and registered
representations may be inspected on the UK Intellectual Property
Office web site at:
http://www.ipo.gov.uk
Clicking on the Database Services button on the home page will
display services available of which the following relate to Designs.
Design Status Information Service
Displays the Register entry for each design number input.
Designs Image Search Service
Displays all registered representations and a brief register extract
for each registered design. Designs can be searched and examined
by proprietor, classification or design number.
No fee is charged for the use of either of the above database
services.
Restrictions
Designs registered for wallpaper or lace are not available for
public inspection until two years after the date of grant and for
textiles 3 years, after the date of grant.
Any enquiries about designs registered prior to 1965 should be
addressed to the Public Record Office, Ruskin Avenue, Kew,
Richmond, Surrey TW9 4FU.
Other Design Publications
Designs in View
Designs in View is an illustrated journal, published weekly. The
journal contains a selected image of each design recently granted,
along with the following information for each design:
• Design number
• Date of grant




Designs in View can be ordered from:







Phone: 08459 500 505
e-mail: enquiries@ipo.gov.uk
GRANTED ON 10 OCTOBER 2007
Baker, Nathan Combat device to improve 
hand to eye coordination
18 JUL 2007 4003691
Bell, Michael S Tuilp bin
24 AUG 2007 4004126
British Broadcasting Corporation, The 
Animation
19 SEP 2007 4004362
Curry, Anthony and Reid, Jane and 
Wilson, Janet and Wilson, Roger 
Toy dog
07 SEP 2007 4004336
Dabur India Limited Hair cream           
container
14 SEP 2007 4004315
de Cobain, Phil Screen Display/web page
13 SEP 2007 4004296
DIY Kyoto Limited Display device
26 JAN 2007 4001298
Eterna Ltd Watch Factory Wrist watch
24 SEP 2007 4004421
GNG Foam Converters Ltd Mattress
09 AUG 2007 4003934
— Pillow
03 SEP 2007 4004185
Henry, Gavin Logo
17 SEP 2007 4004342
Certificates of Registration issued - cont
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Herbert, Hugh G Coffee/dining table
29 AUG 2007 4004156
Hickman, Laura Score sheets for cricket 
dice game
24 JUL 2007 4004291
Hophotels.com Ltd Logo
19 SEP 2007 4004367
Huhtamaki (UK) Limited Container
19 SEP 2007 4004373
— Container
19 SEP 2007 4004374
— Container
19 SEP 2007 4004375
International Greetings PLC Christmas 
crackers
22 AUG 2007 4004115
— Christmas crackers
22 AUG 2007 4004116
— Christmas crackers
22 AUG 2007 4004117
— Christmas crackers
22 AUG 2007 4004118
Johnson, Sara Tidy tray box
31 JUL 2007 4003793
— Tidy tray lid
31 JUL 2007 4003794
— Tidy tray jar
31 JUL 2007 4003795
K TWO Products (Design) Ltd Journal
17 AUG 2007 4004327
Kate Forman Designs Ltd Textile
23 AUG 2007 4004135
— Textile
23 AUG 2007 4004136
— Textile
23 AUG 2007 4004137
— Textile
23 AUG 2007 4004138
Leech, Cailum J Calendar display
14 SEP 2007 4004312
Leigh, Justin A framing kit
26 JUL 2007 4003754
Leigh Tyres and Wheels Alloy wheel
13 SEP 2007 4004295
McAllister, Karl Brick laying gauge tape 
measure
25 JUL 2007 4003742
— Brick laying gauge tape measure
25 JUL 2007 4003743
— Brick laying gauge tape measure
25 JUL 2007 4003744
Reid, Jane See Curry, Anthony
RHR Solutions Limited Tiling apparatus
30 AUG 2007 4004164
Richards, Adam An illuminated display 
panel
15 NOV 2006 4000502
Richardson, Gary Metallic foil bag
23 AUG 2007 4004106
Russell, Paul and Russell, Paula           
Entertainment vehicle
15 SEP 2007 4004321
Russell, Paula See Russell, Paul
Sherlock, Hugo P A candlestick
20 OCT 2006 4000201
Si-Lite Limited Electronic transformer
17 SEP 2007 4004341
Springer, Jermaine Shirts
25 JUL 2007 4003833
— T-shirts
25 JUL 2007 4003834
— Hats
25 JUL 2007 4003835
Ultracut Ltd Routing work station
23 AUG 2007 4004441
Welter’s Co.Ltd. Box for toothpicks
19 SEP 2007 4004363
Wilson, Graham Watering can
19 SEP 2007 4004365
— Attachment for watering can
19 SEP 2007 4004368
— Attachment for watering can
19 SEP 2007 4004369
Wilson, Janet See Curry, Anthony
Wilson, Roger See Curry, Anthony
Wormcity Ltd Wormery
22 SEP 2007 4004416
— Wormery
22 SEP 2007 4004417
Zip Creative Licensing Ltd Logo
18 SEP 2007 4004343
GRANTED ON 11 OCTOBER 2007
Astor-Bannerman (Medical) Ltd   
Cushions and supports
01 JUN 2007 4002984
— Cushions and supports
01 JUN 2007 4002985
Clarke, Esther A greetings card
23 JUL 2007 4003712
Customised Sheet Metal Ltd Domestic 
audio/video furniture
20 SEP 2007 4004473
Cylch-Wales Community Recycling 
Network Bin covers for oil drums
23 JUN 2007 4003315
Farmers Cottage Lamps Ltd Rotating 
sphere lounger
07 SEP 2007 4002716
Gannon, Terry Car exhaust attachment
05 SEP 2007 4004240
Garin, Claudia S Bottles
06 JUL 2007 4003517
Glowgoat Ltd Jacket
05 JUL 2007 4003489
Hadzic, Lejla Sorting/recycling bin
16 AUG 2007 4003990
Kirkpatrick, Thomas J Pallets
14 AUG 2007 4003998
Latham, Lawrence Speaker housing
19 MAY 2007 4002845
London Pottery Co Ltd, The Jug
26 SEP 2007 4004468
— Mug
26 SEP 2007 4004469
— Spoon
26 SEP 2007 4004470
— Spoon
26 SEP 2007 4004471
Simulations Ltd Stair system for Tyne 
bridge
27 JAN 2007 4001327
Strachan, Robin K A modified cutting 
block/saw guide for computer assisted 
surface navigation of knee replacements
07 AUG 2007 4003905
Sweet Greetings Confectionery wrapper
24 MAY 2007 4002918
Wood, John A towel
06 JUL 2007 4003520
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